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"put me through · 

to themanager ••• 

room service ••• 

theatre bookings ••• ,, 

Our new low line Cord Switchboard is at home wherever 
personal service is stil l important .... 

Even in the pace of today's 
modern world, personal ser
vice is expected and often 
necessary. The GEC low line 
Cord-type telephone switch
board combines elegance with 
efficiency and boasts adapta
bility to suit its surroundings, 
wherever they may be ... 
whether in luxury hotels, 
hospitals, or even cruise 
I i n er s . I t 's t h e i-d ea I 
PABX private telephone 
system for situations 
where personal service counts. 

Takes telecommunications into tomorrow 

GEC-AEI TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD, OF COVENTRY, ENGLAND. 

1 
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·
r The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England. IBS!48 
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Takes telecommunications into tomorrow 
GEC-AEI TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED, TELEPHONE WORKS, COVENTRY. 

A Management Company of The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England. IBB/49 



I 

ever 
wanted 
to scale things . . 

down to your size? 

withGEC 
• open-wire 

systems1 yo� can. 

If your longing is for a small-scale carrier 

telephone network using open-wire line 

systems, remember that GEC can supply 

just that-for as few as three high 

quality speech circuits, in a compact 

integral unit complete with carrier 

frequency generating, translating, 

channel signalling, regulating and line 

amplifying equipment, and if you wish 

four duplex VF telegraph channels. 

The 3-circuit system (Type 30L3A) has a line 

output in the band 3.16 to 31 .11 kHz, and the 

12-circuit system (Type 150L 12A), which can 

be operated over the same pair, has a line out

put in the band 36 to 143 kHz. In addition, a 

physical circuit (300 -2700 Hz) can be op

erated over the same pair. 

The systems comply with CCITT recommend

ations so that several 3-circuit systems can 

operate over the same pole route, and several 

12-circuit systems can be operated over paral

lel pairs on the same pole route, in each case 

with minimum crosstalk. 

3-CIRCUIT - TYPE 30L3A 

12 - CIRCUIT - TYPE 150L12A 

Takes telecommunications into tomorrow 
GEC-AEI TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD. OF COVENTRY, ENGLAND. 

A Management Company of The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England. 
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The range includes the following high-quality 

series: 

H2900 Series 

5 

Marconi 
Professional 
Receivers 

'The most advanced h.f receiver in the world' with the 

highest standards of performance and reliability. Fast 

frequency selection down to 1 .OHz with stability of 

0.5Hz. Digital synthesis and remote operation. Designed 

for the highest reliability in the most arduous conditions. 

Marconi, pioneer of s.s.b and i.s.b, 

produces a range of professional 

receivers, that meetthe widest 

requirements of users, including the most 

sophisticated point-to-point services, 

military transportable systems, shipborne 

applications as well as those of smaller 

operators requiring fewer facilities. 

All receivers in the range are solid-state 

and are designed to take full account of 

environmental conditions and cost 

effectiveness. 

H2900 Receiver 

HYDRUS H2001 Series 

General purpose economical receivers with high-grade 

performance, for use on international trunk routes. Very 

versatile and reliable. High stability performance with 

built-in frequency synthesis. 

N2020 and N2050 (Apollo) 

Designed to stringent defence specifications, these 

high-stability robust h. f and m.f receivers are suitable 

for naval or similar applications. 

Marconi Radio Division, designers and suppliers of 

h.f and l.f point-to-point systems, fine-of-sight and 

tropospheric scatter microwave systems and civil 

space communications earth stations-part of the 

total systems capability of Marconi Communication 

Systems. 

Marconi Communication Systems 
Complete civil and military static and mobile communication systems 

Message switching 

Digital and data systems 
Microwave and tropo systems 
Mobile radio telephones 
Specialized components 

Satellite communications earth stations 
H.F. and l.f. point-to-point systems 
Television and broadcasting stations 
Maritime and naval systems 

Surveys, planning and commissioning 

Marconi Communication 
Systems Limited, 
Chelmsford, Essex, England 

A GEC-Marconi Electronics Company 

L TD/H95 
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STC Telecommunications 

Put all our submarine 
and you could girdle the 
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cables together 
earth two and a half times. 

There are over 57,000 nautical 
miles of STC Submarine Telephone Cable 
at work every hour of every day. 

Carrying vital communications 
between countries and continents, under 
oceans and seas. 

Since 1950, we've taken part in 58 
cable projects, involving 34 different 
countries, proving the reliability 
of STC equipment and system design. 

Now backed by the extensive 
experience we've gathered over the 
years we're involved in no less than 10 
new projects. 

Included are the next two 
transatlantic systems - Cantat - 2 and 
Bracan -1. 

These will be adding a great deal 
more to the high quality global 
communications network to which we've 
already contributed so much. 

Standard Telephones and Cables 
Limited, Submarine Systems Marketing 
and Projects, North Woolwich, London, 
E.16, England. Telephone: 01-476 1401. 
Telex: 21645. 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited 
A British Company of ITT 
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STC Telecommunications 

As good as gold. 
You can take any colour Deltaphone 

and turn it into gold. 
Deltaphone is sculptured on modern 

lines but fits in beautifully with any decor. 
That's why more and more people 

are asking for them. 

And with no extra outside plant 
investment-plus easy maintenance
there's also extra income in it for you. 

STC Subscriber Apparatus & Acoustic 
Division, New Southgate, London N.11. 
Tel: 01-368 1234. Telex: 21917. 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited ITT 
A British Company ol ITT 



STC Telecommunications 

-----------� 

We're putting in a co-axial cable system 
·to link Sydney and Melbourne. 

Here'S what Australia gets out of it. 
When the Australian Post Office needed a 

co-axial cable system to complete the 600 mile 
route between Sydney and Melbourne, it called 
on STC for high quality 12MHz transmission 
equipment. 

This fully transistorised system combines 
extreme reliability with low maintenance costs 
and means that 2,700 Australians can now 

-

make telephone calls simultaneously over each 
co-axial pair. 

More than 200 repeaters are ·involved in the 
operation-with each main repeater capable of 

power feeding up to 26 dependent ones. 
The 12MHz equipment is being manufactured 

at STC's Transmission Division plant at Basildon, 
England - and will be delivered in good time to 
complete the cable link by 1973. 

· 

Contact us when your administration needs 
high quality co-axial cable systems for similar 
transmission applications. 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, 
Transmission Division, Basildon, Essex, England. 
Telex: 99101- (STC Basildon). 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited 
A British Company of ITT 
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STC Telecommunications 

Looking on 
the light side. 

STC headsets are light as air and 
marvellous to work with. 

They're so comfortable. So hard-wearing. 
Yet so inexpensive. 

No wonder they're so widely used now -
in no less than 70 different countries 
throughout the world. 

STC Subscriber Apparatus & Acoustic 
Division, New Southgate, London, N.11. 
Tel: 01 -3681234 Telex: 21917. 

Standard Telephones 

and Cables Limited 
A British Compan·f ol ITT 

ITT 

Our manufacturing resources could contribute to your 

success, too I We've chalked up many years of service 
to ministries, government departments, armed forces, 
and a formidable list of significant names in industry. 
They all come to Whiteley for the specialist knowhow 
and resources we have developed. Can we help you? 
We can build to your drawings and specification, or put 
our design departments at your service, as needed. From 
a small component to a complete system, in audio work, 
relay switching circuits, control systems, and many 
other spheres-our facilities are ready. The Whiteley 
organisation is self-contained. The manufacturing 
resources are backed by our own tool room, sheet metal 
working and press shops, plating and finishing lines, 
coil and transformer winding shop, plastics moulding 
shop and a modern new cabinet factory. Capitalise on 
all these Whiteley facilities-call us in for a look at your 
next electronics need. You'll be in good company I 

Whiteley 
versatility ... 

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD. 

Mansfield, Notts, England. Tel. Mansfield 24762 

London Office: 109 Kingsway, W.C.2. Tel. 01-405 3074 
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Now a graphic recorder 
with instant change of function 

Plug-in modules give RECORD SERIES 100 S.A. 
signal amplified recorders complete versatility 

In this new development, the signal is extends from thermocouple inputs to the 
measurement of AC and DC amperes and volts. 
External transducers with milliamp outputs are 
available for the measurement of Power, Power 
Factor and Frequency. 

connected ta any one of a wide range of readily 
accessible and interchangeable conditioning 
modules. The conditioned signal is then amplifieci: 
before being fed into a high torque galvanometric 
pen motor. The range of conditioning modules If it's electrical measurement put it on Record. 

Measurement Control 
and Automation Division 

The Record Electrical Company Limited /RECORD J P.O. Box No. 19 Altrincham, Cheshire WA 14 5DB. Telephone 061-928 6211, 
Telex 667212 Telegrams and Cables: Cirscale, Altrincham, Telex _ . 

© F.399 
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This winter 
we'd like to put the workers in power. 

PHOTOGRAPH REPRODUCED BY KIND PERMISSION OF THE POSTOFFICE 

We've had power cuts for the last 
two winters. And it's an optimistic person 
who assumes this one will be any different. 

The answer to the problem is of 
course, standby power. 

But simply having a generator.on 
hand for emergencies isn't enough. You 
have to be sure that it won't let you down 
just when you need it most. 

And the answer to that problem is to 
have a generator powered by a Rolls�Royce 
diesel. 

Our diesels for generating sets 
are simply designed and meticulously 
built to give continuous reliability. And 
even though we believe that's what they 
will give, we still test every engine, just to 
make absolutely sure. 

Ten engines are available for 
producing from 80 to 450kW. (507kW 
with emergency generating sets). They 
can be naturally aspirated or turbo� 
charged. And of course, every one is 
backed by a comprehensive spares and 
service network. 

Perhaps the nicest thing about our 
diesels is that for all this reliability and 
performance, you don't have to pay any 
more than for competitive engines. 

That then, is our answer to power 
cuts. We can't stop them happening and 
you can't know when they'll happen. 

But at least when they do, you won't 
be kept in the dark. 

DIESELS 

Im I ROLLS-ROYCE I 

Youget�_�al�s���� 
SHREVvS8URY SYl 4!Y TEL: SHREWSBURY P74J 572f:Q TELEX 35171 
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EDITORIAL 

The British Post Office Research Department has won 
a Queen's Award for technological innovation in the 
development and production of high-quality transistors 
for use in under-sea cable systems. The advances achieved 
in this fiel<l have been a major factor in enabling admini
strations throughout the world to keep pace with the 
increasing demand for submarine cable services and at 
the same time stabilizing and even reducing costs. That 
this has been possible within an operational organization 
makes the achievement even more praiseworthy and the 
Board of Editors takes this opportunity of congratulating 
all concerned. 

This issue includes further articles on aspects of data 
transmission and there are two articles related to compu
ters, namely methods of acceptance and a review of 
visual display techniques. The theory and application of 
negative impedance devices, clearly an important feature 
of future telecommunications systems, is described and 
another article deals with the new London Radiophone 
System. 
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Dataplex Service 110-A New Service for 
Time-Sharing Computer Bureaux 

W. J, MURRAY and J, W. R!MINGTON, B.sc.(ENG.)t 

U.D.C. 681.327.8:621.394.4 

Dataplex Service is a generic til/e used by the British Post Office to describe data services which involve 
n1ultiplexing. This article describes the Dataplex Service 110 which enables cuslon1ers in a ren1ote area ta 
have access to a tiJne�sharing con1puter bureau. The service is a 111odified version of the Date/ 200 Service 
and avoids the custo111er incurring the cost of s.t.d. calls as well as reducing congesNon on the trunk net
work. 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer bureaux have been established in major cities in 
the United Kingdom during the past five or six years to enable 
the facilities of powerful computers to be made available 
economically to a wide range of customers. These include 
business, industrial and teaching organizations whose day to 
day usage would be insufficient to justify the exclusive use of a 
computer and the large capital expenditure involved in its 
purchase. 

Where it is not essential to process the data immediately, 
the data can be stored on magnetic or punched paper-tape and 
sent to the bureau for processing, to be returned, usually, the 
following day. A more convenient and increasingly-used 
method of operation is the ON-LINE REAL-TIME mode where 
the British Post Office (B.P.O.) Datcl 200 Service can be used. 
The Datel 200 Service provides for the exchange of duplex
serial-binary data over a connexion on the public switched 
telephone network (p.s.t.n.) by using Datel Modems No. 2.1 

A computer bureau generally comprises a central computer 
installation with the capability to handle simultaneously a 
large number of data-processing transactions. Access to the 
bureau is generally obtained over direct exchange-lines, each 
terminated at the bureau by a Datel Modem No. 2. The 
relalively low cost and ease of becoming a customer to a 
computer bureau offers considerable attraction as by renting 
a B.P.O. approved type of teleprinter coIUlected to a modem 
terminating a direct exchange-line, a customer can dial up a 
computer bureau and access the computer on an ON-LINE basis. 

Whilst operation at rates up to 300 bit/s is now possible 
using the Date) 200 service, computer bureau data is generally 
exchanged at rates up to 110 bit/s, the actual rate being 
determined by the customer's terminal equipn1ent. At local 
call charges, the p.s.t.n. provides a convenient, flexible and 
economic medium by which a computer bureau is able to 
attract a large number of customers to rent time on its 
computer. 

The holding times for data calls are generally of much 
longer duration than those for normal speech calls and in 
many instances can be of the order of 45 minutes. Where 
local-call charges apply, the cost to the customer of these calls 
is generally insignificant compared with the charges made by 
the computer bureau for computer usage time. Where the 
subscriber trunk dialled (s.t.d.) network is involved, however, 

t Network Planning Department, Telecommunications Head
quarters. 
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the call charges approach those made by the bureau. The high 
capital cost of con1puters generally precludes a computer 
bureau organization from operating a large number of com
puter installations in different parts of the country, and a 
bureau is somewhat handicapped in attracting customers 
from areas out of the local-call charge range. 

The current range of Date! Services is being extended to 
offer customer services involving multiplexing, a technique for 
trans1nitting a number of information channels simultaneously 
over a conunon circuit. The first of these services to be made 
available is the Dataplex Service 110. The facilities arc pro
vided by a Dataplex 1/240F system which establishes a 
concentration point in a distant town for the extension of a 
modified form of the Date! 200 service over a 12-channel 
multi-channel voice-frequency telegraph (m.c. v.f. t.) syste1n 
connecting the distant concentration point to the computer 
bureau. A single dedicated circuit is thus able to carry twelve 
simultaneous computer-bureau data calls. The Dataplex 
1/240F system is rented by the B.P.O. to the computer bureau 
whose remote customers in the area of the concentration 
point are then able to access the bureau at local-call charges 
via the concentration point. The system, therefore, enables 
the area over which a con1puter bureau can economically 
attract customers to be greatly increased without the bureau 
incurring the costs of equipment and accommodation at the 
remote concentration point. 

SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

A major consideration influencing the design was the 
requirement to maintain the standard operating procedures 
established by both the customer and the computer bureau 
for the normal Date! 200 method of access. Instead of 
answering the data call on a 1nodem at the co1nputer bureau 
the solution adopted was to answer the call on a modem 
situated at the concentration point and to extend the modem 
data and control interchange circuits over a cha1U1el of the 
m.c.v.f.t. link to the computer bureau. Another consideration 
was the requirement to offer service quickly, necessitating the 
use of standard B.P.O. equipment as far as possible to 
minimize new design work. 

Twelve-channel voice-frequency telegraph (v.f.t.) equipment 
was adopted for the link between the computer bureau and 
the concentration point. This m.c.v.f.t. equipn1ent imposes a 
limit of I 00 bit/s on the maximum data transmission rate but� 
since the majority of bureau customers use 110 bit/s tele
printers, this limitation is acceptable. To make full use of each 
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of the 12 v.f.t. channels for data, both the modem control 
and the modem data interchange circuit signals are extended 
over the same v.f.t. channel. 

The use of an m.c.v.f.t. link in the Dataplex 1/240F system 
precludes the offering of an alternative voice facility. However, 
since most bureau calls are answered automatically by the 
bureau without operator intervention, the loss of this facility 
is considered acceptable. 

The high concentration of traffic through the Dataplex 
1/240F system and the 24-hour operation of bureaux, calls for 
a high degree of reliability in the Dataplex equipment and 
rapid indication of any fault conditions. The extension of 
a p.s.t.n. call over a v.f.t. channel requires careful considera
tion of the overall system-control arrangements to avoid the 
possibility of signalling lock-up conditions occurring. 

SYSTEM FACILITIES 

The facilities incorporated into the Dataplex 1/240F system 
to meet the design requirements are: 

(a) full duplex transmission of serial digital data signals 
at rates up to 110 bit/s between a customer and a bureau 
over a p.s.t.n.-Dataplex 1/240F link, all calls being 
originated by customers, 

(b) the bureau is able to answer an incoming call by the 
use of connect-data-set-to-line operating mode, 

(c) both the customer and the bureau are able to clear 
down an established call at any time during the course 
of, or at the end of, data transmission, 

(d) the provision of backward-busying facilities under the 
control of bureau staff to prevent incoming calls on any 
particular data chaIUlel, 

(e) the p.s.t.n.-Dataplex l /240F link provides a code
independent transmission-medium in both directions, 
with the restriction that the sending of a repetitive 
start-stop signal where each element is of a nominal 
half-second duration is prohibited as this signal is used 
for control purposes, 

(f) the provision of lamp indications at the bureau terminal 
showing the operational state of each data channel at 
any instant, and 

(g) the provision of visual and audible alarms to indicate 
system failure. 

OUTLINE OF THE SYSTEM 

The main features of a p.s.t.n.-Dataplex 1/240F link are 
shown in Fig. 1. A 12-channcl v.f.t. system provides the long
distance link. The v.f.t. equipment uses frequency-division 

multiplex (f.d.m.) techniques to enable 12 channels, spaced at  
240 Hz intervals, to  be provided over an audio bandwidth of 
360 Hz to 3,240 Hz. 

Full duplex data-communication between the customer and 
the concentration point, termed terminal A, is provided using 
Modems No. 2 at both these locations. These modems use 
frequency modulation and, by conversion of data-interchange
circuit d.c. signals into v.f. signals, enable data to be exchanged 
over the p.s.t.n. connexion. The modem data and control
signal interchange-circuits comply with C.C.l.T.T. * recom
mendations V21 and V24.' 

The exchange lines are equipped for incoming calls only 
from a private branch exchange group on the 11-and-over 
final-selectors and each of the 12 exchange lines is terminated 
by a Modem No. 2 in terminal A, which also incorporates 
the m.c.v.f.t. equipment and 12 interface units A. A call 
originated by a customer to terminal A causes the telephone
exchange final-selector to hunt for a free line. The lines 
appropriate to modems 1 to 12 are taken into use pro
gressively until the twelfth modem is in use. Recorded 
announcement facilities can be provided on outlets above 
the twelfth so that when all 12 exchange-lines are in use 
customers can be advised to call later. Terminal A is generally 
located in a telephone repeater-station convenient for the 
concentration point. 

The computer bureau terminal, or terminal B, is located 
within the bureau premises and incorporates the m.c.v.f.t. 
equipment together with 12 interface units B. Interface units 
A and B, at the respective ends of a v.f.t. channel, enable 
the modem data and control interchange-circuit signals to be 
trans1nitted over the single v.f.t. channel and to be reconstitu
ted at terminal B. The interchange circuits and signal-voltage 
levels and sequences presented to the computer terminal
cquipment (c.t.e.), therefore, correspond in general to those 
that would be encountered if the normal Date! 200 method of 
access was used with the modems located at the bureau. 

Description of Terminal A 

Terminal A, shown in Fig. 2, comprises a 9 ft, type-62 rack 
accommodating the 12 modems, 12 interface units A, m.c.v.f.t. 
equipment and the po\ver-supply units. Fig. 3 outlines the 
circuit arrangements and shows the interconnexion of the 
various units. 

• C.C.I.T.T.-International Telegraph and Telephone Consulta
tive Committee. 
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The present design of Modem No. 2 consists of a modulator, 
demodulator, control unit and a.c. mains power-supply unit 
contained in a case for desk or table mounting. For Dataplex 
1/240F use, to minimize space requirements, these modules 
are mounted directly on the rack shelves. The m.c.v.f.t. 
equipment is powered from the station d.c. supplies. 

Since the exchange of signals between each v.f.t. channel 
and the appropriate interface unit A is at levels of +6 volts 
and -6 volts d.c., each of the 12 v.f.t. channel modules is 
strapped to accept these signal levels instead of the +80 volts 
and -80 volts d.c. normally encountered in telegraph practice. 
For signalling purposes, in the receive direction, supplies of 
+ 6 volts and -6 volts d.c. are obtained from a zener diode 
arrangement connected to the output of the power supply 
unit of the modem associated with that particular channel. 

A test-access unit is also associated with each modem and 
provides lamp indication of the operational state of the modem 
by monitoring the CALLING INDICATOR, DATA-SET READY and 
RECEIVE-LINE CARRIER-DETECTOR control interchange-circuits. 
The unit also provides test facilities by means of a test-access 
socket and change-over links, LK in Fig. 3, to enable the 
modem to be disconnected from both the interface unit A 
and the incoming exchange-line. When the LK links are moved 
to the test position, the incoming exchange-line from the 
telephone exchange is looped by a 33-kohm resistor. This 
permits a small exchange-battery current to flow which is 
detected by a specially-provided transistorized unit at the 
telephone exchange to result in the telephone-exchange final
selector multiple P-wire being connected to earth to prevent 
incoming calls. Operation of the LK links also provides an 
EXCHANGE LINE OUT-OF-SERVICE indication on the test-access 
unit. 

A test-telephone unit, incorporating a dial and handset 

33 kOHM 

33kOHH 

HOD EH 2 B (EXPLANATORY ONLY) 
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fROH 
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cfONORHAL 

i: 11 i1 is iu 
• ' I \. I 
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Note: Terminal shown equipped with one only of the 12 test-access units 

FJO. 2-Dataplex l/240F system-Terminal A 

TEST ACCESS UNIT 

r. - . :J CALL ING INDICATOR 
• • DATA SET READY 

I ·· I DATA CARRIER DETECTED 

' EXCHANGE LINE 
I• 1 OUT OF SERVICE • 

--

• -- • 

r MULTI-CHANNEL( I VOICE FREQUENCY I 
·TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT • 

CHANNEL I ONLY SHOWN 

_r-_ COHHONEO TO All 
-,:::- TEST ACCESS UNITS 

I _6VOLT 

FIG. 3-Terminal A circuit arrangements 
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Lamp State 

Yellow 

Indication 

Incoming call 
Data set ready 
Data carrier detected 

associated with a separate test-access direct exchange-line, 
facilitates the testing of individual modems with the assistance 
of a date! test centre (d.t.c.). When the test-telephone unit is 
associated with a particular modem, and a connexion is 
established with a d.t.c., the REMOTE TEST key on the test-access 
unit can be operated to enable data, transmitted from the 
d.t.c. to the modem, to be returned to check that the modem 
at the installation is functioning correctly. 

Green 
Red 

Flash 
Steady glow 
Steady glow 
Steady glow Data channel backward-busied by 

computer bureau staff 

Terminal A is supplied fully wired and equipped and at 
installation requires only the connexion of the telephone lines, 
the telegraph 4-wire circuit and the station d.c. and a.c. mains 
supplies. 

Description of Terminal B 

Terminal B, shown in Fig. 4, is designed for installation in 
computer bureau premises. The terminal comprises a two-tone 
grey enclosed cabinet accommodating the equipment on 
type-62 shelves. A hinged door provides access for mainte
nance. Fig. 5 outlines the terminal B circuit arrangements and 
shows the interconnexions between the various units. Four 
interface units B, together with a power-supply unit, are 
accommodated on each of three shelves. The m.c.v.f.t. equip
ment, similar to that provided at terminal A, occupies two 
shelves below the interface units. At terminal B, this m.c.v.f.t. 
equipment derives d.c. supplies from an a.c. mains operated 
power-supply unit. 

Supplies of +6 volts and -6 volts d.c. for the telegraph 
received signal outputs for application to the appropriate 
interface unit B are obtained from a power-supply unit 117 A 
fitted on the lower shelf, which also provides accommodation 
for spare equipment modules. 

A key and lamp unit at the top of terminal B provides visual 
indication of the operational state of each data channel by 
monitoring certain interface unit B control interchange 
circuits. Three lamps and a busy key are provided per channel. 
The lamp indication functions are as follows: 

FIG. 4-Dataplex 1/240 system-Terminal B 
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The above facilities enable co1nputer-roon1 staff to assess 
at a glance the traffic loading on the terminal and the state of 
each data call. The BUSY key permits individual data channels 
to be busied to prevent incoming calls. 

Each interface unit B interchange circuit is terminated on a 
25-way D-socket similar to that on a Modem 2B. These 
sockets are located at the rear of the terminal for connexion 
of the multi way cables from the cornputcr terminal equipment. 

Three alarm-lamps at the top of the terminal provide visual 
indication of the failw·e of the aggregate voice-frequency 
carrier level on the 4-wire 1n.c.v.f.t. circuit, the n1.c.v.f.t. 
equipment power supply fuses, and the +6volts and -6 volts 
d.c. signalling supply. These visual alanns can be augmented 
by a buzzer if required. 

Test U-links at the bottom of terminal B provide a test
acccss point on the telegraph circuit for B.P.0. staff and also 
enable a reserve standby local bearer circuit to be patched in 
if provided. 

Terminal B is provided fully-equipped and, at installation, 
requires only the connexion of the 4-wire nl.c.v.f.t. circuit 
and a.c. mains supply. The terminal is bolted to the computer
room floor and cable access is obtained through the false floor 
usually found in co1nputer-roon1 installations. 

CIRCUITRY AND OPERATIONAL 

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE INTERFACE 

UNITS A AND B 

The interface units A and B, which were specia11y developed 
for the Dataplex 1/240F system, use solid-state logic circuitry 
and type-62 construction. These units provide for the exchange 
of forward and return clear signals between the two terminals 
A and B. In the forward direction, from terminal A to 
terminal B, it is neces�ary to inform the bureau when a 
customer has cleared down his data call on the p.s.t.n. In 
response, in the return direction, it is necessary for the bureau 
to be able to switch the terminal A modem from the exchange 
line. The transmission of such signals in the form of an 
extended period of start or stop polarity on the v.f.t. channel 
is not possible since such conditions could easily exist during 
pauses in data transmission during an established call and 
would result in inadvertent cleardown occurring. The problem 
is resolved by transmitting the forward and return clear
information in the form of a signal pattern consisting of 
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successive start and stop elements each of non1inal duration 
0·5 seconds. In each interface unit, the clear-signal source is 
provided by a 4 Hz multivibrator followed by two divide-by
two stages to provide a 1 Hz square-wave output. Detection 
of the signal at the opposite interface unit is achieved by a 
detector circuit which continuously inonitors the data paths 
through the interface unit. 

The basic circuit features of the interface units A and B are 
detailed in the simplified diagram shown in Fig. 6 and the 
principles of operation will be illustrated by describing the 
activities involved in the origination, answering and clearing 
down of a Dataplex call. 

The signals between the modem and the interface unit A 
and between the latter and the v.f.t. channel comply with the 
C.C.T.T.T. V24 recommendations using -t-6 volts and -6volts 
signal levels. Voltage conversion is necessary within each 
interface unit to convert to the logic levels used in the circuitry 
but for simplicity these voltage conversion stages have been 
omitted from Fig. 6. In general, the modem interchange
circuits idle in the -6 volts or OFF condition corresponding to 

TABLE 1 

Modem Interchange-Circuit Abbreviations 

C.C.l.T.T. Moden1 interchange-circuit 
circuit 

number 
designation 

-

103 Transn1it data 

104 Receive data 

125 Calling indicator 

108/1 Connect data set to line 

107 Data set ready 

105 Request to send 

106 Ready for sending 

109 Receive line carrier detector 

102 Signal common return 
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FIG. &-Interface Units A and B-simplified logic diagram 
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logic 1. The -t-6 volts level represents the operational or ON 

condition corresponding to logic 0. 

The signal conditions appearing on the mode1n interchange
circuits, the m.c.v.f.t. channel interchange-circuits and the 
interface unit to c.t.e. interchange"circuits are illustrated in 
Fig. 7, the abbreviations for the modem interchange-circuits 
shown in Table 1 being assumed for descriptive purposes in 
this article. 

In the no-call state, the OFF condition applied by the c. t.e. 
to the CDSL interchange-circuit is passed as a logic 1 condi
tion to gate G 1 and also as an OFF condition to the DSR 
interchange-circuit. The logic 1 output from the gate G 1, 
removes the inhibit condition on the output stage of the 1 Hz 
return-clear generator permitting alternate 0 · 5 second condi
tions of logic 1 and logic 0 to be passed to gate G3, the other 
input of which is being held at logic 0. The resulting alterna
ting logic conditions at the output of gate G3 are converted 
to -6 volts and +6 volts signal levels before being passed to 
the m.c.v.f.t. return channel as the RETURN-CLEAR signal. At 
interface unit A, the alternating +6 volts and -6 volts signals 
on the m.c.v.f.t. return channel cause an alternating logic 
condition to be detected by the interface unit A clear-signal 
detector continuously nlonitors the incoming data path. 
Recognition of this return-clear signal results in a logic 1 or 
OFF condition being applied to the modem CDSL and R TS 
control interchange-circuits with the result that the modem 
relay, DS, is not operated and the moden1 is thus disconnected 
from the exchange line. Similarly. interface unit relay RLA 
is unoperated. 

At terminal A, the modem is strapped so that under data
carrier-failed conditions an ON condition is present on the 
DR interchange-circuit. This condition is passed as a logic 0 
condition to gate G9 which, together with a logic 1 condition 
at this time present on the other input to this gate, results in 
a logic 0 condition being applied to gate GlO. With logic 1 
conditions on the other two inputs to gate GlO the resulting 
logic O output results in a + 6 volts condition being applied to 
the m.c.v.f.t. FORWARD channel. 

PROGRESS OF AN INCOMING CALL 

The modem at terminal A is strapped in the AUTO ANSWER 

operating mode and responds to the incoming 17 Hz ringing 
signal from the exchange line by the operation of relay A 
during each application of ringing current. Contact A l  applies 
an ON condition to the Cl interchange-circuit at the ringing 
cycle repetition rate of, nominally, 0·4 second on, 0·2 second 
off, O ·4 second on, 2 seconds off. This cailing signal is passed 
to gate G 10 and the inverted logic levels are applied as 
+6 volts and -6 volts conditions to the n1.c.v.f.t. FORWARD 

channel. 
At terminal B, corresponding changes of +6 volts and 

-6 volts on the m.c.v.f.t. channel are passed to the interface 
unit B. The logic 1 states of, nominrtlly, 0·4 second duration 
activate the timer, T l ,  after a nominal recognition time of 
0 · l second. This delayed-start timer prevents any short 
duration spurious conditions on the v.f.t. channel being 
interpreted as false calling signals. The timer, TI, gives an 
output of a logic 1 condition for approximately 0 · 3 second 
and this output is gated with the enabling logic 1 condition 
from timer T3, to provide a logic 0 output for approximately 
0 · 3 second from gate G5. 

The calling signal on the modem Cl interchange-circuit thus 
appears at the Cl interchange-circuit of the interface unit B 

after having been passed in an inverted form over the m.c.v.f.t. 
FORWARD channel. This inversion is necessary to avoid opera
tion of the l · 5 second timer, T2, in interface unit B to the 
2 second off periods in the calling signal sequence. To answer 
the call, the c.t.e. applies an ON condition to the CDSL 
interface-unit of the B interchange-circuit. The corresponding 
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logic 0 condition applied to gate G 1 and to the return-clear 
generator results in the inhibition of the return-clear signal 
generator output which now maintains a logic 1 condition on 
the input to gate G3 and which, combined with the logic 0 
input from gate G2, provides a logic 1 output from gate G3. 
On inhibition of the return-clear signal, therefore, the m.c.v.f. t. 
RETURN channel is idle in the -6 volts condition. 

The logic 0 condition applied to the CDSL interchange
circuit also causes a logic 0 condition to be applied imme
diately, via timer T3, to an input of gate G5 which gives an 
output of continuous logic 1 or OFF condition on the Cl 
interchange-circuit. Timer T3 provides a 12 second delay for 
input transitions from a logic 0 condition to a logic 1 condition 
only and does not at this stage introduce any delay. At 
interface unit A, the disappearance of the return-clear signal 
is detected, which results in a logic 0 or ON condition being 
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applied to the modem CDSL and RTS interchange-circuits 
to operate the modem relay DS. Contacts of this relay connect 
the modem to the exchange line and cause a carrier-frequency 
signal to be transmitted to the custon1er originating the call. 

Relay RLA also operates and contact RLA2 applies a 
logic 0 condition to one input of gate Gl l ,  whilst contact 
RLAl applies a logic 1 condition to an input of gate 012 on 
the appropriate test-access unit. As an OFF condition is 
existing on the modem CD interchange-circuit, the logic 1 
condition applied to the other input of gate G12 causes the 
three-minute timer T5 to commence timing. 

Within this three-minute period, however, the customer, on 
hearing the modem carrier frequency signal, switches his 
modem to line and applies an ON condition to his modem 
interchange circuit. This causes a carrier frequency signal to 
be transmitted to the terminal A modem and the CD inter
change-circuit switches from OFF to ON. Timer T5 is thus reset. 
The ON condition is applied as a logic 0 condition to gates GS 
and G9, removing the inhibition on the receive and transmit 
data paths. At the instant of switching the modem to line, the 
customer's terminal equipment, e.g. teleprinter, is idling in the 
stop, or OFF, condition. The carrier-frequency signal received 
by the terminal A 1node111, therefore, corresponds to an OFF 
condition which now appears at the modem DR interchange
circuit. When gate G9 is enabled, this logic 1 condition is 
applied to the m.c.v.f.t. FORWARD channel as a -6 volts 
condition. 

At interface unit B, this extended -6 volts condition is 
applied as a logic 1 condition to timer T2. After the nominal 
1 · 5 second recognition period, timer T2 applies a logic l 
condition to bi-stable circuit BSl to trip it. The resulting logic 
1 output from bi-stable circuit BSl is applied to inputs of 
gates G2 and G6 to remove the inhibition from the data paths, 
permitting data signals to be transmitted through the interface 
unit B in both directions. The logic 0 output fron1 the other 
side of bi-stable circuit BSl is applied to the CD interchange
circuit as an ON condition. 

The logic 0 output from hi-stable circuit BSI is also applied 
to an input of gate G7, so that when an ON condition is 
applied by the c.t.e. to the RTS interchange-circuit, an ON 
condition is returned on the RFS interchange-circuit. Full 
duplex data transn1ission can now take place between the 
customer and the computer bureau. 

Call Cleared Down by a Customer 

On the completion of data exchange with the bureau, the 
customer switches his modem from the exchange line and 
replaces the telephone handset. At terminal A, the loss of the 
received carrier-frequency signal is detected by the modem 
and the CD interchange-circuit reverts to an OFF condition, 
and the logic 0 condition being applied to gates GS and G9 
is replaced by a logic 1 condition to inhibit the data paths. 
The transition from logic level 0 to logic level I is differentiated 
by T4 and applied as a logic 1 pulse to bi-stable circuit BS2. 
Since at this point in time relay RLA is operated, the modem 
being connected to line, the output of bi-stable circuit BS2 
changes to a logic 1 condition which is applied to the forward
clear signal generator to permit alternate logic 1 and logic 0 
conditions to be passed to the m.c.v.f.t. FORWARD channel via 
gate GJO. 

At interface unit B, detection of this forward-clear signal 
causes a logic 1 output to be applied via gate G4 to trip 
bi-stable circuit BSl. The logic 0 or ON condition appearing 
at the CD interchange-circuit is, thus, replaced by a logic 1 
or OFF condition. Simultaneously, a logic 0 condition is 
applied to gates G2 and G6 inhibiting the data paths. The 
bi-stable circuit BSl logic 1 output also removes the enabling 
condition applied to gate G7, resulting in an OFF condition 
appearing at the RFS interchange-circuit. 

The reversion of the CD interchange-circuit to an OFF 
condition, informs the c.t.e. that the customer has cleared 
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down and to switch the terminal A 1nodem from the exchange 
line. The c.t.e. removes the ON condition on the CDSL inter
change-circuit and the return-clear signal is sent once more to 
interface unit A via gate G3. 

The re-appearance of the retw·n-clear signal is detected at 
interface unit A and the ON condition, being applied to the 
modem CDSL and RTS interchange-circuits, is replaced by 
an OFF condition which disconnects the modem from the 
exchange line by release of modem relay DS. Relay RLA also 
releases. When contact RLA2 is normal, a logic 1 is applied 
to an input of gate Gll which causes bi-stable circuit BS2 to 
operate. A logic 0 state on the output of this bi-stable circuit 
inhibits transmission of the forward-clear signal. 

The reversion to an OFF condition at the interface unit B 
CDSL interchange-circuit also causes a change from a logic 0 
condition to a logic 1 condition at the input to the timer T3. 
After a nominal delay of 12 seconds, gate G5 is enabled when 
the input changes from a logic 0 condition to a logic 1 
condition. The 12 second delay is necessary to allow the 
forward-clear signal to cease before the er interchange-circuit 
of the interface unit B is opened to further modem calling 
signals. 

Cleardown Initiated by the Computer Terminal 
Equipment 

If the bureau wants to initiate cleardown of an established 
call, the ON condition applied to the interface unit B CDSL 
interchange-circuit is removed causing a return-clear signal to 
be transmitted to the m.c.v.f.t. RETURN channel. The logic 1 
output from gate G 1 is also applied to an input of gate G4 to 
trip bi-stable circuit BSl which applies a logic 0 condition to 
gates G2 and G6 thus inhibiting then1. Bi-stable circuit BSl 
also applies a logic 1 condition to the CD interchange-circuit. 
At interface unit A the appearance of the return-clear signal is 
detected by the cleardown-signal detector and an o.FF condi
tion is applied to the moden1 R TS and CDSL intcrchange
circuits to disconnect the modem from the line as previously 
described. 

The release of relay RLA causes a logic 1 condition to be 
applied to an input of gate Gl 1. This time, however, when the 
OFF condition appears at the n1odem CD interchange-circuit 
the resulting logic 1 pulse output from differentiator T4 is 
unable to trip the bi-stable circuit BS2 and the forward-clear 
signal is not transmitted. The interface unit B also incorporates 
a facility similar to that in the Modem 2B whereby, in the 
absence of an ON condition on the CD interchange-circuit, the 
DR output interchange-circuit can be strapped to idle in 
either the ON, or OFF condition. For simplicity, this facility 
has not been shown in Fig. 6. 

BACKWARD BUSYING FACILITIES 

To prevent incoming calls on any data channel, the appro
priate BUSY key at terminal B is operated to inhibit the 
transmission of the return-clear signal. The modem at 
terminal A is connected to the line and relay RLA applies a 
logic 1 condition to an input of gate G12. Since the CD 
interchange-circuit ON indication is not received, after a 
nominal three minute delay-period, provided by timer T5, 
relay RLB operates to remove the modem loop condition 
from the exchange line, replacing it by a 33 kohm resistance. 

The resulting small current tlo\V in the exchange line from 
the telephone exchange battery is detected by a specially 
provided transistorized unit, at the telephone exchange, which 
operates to apply an earth condition to the telephone-exchange 
final-selector multiple p-wire to busy that outlet to further 
calls. 

DESIGN FEATURES 

Fig. 8 outlines the principles used in the detection of the 
cleardown signals. A high input-impedance buffer stage passes 
data path signals to a notch filter. The notch filter has a centre 
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frequency of 1 Hz and produces a sinusoidal voltage wave
form when a square wave is applied to its input. The amplitude 
of this sinusoidal waveform rises to a maximum when the 
frequency of an input square wave approaches I Hz. Potentio
meter RVI is used to set the buffer-stage output at a level 
suitable for the notch-filter output-level detector. When the 
1 Hz cleardown pattern is recognized, a logic 1 pulse is 
applied, at 0 · 5 second intervals, to a timer circuit. After a 
nominal recognition delay of one second, the output of this 
timer becomes a logic 1 state denoting that the cleardown 
pattern has been detected. 

The transmission of the return-clear signal in the no-call 
state implies that, in the event of bearer circuit failure, the 
transmission of this signal is interrupted to result in all the 
exchange lines being busied out of service. 

Arrangements have also been made that, in the event of the 
a.c. mains supply to terminal B being switched off by com
puter-room staff, the m.c.v.f.t. carrier-frequency signal being 
received from terminal A is returned by the switching of relay 
contacts in the 4-wire circuit to avoid inadvertent operation 
of the m.c.v.f.t. aggregate carrier-frequency signal failure 
alarm. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Dataplex Service 110 has been made available for 
general applications with time-sharing computer bureaux 
following field trials with three prototype systems to confirm 
the feasibility and prove the design principles used for the 
standard Dataplex 1/240 F system. Access to a remote bureau 
without incurring the cost of s.t.d. call charges provides 

Book Review 
"Extraction of Signals From Noise." L. A. Wainstein, and 

V. D. Zubakov. (Translated from the Russian by Richard 
A. Silverman). Constable Publishers, xii + 382 pp. 
62 ill. £1.75. 

Let the reader beware. The title of this book suggests that 
the subject matter should be of interest to all engaged in 
communications. In fact, it is for a much more limited class 
of readei:s. It contains, on average, five equations per page 
and assumes a better knowledge of probability theory than 
many engineers (especially the older ones) possess. Practical 
engineers will look in vain for handy design formulae, but 
those whose job it is to study the theory of communications 
systems will find much of value. 

It is only in about the last twenty years that an attempt has 
been made to solve the problem of synthesis of optimum 
systems which extract signals with least-mean-square error 
from the combination of signal plus noise by utilizing, to the 
full, the differences between the statistical properties of the 
signal and those of the noise. This book, translated from the 

worthwhile savings for customers, and also permits the time 
sharing bureau operators to extend their sales area without 
the need to set up a number of computer installations. 

The present design, providing for up to 12 sirnultaneous 
calls, offers a reasonably economic method of providing 
service for a group of customers in a remote area. However, 
where a larger number of channels are required, systems 
having a greater channel capacity become more economic. At 
present, systems involving tin1e-division-multiplexing tech
niques are being investigated to provide an increased number 
of channels operating at higher speeds to augment the present 
systems. 

Dataplex Service 110 also enables the B.P.O. to meet the 
urgent requirements of bureau operators where spare local
line plant to the serving exchange is inadequate to provide the 
number of exchange lines required for the normal Datel 200 
Service, or in circumstances where additional exchange 
switching equipment cannot be readily provided. 

Another advantage of this service is that the diversion of 
computer bureau traffic, with its characteristically long 
holding time off the s.t.d. network, provides a measure of 
relief from congestion on trunk circuit routes and exchange 
switching stages. 
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original Russian ten years ago, can act as an excellent intro
duction to the subject. The treatment brings out the physical 
significance of the relationships deduced. 

The first third of the book is devoted to the theory of 
filtering and prediction of stationary random processes, the 
filtering of signals of known form and the filtering of random 
sequences. The main part of the book is concerned with the 
statistical theory of optimum receivers. Much of the material 
in this section is applied to problems in radar where the form 
of the signal is known. There are chapters on normal random 
variables and modulation by normal random processes. 

Non-linear and time-varying filters, such as band-pa ss 
limiters and phase-locked loops, are not discussed. 

The authors are admirably honest. They note that the 
optimum circuits obtained by solving the synthesis problem 
(when it can be solved) have all turned out, in practice, to 
coincide with, or be very close to, the circuits already in use, 
which were designed by analysis and intuition. The value of 
synthesis, in this context, is that it assures us that it is impos
sible to construct a better device. Thus, we are saved the 
labour of attempting the impossible. 

R.R.W. 
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Engineering-Cost-Study Methods in the British 
Post Office and their Financial Background 

D. C. HOLMES, A.M.I.E.E., GRAD.I.E.R.E., and K. E. PARISH.t 

U.D.C. 658.15:332.67 

For so111e considerable ti111e, the British Post Office (B.P.O.) has recognised the bnportance of properly
based engineering cost studies in achieving a sound appraisal of investnwnt proposals. This has resulted in 
n1a11y 111ore engineers beco1ning involved wUh co111parison-cost studies. This article gives so11w background 
to B.P.O. finance and describes costing techniques currently in use. 

INTRODUCTION 

Overall control of capital in the public sector-public corpora
tions, nationalized industries and central and local govern
ment-is n1aintained by the government, and allocations are 
made to serve national and local needs, priorities being 
determined by the government of the day. 

Certain industries in the public sector are set overall 
financial targets so that a suitable return is achieved, in terms 
related to the specific nature of an industry. In assessing 
de1nands for new capital, the exchequer takes a favourable 
view of submissions fron1 industries that earn a good return 
and can, therefore. nleet an increasing proportion of future 
capital requirements from their own resources. 

The public sector spends about half the total capital 
available to the nation and without governtnental control, the 
public sector allocation could increase disproportionately to 
that for the private sector. The a1nount of capital available 
in any one year is limited and depends on the investment and 
savings set aside by a country's population and forms part of 
the gross national product (g.n.p.). About two-thirds of the 
g.n.p. is spent on consumer goods and about one-sixth is 
absorbed in capital formation. The capital formation available 
depends on the balance between the willingness of people to 
forego a rise in the standard of living in the short term and the 
better long-tenn prospects brought about by the investn1ent 
of savings. 

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE IN THE B.P.0. 

The total B.P.0. capital requirement co1nprises that neces
sary to meet developn1cnt progra1ns and that required for the 
day-to-day financing of the business. The capital required for 
network expansion, in which engineering planners are prim
arily interested, is that needed to pay for the total costs of 
construction and renewal, after deducting the net value of 
recovered plant. 

The B.P.O. capital requirement is financed partly by the 
exchequer and partly from its own resources, namely, profits 
and plant-depreciation provision. The n1oney allocated to 
depreciation is treated as a source of capital and is ploughed 
back into the business. The level of borrowing from the 
exchequer is, therefore, reduced and the B.P.O. benefits by 
restricting interest charges on the residual amount. The 
exchequer loans arc authorized by Parliament in Post Office 
Acts, and the amount authorized is limited in any one year. 
At the present time, the borrowing to self-financing ratio is 
about 1 : 1. 

In B.P.O. accounting, there is no actual repay111ent of loans, 

t Network Planning Departn1ent, Telecommunications Head
quarters. 
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but interest is charged at a rate appropriate at the time the 
loan is incurred. Currently, the advances are made for a 
definite period, 25 years, and at n1aturity, arc eligible for 
renewal at the rate of interest then appropriate. The total 
borrowings are, therefore, cumulative and, together with the 
general reserve ploughed back into the business, balance 
against the net assets, allowing for depreciation, held by the 
B.P.O. The amount of capital that can be borrowed is allotted 
a ceiling at any one tin1c, (Post Office Borrowing Powers Act, 
1967). At the present tiine, the B.P.O. has authority to borrow 
up to a ceiling of £2,SOOM, the level being reached fron1 
annual requirements occurring over a number of years. 
Statements on B.P.0. finances may be found in the annual 
Post Office Report and Accounts.1 

RETURN ON CAPITAL 

The govern1nent has stipulated that the B.P.O. should meet 
the following financial targets at the present ti111e. 

(a) The Telecommunication business, which involves heavy 
capital expenditure, should achieve a 10 per cent retw·n on net 
assets; that is, profit, before charging interest and supple
mentary depreciation, expressed as a percentage of average 
net assets. A short fall in one year can be offset against a higher 
return in another, the average being 10 per cent over a period 
of tin1e. 

(b) The postal business should achieve a 2 per cent return 
on expenditure: that is, profit as a percentage of expenditure. 
This is a n1ore appropriate target, since high annual labour 
costs are incurred rather than capital investn1ent. 

The concept of earning a satisfactory rate of return is also 
conditional on an industry meeting its social obligations. It 
may be necessary, for social reasons, to run a particular 
service, although it may be unprofitable. The possibility exists 
that such services may have to be subsidized as was suggested 
in the Prices and Incomes Board Report. 2 

For a nu1nber of reasons, the rate of return on new capital 
is not the same as the overall return on net assets already 
described. 

The return on net assets depends on: 

(a) actual profits after allo\ving for running costs, interest 
and depreciation charges, including supplementary deprecia
tion and taking into account schemes which, for social 
reasons, may involve a loss, 

(b) the rate of interest paid on capital loans, which is at a 
level reflecting rates in force at the time of borrowing and not 
wholly related to the long-term situation, 

(c) supplementary depreciation provision, which allows for 
price level changes, this being additional to historic deprecia-



tion, which is based on straight-line depreciation of historic 
plant cost over the life of plant, 

(d) overall net assets (allowing for historic depreciation) 
which again takes into account investment in schemes which 
may operate at a loss. 

Investment appraisals for new capital, however, do not 
consider the results of past investment and are expected to 
earn a return equivalent to that obtained on a "low risk 
project, undertaken for commercial reasons". In simpler 
terms, this means an investment which is almost certain to 
yield the specified financial return and which is, therefore, a 
safe fund for investing capital to gain financial reward by 
interest receipts. For example, gilt-edged stocks are regarded 
as safe investments and, because of this, usually have lower 
yields than commercial stocks which are at risk. However, 
the social benefits gained by a particular investment could 
influence a decision where the return would otherwise be 
unacceptable, and the final acceptance would depend on both 
these factors. Referring to social benefits, some attempt at 
assessing these in relation to specific projects has been made 
recently3• 

TEST DISCOUNT RATE 

To achieve the required return on new capital, the govern-
1nent has asked that all investment studies should be tested at 
an agreed value of discount rate. These studies should take 
into account the timing of cash outlays and receipts, and express 
the project cost in terms of present value. The discount rate 
allows for the fact that money, when invested, can earn interest. 
If the capital is used to finance a project, then that project 
should be costed at a discount rate sufficient to earn, at least, 
a return estimated to be achievable by safe investment 
elsewhere. 

Present valuing is merely the converse of the nor1nal com
pound interest earning concept. At 10 per cent interest rate, 
£100 invested now would be worth £110 in a year's tiine or, 
alternatively, the present value of £110 in a year hence is £100. 
at an interest or discount rate of 10 per cent. 

The test discount rate recommended by the government, is 
currently at a level of 10 per cent and this is the rate to be 
used in cost studies involving such techniques as discounted 
cash flow (d.c.f.) or pres�nt value of annual charges (p.v. of 
a.c.). 

ENGINEERING COST STUDIES 

Most engineering cost studies are concerned with long-term 
economic comparisions which include elements of capital, 
maintenance and running costs. Some of these studies may 
be concerned with the economic provision of service or 
circuits by alternative plant or systems, possibly of a tentative 
or proposed nature. Other studies may be concerned with the 
determination of the optimum time to replace obsolescent 
equipment with newer designs. 

Two main techniques are available to carry out cost 
comparisons of engineering projects and these are detailed 
below. 

Discounted Cash Flow 

A statement is prepared showing actual cash outlays (capital 
expenditure) and income (revenue) against the year in which 
they occur, for a period long enough to allow a fair assessment 
to be made of all alternatives. 

The cost study period depends, in practice, on such factors 
as plant lives and accuracy of long�term forecasting .The most 
common period used in the B.P.O. is 20 years. Running costs, 
including maintenance and power consumption are shown 
as annual outlays and capital credits for plant net recovery 
values (n.r.v.) are shown for plant recovered at the end of its 
life with debits introduced for replacement plant costs. Net 
recovery value is defined as the scrap value of plant less 
recovery costs. Credit for plant life outstanding at the end of 

the cost study period inust also be allowed for and is usually 
calculated as follows: 

credit= � {total cost- n.r.v.) + n.r.v., 

where X = present value of £1 per annum over remaining 
years of life, and 

Y = present value of £1 per annum over full life. 

Each cash outlay and income in the completed statement is 
discounted at the appropriate test rate to obtain a project 
present value. The difference between the present value of 
cash outlays and cash incomes gives an indication of the 
financial viability of the project. If the present value of cash 
income is equal to, or greater than, the present value of cash 
outlays, the project has shown itself to earn a return at 
least as great as the discount rate used in the study. The actual 
rate of return can be calculated graphically by plotting net 
present value, that is, the difference between cash income and 
outlay, for various discount rates and evaluating the point 
of zero net present value. Fig. 1 indicates a possible relation-

PERCENTAGE 
RATE OF RETURN 

A=SOLUTIOM RATE OF RETURN 
WHEN N.P.V. IS ZERO 

NET PRESENT VALUE(N.P.V.) + 

FIG. I-Variation of net present value with test discount rates. 

ship between actual rate of return and net present value to give 
the solution rate. Normally, in engineering cost studies, the 
cash income (revenue) is unknown and the comparison is 
carried out between methods of providing the service on a 
present-value basis. The project having the lowest present 
value is then usually accepted as it should achieve the highest 
return. It is important that the test discount rate used is 
adequate since it can have a decisive influence on investment 
appraisals. 

Present Value of Annual Charges 

This method entails the conversion of all costs incurred into 
a uniform annual charge which is paid over the life of the 
plant in question. The factors which comprise this annual 
charge are detailed below. 

Interest on borrowed capital 

This is usually assumed to be at the same rate as that for the 
discount rate used for present valuing. 

Depreciation of plan/ 

This is expressed as a uniform annual charge, but it is 
asswned that the contributions will earn interest so that the 
total depreciation at the end of life of plant will be made up 
partly from payments and the rest from interest on the pay� 
ments. This is known as the sinking-fund principle. Figs. 2 
and 3 demonstrate the principle of investing equal annual 
repayments which attract interest to build up to the required 
replacement cost. 

The item can also be considered to have a theoretical 
depreciated value over its life span, as illustrated at a par
ticular year x in Fig. 3. This, however, may not correspond to 
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its practical value at any one ti1ne, which depends on its 
usefulness as newer systems are introduced. The depreciation 
rate will be affected, on a percentage ratio basis, if the plant 
has either a positive or negative net recovery value at the end 
of life. 
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FIG. 2-Effect of investing A cost units per annun1 for 20 years 
at 10 per cent interest rate 

Interest and depreciation payments are known as the 
capital recovery payments, that is, they enable the capital 
to be recovered over the life of the plant whilst also allowing 
for the appropriate interest charges to be paid on that loan. It 
is of interest to note that for a life of Y years, (see Fig. 3) the 
present value over those years of interest and depreciation 

AMOUNT IN 
SINKING FUND 

ATYEARX 

TOTAL 
CAPITAL COST 

OF PLANT ITEM THEORETICAL 
'-----'-DEPRECIATED 

VALUE OF 
PLANT ITEM ------, 

NET RECOVERY 
VALUE(N.R.V) 

L_�__J_�___[_�'--�__J__j 
YEARS x y 

Note: In this illustration, n.r.v. is positive 

FIG, 3-Relalionship of sinking fund to capital and n.r.v. 

plus the present value of n.r.v. equals the original capital 
outlay, where present-value factors, interest, and sinking 
fund are calculated using the same interest rate. 

Running costs 
For some items of plant (for exa1nple, external) these are 

expressed as direct percentages of the capital costs. For 
other ite1ns, these costs are con1posed of: 

(a) maintenance stores (assun1ed as a small percentage of 
the capital costs), 

(b) maintenance Jabour (derived from the annual manhours 
appropriate to a particular item multiplied by the current 
manhonr rate), and 

(c) power consumption. 

Acco1n1nodatio11 
The cost of accommodation used by the plant may be in

cluded and, if so, is expressed as an annual charge for interest, 
depreciation and running costs (including heating and 
cleaning) as outlined above. 

All annual charges incurred over the cost-study period are 
present valued, using the discount rate, to give a total project 
present value. If the revenue is known, the cash receipts can be 
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treated in a similar 1nanner and a net present value obtained, 
this being the difference between the expenditure and revenue 
present-value streams. In nlost engineering cost studies, the 
revenue is normally unknown, but if it is accepted that there is 
a need to provide a particular service, it is sufficient to con1-
pare the present values of expenditure for each of the available 
methods of meeting that service. 

Comparison of Methods 

If the same rates are used for interest, sinking fund and 
discount factors, d.c.f. and p.v. of a.c. techniques give the 
same comparison results. 

In d.c.f. calculations, capital sums are shown in the cash 
flow statement for replacement plant, with allowances for 
net recovery value of retired plant. P.v. of a.c. assumes the 
sinking-fund concept, giving a uniform annual charge for 
depreciation. No account need be taken during the cost study 
period for replacement plant, since the continuation of full 
annual charges is sufficient until such time as the service is no 
longer required. 

In p.v. of a.c. studies, credit at the end of the cost study 
period is automatically allowed for by including only the 
annual charges falling within this period. Capital credits need 
to be assessed at the end of the costing period in d.c.f. studies 
for outstanding life, these being discounted to the beginning 
of the period as Jump sums. 

It is interesting to note the effect of an increase in discount 
or interest rate. The present value of expenditure decreases 
with an increasing discount rate because of the higher earning 
power of invested money. The result could be that a scheme 
which is marginally beneficial using the lower discount rate 
may be rejected at the increased rate if it involves higher initial 
capital expenditure (or maintenance costs) compared with other 
alternative schemes. Variation of the discount rate, therefore, 
acts as a financial control on the capital-expenditure level. 

P.v. of a.c. methods give a similar reaction to increased 
interest/discount rates as d.c.f. calculations, but the effect 
is more complex. The interest charged on capital increases, 
but this is offset by decreases in both discount (or present 
value) factors and depreciation allotments. 

The total effect of a change of discount rate on a complete 
study, however, may be quite small. 

FACTORS USED IN ENGINEERING COST STUDIES 

Capital costs used in studies include overheads and indirects, 
that is, they are the direct costs of equipment plus freightage 
and installation, with additions for B.P.O. overheads such as 
clerk of works, clerical work and mechanical aid costs. For 
study purposes, a Comparative Capital Cost (C.C.C.), which 
includes differential overheads, is used for comparing engineer
ing projects. Further additions can be made to the overheads 
and indirects (applied to the direct costs) to give Rental 
Capital Cost (R.C.C.), forn1erly known as Inclusive Capital 
Cost (I.C.C.), which can be used for special studies, such as 
derivation of tariffs, when full overheads should be included. 
These extra overheads are generally independent of a particu
lar engineering project. 

It is assu1ned that the whole of the capital required for a 
project is borrowed. The profit and depreciation provision 
can be regarded as a source of finance on which it is necessary 
to earn the appropriate financial return, that is, it can be 
treated as borrowed capital from an investment point of view. 

No allowance is made for changes in general price level over 
the cost-study period and the test discount rate does not 
reflect this factor. Future forecasting of equipment prices 
and wages can be difficult in view of such factors as technique 
changes and money rates. However, these trends can generally 
be assumed to apply to all alternatives, unless there is special 
cause to think that one scheme may be affected more than 
another. Where differing cost trends can be foreseen, these 
can be built into the costing exercise on a relative basis. 



MARGINAL COSTING 

Marginal costing assesses the costs involved in increasing 
or decreasing production by one ite1n, that is, the costs 
incurred in increasing or decreasing the useful output of a 
business by one unit. The revenue obtained from this unit can 
also be deternllned and the net marginal gain or loss assessed. 
Discounting techniques, as described earlier, can be applied 
to the flow of marginal costs and revenues. 

The technique is useful, for exan1ple, in assessing the cost of 
providing an extra circuit on a route. On the one hand, the 
cost could be sn1all if spare line plant and switching equipment 
exists and all that may be required is provision of jwnpers and 
relay-sets. Alternatively, a route may be fully utilized and the 
extra circuit requires augmentation of line and terminal plant. 
'fhe revenue estimated to be achieved on the circuit can be 
assessed and an appraisal, therefore, made on the financial 
implications of provision of that circuit. 

The principle of marginal costing recognizes three cost 
areas: 

Direct costs (CC) 

These are lht: cosl.s covering the purchase cu1Ll installation 
of equip1nent or n1aintenance thereof. The costs would include 
that of contract work or purchase and installation under 
direct labour work, and field maintenance costs. For stable 
conditions, the cost per unit (CC) remains constant, even if 
the quantity involved varies over consecutive periods. 

Overhead costs (OH) 

These cover the ad1ninistration expenses, such as, research 
and develop1nent, marketing, sales, planning and clerical 
functions. They do not alter much in proportion to fluctuations 
in service de1nand and, therefore, no fixed relationship exists 
between these costs and the direct costs. 

Re11enue (R) 

This is harder to define since the earning power of a circuit, 
for instance, varies as its position in the grading alters. 
However, an assessment should be possible on a per-unit 
basis. 

The direct costs (CC) and revenue (R) per item arc similar 
ratios and the difference between the two (R-CC) gives an 
indication of profitability. However, account inust be taken 
of overhead cost (OH) which can generally be considered as 
a constant. Profit is therefore, given by: 

Profit � (R-CC) - OH. 

Further, the term 2: (R-CC) can be considered to be the 
sun1 of all marginal costs and revenues over a period and 
the expression becomes: 

profit � 2: (R-CC) - OH. 

As an example, if 1,000 circuits are provided in a period, 
the total direct cost of provision is 1,000CC. The total expense 
over this period is, therefore, 1,000CC +OH. If, in the 
following period, 1,001 circuits are provided, the total expense 
becomes 1,001 CC+ OH. The additional cost of the extra 
circuit is, therefore, 

1,00ICC +OH - (l ,OOOCC +OH)� CC. 

(OH covers the overhead costs associated with the pro
vision of circuits in this example.) 

CC is defined as the marginal cost of the provision of one 
unit. The subject of marginal costing is treated in greater 
detail in reference 4. 

It n1ay be desirable to include an assessment of maintenance 
cost as well as capital involved. Suitable definitions can be 
used for unit costs in tenns of CC, OH and R, and the 
principles applied as before. 

Marginal costing allows an assessment to be 1nade of the 
costs involved in, say, adding an additional circuit to the 
network. The revenue likely to be achieved by its provision 
can be assessed and the return evaluated in the light of these 
costs. This method clearly shows an advantage against use of 
average circuit costs which are based on total system costs, 
that is, including an allowance for overhead costs. The 
marginal costs can vary appreciably up or down compared 
with average costs, depending on the amount of plant needed 
for the marginal requirement. 

Finally, il 1nay be useful to indicate the n1eaning of the 
term long-run 1nargi11al cost, referred to in the Prices and 
Incomes Board Report. It is based on the concept of long-run 
avoidable costs, either total or marginal. Total long-run 
avoidable costs are those incurred or saved by starting or 
ceasing a service. Sin1ilarly, nlarginal long-run avoidable costs 
are those incurred or saved by an addition or subtraction 
fron1 a service. 

The term long-run implies an adjustment of service to a 
pennanent change, i.e. including plant and acconunodation as 
well as labour and materials. This is not the same as the short
term change of a ten1porary nature involving, possibly, just 
labour costs. 

The term avoidable relates to the cost differences incurred 
due to a change in a service or facilities; that is, costs which 
would otherwise be avoided or incurred by not providing for 
the change. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The value of the B.P.O. engineering investment progran1, 
currently running at a level of £500M annually, highlights the 
in1portance of using sound costing techniques in decisions 
relating to the provision of services. 

The application of discounting principles to cost studies, 
which is universally regarded as good commercial practice, 
enables the comparisons of alternative schemes to be evaluated 
on a corrunon basis. The considerations of ti1ning of expendi
ture and revenue receipts are important in the prevailing 
li1nited capital market. 

Methods of assessing plant provision on a sound economic 
basis have been described in this article, together \Vith a broad 
appreciation of their financial background. 

The B.P .0. is actively encouraging the use of these n1cthods, 
in training and in instructions, so that they form an integral 
part of engineering planning. 
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A New Automatic Call-Sender 

C. WROEt 

U.D.C. 621.395.636: 621.395.121 

The application of call-sending techniques to the acceptance of new teleconununications eqtlipn1e11t is now 
finnly established. In a pre\!ious article1 the basic philosophy was explained, together with a description of 
the first production 111odel. This article describes a new and n1ore powerful call-sender and the expanding 

field of application which it is intended to serve. 

INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of the TXE22 electronic exchange system 
stimulated the introduction of ne\v acceptance testing methods 
and Jed to the development of an automatic call sender. The 
technique has proved to be so successful that it is no\v being 
applied to other new systen1s, notably crossbar and pulse
code modulation, and fw·ther applications are anticipated. 
Call-senders have also been used to generate calls into 
Strowger type exchange equipment, but general use for 
acceptance testing of Strowger exchanges is not envisaged 
at present owing to the shortage of these testers. The basic 
philosophy of the call-sender rests on its ability to behave 
like a number of subscribers making calls in a random manner 
and it follows, therefore, that a change of subscriber be
haviour must occur before the tester becomes Wlsuitable for 
testing new exchange systems. Further development was 
required to increase the sending capability of the tester in 
order to test large new systems such as the TXE43 electronic 
exchange and the introduction of integrated circuits into the 
logic has led to a one-cabinet design with additional facilities 
aimed at reducing manpower requirements. 

In designing a new and more powerful call-sender, care has 
been taken to ensure that the improved range of facilities has 
not also led to further complications in the operating pro
cedure. Nevertheless, many improvements have been made 
to allow the call-sender to work into exchange types which 
themselves impose new conditions on its operation. Notable 
among these is the inability of new conunon-control exchanges 
to deal with large numbers of near-simultaneous calls. When 
this feature was first encountered on the TXE2 exchange, the 
previous version of the call-sender was arranged to apply 
calling signals at 100 ms intervals so as not to overload the 
common equipment. The new call-sender (Fig. I) can not 
only vary this interval from 64 ms up to four seconds but it 
also provides individual dial-pulse feeds to each digit-sender 
so that no two exchange input-circuits operate exactly in 
synchronism. 

OPERATION OF THE CALL-SENDER 

The pw·pose of the call-sender is to generate a large number 
of test calls into a sample of normal subscribers' line circuits 

t Telecommunications Develop1nent Department, Telecommuni
cations Headquarters. 
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and to evaluate the performance of the exchange being tested 
by analysing and recording call failures. Fig. 2 shows a block 
diagram of the call-sender and its interface with exchange 
line circuits. Digits to be dialled are inserted into the test
number store before testing starts. Individual sending ele1nents 
Sl to S20 control the line circuits and collect information for 
analysis and fault display. All sucesssful test-calls are termin
ated by standard test number circuits specially provided for 
use with the call-sender and 3,000 calls per hour are easily 
attainable. 

THE BASIC TEST CALL 

A test-call starts with simple line tests to ensure that the 
voltage on each wire of the circuit is normal and that the 
circuit is ready to accept a new call. Seizure of the circuit is 
followed by a test for dial tone before dialling is allowed to 
con1mence. These tests are carried out hy individual test 
elements within the sender circuit and only when the full 
sequence is completed is a request nlade to the co1n1non 
equipment for test-call digits. When this demand is received 
by the processing logic, an exclusive address containing the 
test number is allocated to the sender and the first digit of 
the test number is presented to the sender on the digit highway, 
which is time shared with all other senders. 

The sender accepts the digit data into a temporary store and 
sends out loop-disconnect pulses accordingly, using a mercury
wetted reed-relay. As the sending of each digit is completed, 
the digit highway data is updated to offer each new digit in 
turn until the whole test number is completed. During the 
interdigital pause, the sender line-circuits check that no 
irregular line conditions or tones have been encountered. The 
last digit of a test number is augmented with a last-digit 
signal to advise the sender that dialling-out is to stop. 

At this point in the call, the sender begins to monitor the 
line and presents to the common analysis system a digital 
signal representing the 400 Hz content of the line signals. The 
reason for this is that the variety of supervisory tones which 
might b� encountered is too complex to be decoded economi
cally on an individual sender basis. The analysis system takes 
a sample of this digital signal every 8 ms and from the 
accwnulated data over a period of 12 seconds is able to return 
a discrete signal indicating the type of supervisory tone 
encountered. 
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FIG. I-The new automatic call-sender 
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FIG. 2-Block diagram of the call-sender operation 

PROGRESS WITH PROGRAM DESIGN 

The design of test-call programs is a new skill which has 
developed along with the call-sender. Its objective is to 
originate calls from exchange inlets in such a way that after 
a large number of calls, all switching equipment has had a 
statistically-equal chance of carrying traffic. A typical TXE2 
exchange test-call series would require about 20 test pro
grams, each individually compiled by the clerk-of-works of 
the exchange in readiness for the formal acceptance tests. 

The process of entering program data manually into a 
call-sender's store, and subsequently the recording of fault 

.data have proved to be exacting and time consuming tasks 
and, therefore, in the design of the new call-sender a tele
printer has been included for fault printout and automatic 
tape programming purposes. The punched paper-tapes are 
prepared by a central organization from details supplied by 
the exchange clerk-of-works, and the call-sender is then 
programmed on site by using the teleprinter to read the tape, 
enter data into the test number store. and, simultaneously, to 
print out the data for the benefit of the testing officer. When 
the test program is started, the teleprinter continues the 
print-out with one line of data for each fault encountered. 
At the same time, the use of the tape punch will produce a 
punched tape record of the fault data. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE CALL-SENDER 

The call-sender uses two Mullard 8,192-bit ferrite core 
stores (Fig. 3) to perform all memory functions. Up to 128 
test numbers may be stored in address locations each capable 
of holding up to 20 digits and this data is transferred as 
required to senders, one digit at a time. The store is driven 
by a crystal-controlled waveform-generator having a basic 
frequency of 2 MHz, stored information is scanned cyclically, 
and the maximum access time to any bit of data is 32 ms. 

The print-out of fault data has required the inclusion of 
several support facilities. For each line of print, a fault serial 
number is inserted, followed by time, date and program 
identification. The fault data proper, is extracted from the 
normal analysis system as it is required and, therefore, there 
is no need for a separate fault data store. When the print
out facility is in use, the normal sender-release sequence is 
delayed until the associated fault print-out has been completed. 
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FrG. 3-The 8,192-bit ferrite core-store 

Waveform Generator 

Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the waveform generator 
system. A crystal-controlled oscillator (2 MHz) is connected 
to a series of binary dividers which are arranged for synchro
nous switching. The first two stages produce strobing pulses 
with a repetition rate of 4 µs. The next five stages form the 
X-scan waveforms of the core-store (32 combinations) and 
are followed by the READ/wruTE bi-stable circuit. The Y-scan 
waveforms of the core-store follow with five stages similar to 
the X-scan, and there are two X-scans for each Y-scan clock 
position occupying a total time of 256 µs. 

A complete Y-scan occupies about 8 ms and cycles 32 
address locations. Two further bi-stable circuits complete the 
identification information for the four addresses in each 
Y-clock position namely STORE 1/STORE 2 and FRONT (Xl -16)/ 
REAR (Xl 7-32). Each complete cycle, therefore, occupies 32 ms. 
Finally, a further five-bit binary counter produces a slow 
waveform family identifying individual senders for control 
purposes. 

SYSTEM 
TIMING PULSES 

The Digit-Shift Register 

Each of the 128 addresses in the stores is read out once 
every 32 ms into the digit-shift register which consists of 
eight separate 15-stage shift registers operating in parallel. 
Fig. 5 shows the allocation of these 120 bits. The actual digits 
are stored in lines 6--15, and lines 1-5 contain a variety of 
control bits. The sender-used bits 1-20 (Jines 3, 4 and 5) 
perform the function of marking those sender circuits which 
have successfully completed test calls to the associated test 
number. The BUSY bit (line 5) is filled by the sender which is 
actually using the address for the duration of the call to 
prevent selection by another sender. This function, together 
with the sender-used bits, allows selection of new addresses to 
take place on the basis that the choice must be free from 
association with other senders and not used before by the 
requesting sender. 

The sender-using-address bits (line 1) are used to store the 
binary identity of the sender which is currently associated 
with this address. As the data appears in the digit-shift register 
during the normal cycling of information, these five bits are 
decoded to produce a discrete signal to advise the sender 
concerned that its associated address information is available 
and that its next digit is, therefore, present on the digit
distribution highway. The digit-order counter (line 2) deter
mines which of the 20 stored digits is to be presented on each 
occasion. Two repeat memory stores also appear in the 
digit-shift register. The repeats in line 5 are programmed to 
determine the number of attempts each address is to have. 
The repeats in line 1 count the number of calls actually made 
to the address at any point in time. When the two counts 
coincide, the present call ends with the selection of a new 
address, and the clearing of the line 1 repeat data in readiness 
for the next allocation of this address to a new sender. 

Call-count bits (lines 1 and 2) are part of a separate sub
system which performs all call-count functions formerly 
performed on electro-mechanical counters. Interface circuitry 
is thereby eliminated as well as a troublesome source of 
electrical interference. 

Store Operation 

Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of the Mullard FI2 Core Store. 
At the beginning of the first X-scan the eight parallel outputs 
from store 1 carry address 1 data to the digit-shift register. 
Lines 1 to 15 (referred to in Fig. 5) are shifted in at 4 µs 
intervals until the shift register is completely filled with the 
120 bits comprising address 1, a process occupying 60 µs. 
The data is then held stationary in the shift register for the 
rest of the time making up the first X-scan i.e. 68 µs. Dw'ing 
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WAVEFORMS READ/WRITE 
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WAVEFORMS FRONT/REAR STORE I/STORE 2 

SENDER SCAN 
WAY EFORMS 

32ms I ucond 

FIG. 4-Block diagram of the waveform generator 
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FIG. 5-Allocation of bits in the digit-shift register 

this period, the data is available for use by sender circuits, 
and the stored data can be 1nodified by then1 as required. The 
start of the second X-scan terminates the availability period 
for stored data and the digit-shift register operates again to 
return the data to store 1, a process again requiring 60 p.-s. 

Addresses 2 to 32 appear in succeeding pairs of X-scans 
in a manner similar to address 1. Addresses 33 to 64 are also 
held in store I, but occupy lines 18-32 on each plane. To 
obtain this data in the shift register the start of the shifting 
process is delayed until line 18 occurs, and the data-shifting 
is completed by line 32. Since the writing-back process is also 
delayed in the second X-scan the data is stationary in the 
shift register for the same length of time but it now occurs at 
the beginning of the second X-scan instead of the end of the 
first X-scan. All 64 addresses in store 1 arc scanned in 16 ms. 

Store 2 addresses 65-128 are scanned in exactly the same 
way as store 1, taking a further 16 nls before the whole 
sequence recommences at address 1. 

Tone analysis information relating to each sender circuit 
is stored in lines 16 and 17 of succeeding pairs of X-scans. 
Thus each sender circuit is allocated one of the 32 time slots 
derived from the Y-scan waveforn1s and uses it to forward a 
sample of the tone present on its test line to the analysis 
processing logic and the associated store locations in lines 
16andl7. 

The significant feature of these two data cycles is that the 
sender 1 analysis-data is available every Y-scan i.e. every 
8 ms, whereas, address I is available every four Y-scans i.e. 
every 32 ms. 

Memory Retention 

Security circuits have been provided to ensure that stored 
data is not mutilated by power failures. When a power-supply 
disturbance is detected, the store is shut down as soon as data 
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Y - SCAN 
WAVEFORMS 

INPUTS 
1-B 

WRITE READ OUTPUTS 
AMPLIFI ERS ONE PER PLANE ONE PER AMPLIFIERS 1-8 
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F10. 6-Block diagram of the core store 

in the digit-shift register has been secured. The power 
reserve on the main power-supply smoothing-capacitors 
comfortably exceeds the maximum time of 256 µ,s needed to 
complete the operation. 

Programming Circuitry 

There are two methods of inserting test program data into 
the call sender. Information may be entered manually using 
push buttons on the control panel grouped in a manner 
similar to the push-button telephone. For nluch more rapid 
and error free data injection, use is made of the tape reading 
facility of the teleprinter. Address data consists of three items 
of information: 

(a) Selected address. This determines the location of a test 
number in the store. 

(b) Test 111anber digits. These are inserted one-at-a-time 
via a temporary store until the processes of storage is com
pleted. 

(c) Repeats infonnation. This determines the number of 
attempts made by a sender to each address and can be set to 
one, two or three. Operation of this function terminates an 
address storage sequence. 

Manual programming, therefore, consists of setting a select 
address switch and keying in the test nu111ber foilowed by 
repeats inforn1aN011. The prepared tape for automatic pro
gramming follows this sequence by identifying each data 
group by an identifying letter. Fig. 7 shows a section of tape. 

SPACE 

j j , I 1 [ I 
Fl'URE SHIFT 

I I LETTER SHIFT 

• •• • • • ... •• •• • • • • ... 
0000 0000000 • • ••• ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  

O 0 0  000000 O 00000 OOO 

000 0 0 0 0000 0 000 
O 00 o 0000 O OOO 00 00 0 00 

A 0 0 I 0 927-4563&10 

�::�·��"-"-' ��-l�l_l _�ll�l l�l�ll�I �" 
I CR LF 

REPEATS----------------� 

Fru. 7-Section of the programming tape 

Fault Print-out 

Fault data ready for print-out occasionally accumulates 
faster than it can be processed owing to the relatively slow 
speed of the teleprinter mechanism. Some form of storage 
of data, or alternatively, queuing of data sources is, therefore, 
required. Since the fault data is already stored in the analysis 
system, although in a code which is unusable, the release 
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of senders holding fault data is prevented and they are 
placed in a queue to await the services of the teleprinter. 

It is of vital importance that faults are dealt with in the 
order in which they actually occur in order to analyse 
correctly the behaviour of the exchange being tested. Fault 
data in the tone analysis system is assembled one-sender-at
a-tirne in the analysis shift register, and each is identified by 
the Y-axis clock wavefonns. It is, therefore, logical to store 
in a queue the five Y-axis clock feeds of each fault as a 
ineans of identifying the sender concerned. 

Lines 25 to 30 of the analysis shift register Y-scans are 
used to hold the queueing of sender identities. Thirty bits of 
each line arc used, providing six queue-positions in each line, 
and making 30 places in all. New sender identities are inserted 
into position 1 of line 25 and are automatically moved 
forward into free positions and fron1 line to line until position 
six of line 30 is occupied. The outputs fron1 this position 
are used to select that senders' fault data from the analysis 
shift-register and forward it as required to the print-out 
system. 

Fig. 8 sho\vs a typical fault print-out. I, D and T data 
groups are inserted auton1atically before the actual fault 
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I OOO D 16 .07 T 17. IZ R I .I 

I 001 0 16. 0 7 T 17 .13 R I.I 

I 002 0 16. 07 T 17. 1-4 R I.I 
I 003 D 16 .O 7 T 17.15 R I.I 
I 004 D 16. 07 T 17.15 R I. I 
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SENDER CONCERNED 

FrG. 8-Typical fault print-out 

Book Reviews 

"Modern Wiring Practice." W. E. Steward. Newnes Butter
worth, 279 pp. 209 ill. £3.00. 

This well-prepared book-now into its seventh edition-is 
a complete survey of all methods of wiring in domestic, 
conunercial and industrial premises for electric lighting, 
heating and power and has been revised to 1netric standards 
including the latest amendments to the 14th edition of 
I.E.E. Regulations. 

It is entirely practical in its content and covers a wide range 
of subjects associated with installation practice in buildings. 
The author's explanation of the various systems used in all 
types of buildings is co1nprchcnsivc, well illustrated and easy 
understand. The index has been given considerable thought 
and the range of tables and diagrams adds to its usefulness 
as a reference book. 

As an up-to-date guide to all approved methods of installa
tion practice, it should prove a useful adjunct to the designers 
reference library, an aid to the installation engineer and a 
book of interest to all concerned with electrical engineering. 

s. J. H. 
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data contained in R, S, A and F data groups is extracted 
fron1 the fault analysis system. 

The numerical coding allotted to the data produces a neat 
and intelligible print-out format fro1n which similarity 
patterns can readily be detected by the controlling engineer. 

TESTING AND DEMONSTRATING 

The nature of acceptance testing is such that call-senders 
require support systems which c.:an be brought into use when 
operating difficulties or faults occur. 

A unit has been designed which will absorb and check the 
digits transn1itted by senders and subsequently return suitable 
tones and line conditions for interpretation by the call 
reader's analysis syste1n. Each input of the check circuit 
behaves like an exchange line connexion and can absorb and 
display incoming dialled digits. 

THE FUTURE 

Twelve call-senders of this type have been ordered and 
they are planned to begin exchange acceptance testing in 
August 1972. Further dcvelop111ents are in hand to extend 
the use of this call-sender design to the testing of four-wire 
switching exchange systc1ns. 
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The book, which is intended for undergraduates with some 
previous knowledge, has a physical rather than an applied 
approach to the subject. Although this approach nlakes it 
more easily read, the subject is not divorced from the neces
sary mathematics and a sound knowledge of vector algebra 
is required. 

In its introductory chapters, the book outlines the concepts 
on which it is based and gives a useful review of elementary 
electromagnetism. Detailed consideration is given to electro
statics, magnetostatics and radiation (mainly of linear antenna) 
with supporting chapters on the effects of time variance and 
relativity, and on the experimental and nun1erical solution 
of problems. An exercise is given at the end of each chapter, 
although a few worked examples would have been of benefit. 

S.l. units are used throughout the book. Coverage of some 
aspects could have been usefully extended, notably in the treat
ment of transmission lines and waveguides. 

Although suggested both in its title and in its opening 
pages, the book does not contain a significant amount of 
application, most being contained within the exercises. It is, 
therefore, more useful for students wishing to supplement 
their practical knowledge with a more sound, theoretical 
background. 

J. M.P. 



Interference and Frequency Co-ordination 
at Earth Stations 

R. A. B EDFORD,* C,ENG., M.I.E.E., and J, E. PURDYt 

U.D,C.621.391.82: 621.396.946 

A detailed study of all likely sources of i11te1fere11ce is of para111ount ilnportance when considering the 
stdtability of a site for a satellite-con1111unication earth station. Co-ordination is required at both national 
and international level to n1i11ilnize the possibility of inte1ference fro111 terrestrial radio-relay systen1s which 
share the san1e frequency bands. These and other aspects are discussed with particular e111phasis on the 
agreed co-ordination procedures which have been laid down by the /11ter11atio11al Telecon11111111ications Union. 

INTRODUCTION 

The planning and provision of an earth station for opera
tion in an international telecommunication-sateilite network 
starts with the search for a suitable site. Among the many 
factors which have to be considered is the susceptibility of 
the satellite system to interference. In order to evaluate, 
quantitatively, the interference likely to occur, a rigorous 
examination is necessary of the parameters of the satellite and 
other relevant radio systems and the intervening propagation 
media. 

Earth-station receiver sensitivity and trans111itted power 
are such that the problems of interference can extend we1l 
beyond national boundaries, and for the United Kingdom 
(U.K.) can encompass parts of France, Ireland, Holland and 
Belgium. Co-ordination with these countries on the use of 
frequencies might therefore be necessary before a system can 
become operational. 

The interference mechanisms are discussed together with 
the methods adopted to resolve the problems which arise 
from placing a new earth station in an area already well 
populated by terrestrial microwave-radio systems. Brief 
consideration is also given to the problems likely to arise with 
the introduction later in this decade of systems using higher
frequency bands. 

INTERFERENCE MECHANISMS 

Interference to Earth Stations 

Interference to earth stations can arise from many sources, 
the main ones being: 

(a) terrestrial radio systems sharing the same frequency 
bands, 

(b) harmonic or spurious emissions from fixed or mobile 
transmitters operating in a different frequency band, e.g. 
radar, 

(c) aeronautical navigation systems transmitting in adja
cent frequency bands, 

(d) man-made noise sources near the earth station, e.g. 
power lines, ignition systems, industrial installations and 
microwave ovens, and 

(e) aircraft in the vicinity of the earth station causing 
reflexions or blocking due to their physical presence. 

* Ministry of Posts and Telecommuunications. 

t Telecommunications Development Department, Telecommu
nications Headquarters. 

With present-day systems the major problen1s arise fron1 
sharing frequency bands with terrestrial radio systems. The 
current frequency band allocated for reception at earth 
stations in the INTELSAT system is 3·7-4·2 GHz, this band 
being shared with a number of services as shown in Table 1 
(extracted from the 1968 edition of the International Tele
communications Union (I.T.U.) Radio Reg11lations). The 
main types of interference are as follows: 

/11te1fere11ce fi·o1n spliriot1s or hanno11ic radiation. This con1-
monly takes the form of high-level spikes of power with an 
energy content covering a wide frequency spectrum. In the 
case of radar (and this can be military or civil, airborne or 
shipborne) the source is usually a magnetron in the trans
mitter. Interference of this type can be severe and is eliminated 
either by filtering at sow·ce or by suitable shielding at the 
earth station. 

Inte1ference ft·o1n aircraft. One form of interference experi
enced at Goonhilly earth station has arisen because the 
station is located in an area used for aeronautical training by 
the Royal Navy; the radio altimeters on the aircraft transmit 
in the frequency band adjacent to the earth-station receive 
band (see Table 1). The amplitude/frequency characteristic of 
the low-noise parametric amplifiers used at Goonhilly as 
first-stage receive amplifiers has a slow roll-off at the band 
edge in order to achieve good in-band linearity. Consequently, 
the altimeter signals are admitted, and, in certain conditions, 
saturate the an1plifiers. The problem has been solved by fitting 
band-stop filters. 

There are three mechanisms whereby the physical presence 
of an aircraft can cause interference to a satellite system. They 
are reflexion, blocking, and absorption and re-radiation. 
Interference effects are greatest when the aircraft is flying 
within the main beam of the earth-station aerial-approxi
mately 10 minutes of arc wide. Aircraft flying outside the main 
beam have minimal effect. Of the three mechanisms, reflexion 
is the most significant and theoretical investigation has shown 
that, provided the earth station is kept at least 8 km from the 
nearest airport, the probability of interference is negligible. 

Noise-source inte1ference. Man-made noise can take the 
form of spikes or wide-band noise-like interferen<.:e. As this is 

usually of relatively low power, and is only of significance at 
short distances from the source, it can normally be avoided 
by careful siting of the earth-station. 
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TABLE 1 

Main Frequency Allocations 

Direction Europe I U.S.A. I Far Easl 

3'4-3·5 GIIz 
3'4-3·6GHz 

for fixed, 1nobile, radio-location 
for radio-location, co1nmunication satellite and amateur services 

and con1n1unication-satellite 
services 3·5-3·7 GHz 

Satellite 
for fixed, mobile, radio-location and communication-satellite services 

to 
3·6-4·2 GHz 

Earth 3·7-4·2 GHz for fixed, mobile and 
comn1unication-satellite services for fixed, mobile and comn1unication-satellile services 

4·2-4'4 GHz 

for aeronautical radio-navigation services 

-- ---

5·85-5·925 GHz 5·85-5·925 GHz 5·85-5·925 GHz 
for fixed, n1obile and for radio-location and for fixed, mobile, 

con1n1unication-satellite services amateur services radio-location and 
con1n1unication-satcllitc services 

Earth 
to 

Satellite 5·925-6·425 GHz 

for fixed, mobile and con1n1unication-satellite services 

6'425-7·25 GHz 
for fixed and mobile servi�:es 

Interference from Earth Stations 

Interference from earth stations to terrestrial systems is 
possible if terrestrial systems sharing the same frequency 
bands are within a certain distance, known as the co-ordination 
distance, of the earth station. This distance is determined by 
the characteristics of both systems and the intervening 
propagation mcdiun1. 

If interference is likely, then steps must be taken to mini
mize the effect, either by avoiding co-channel frequencies or 
by providing suitable shielding. 

TRANSMITTED SIGNAL LIMITS 

The C.C.I.R. * has studied the characteristics of satellite 
and terrestrial radio systems sharing the same frequency band 
and has recommended radiated power and other limitations 
to allow an orderly and reasonable sharing of the frequency 
spectrum. For satellite systems a limit is recommended on the 
power transmitted from earth stations and satellites in terms 
of maximum effective isotropic radiated power (e.i.r.p.) per 
unit bandwidth and power flux density, i.e. power per unit 
area. Terrestrial systems are limited in terms of maximum 
e.i.r.p. in the horizontal direction and maximum transmitter 
power. 

These recommendations have been enacted by the l.T.U. 
and are now embodied in the articles of its Radio Regulations.1 

Earth-Station Limits 

The limits placed on earth stations have been derived after 
careful consideration of the requirements of the modulation 
techniques likely to be employed by satellite systems and the 
characteristics of the large aerials used. Briefly, the current 
limits are 

(a) an e.i.r.p. of not greater than +55 dBW in any 4 kHz 
band in a horizontal direction (exceptionally, --t-65 dBW by 
agreement with the administrations concerned), and 

• C.C.I.R.-International Radio Consultative Committee. 
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(b) earth-station transmit aerial elevation angles shall be 
not less than 3 degrees, measured from the horizontal plane 
to the central axis of the main lobe, except by agreement 
between the administrations concerned. 

These limits2 were derived from the following restrictions: 
the maximum noise power (due to interference) in the worst 
channel of a 2,500 km hypothetical reference circuit in a 
terrestrial system should not exceed, at a zero relative level 
point, 

(i) a mean power of 1,000 pW, psophometrically weighted, 
in any hour, 

(ii) a one-minute 1nean power of 1,000 pW, psophometri
cally weighted, for more than 20 per cent of any month, and 

(iii) a one-1ninute mean power of 50,000 pW, psopho
metrically weighted, for nlore than 0·01 per cent of any 
month. 

Terrestrial System Limits 

The terrestrial systems of interest, i.e. inland microwave
radio links operating on a line-of-sight basis with terminals 
30 km-70 km apart and mobile units operating in the 4 and 
6 GHz bands, are limited as follows: 

(a) the maximum effective radiated power of the trans
mitter and associated aerial shall not exceed +s5 dBW, and 

(b) the transmitter power at the input to the aerial shall not 
exceed 12 watts. 

These 1imits3 were derived from the following restrictions: 
the maximum noise power (due to interference) in a telephone 
channel of a satellite system should not exceed, at a zero 
relative level point, 

(i) a mean power of I ,OOO pW, psophometrically weighted, 
in any hour, 

(ii) a one-minute mean power of 1,000 pW, psophometri
cally weighted, for more than 20 per cent of any month, and 

(iii) a one-minute mean power of 50,000 pW, psopho
metrically weighted, for more than 0 ·03 per cent of any 
month. 



FREQUENCY CO-ORDINATION PROCEDURES 

International Procedure 

The adn1inistrative procedure for dealing \Vith co-ordina
tion of earth stations and terrestrial systems in shared bands 
is clearly defined in the Radio Regulations of the I.T.U. 

Any adn1inistration wishing to register a new station \Vith 
specified operating frequencies must first consult administra
tions of other countries whose services n1ight be interfered 
with, or whose services might cause interference to the new 
service. The administration that has been approached then 
examines the proposals and informs the proposing admini
stration, within sixty days, whether an interference problem 
is likely to result. Clearly, both administrations must be in a 
position to deal quickly and efficiently \Vith these situations 
when they arise. 

The administration introducing the new service is required 
to construct a geographical inap of the earth-station location, 
on which the co-ordination contours arc shown. The contours 
indicate the distance from the station within which inter
ference is possible. This map, together with all pertinent 
technical characteristics of the station, is then sent to those 
administrations whose countries fall within the contour. 

U.K. Procedure 

In the U.K., the Ministry of Posts and Telecom1nunications 
(M.P.T.) is responsible for co-ordination and registration of 
new services with other administrations and with the Inter
national Frequency Registration Board (I.F.R.B.). The 
British Post Office (B.P.O.) has therefore evolved, in con
junction with the M.P.T., a procedure to deal with the 
co-ordination of B.P.0. earth stations. This involves a process 
of detailed examination and consultation between the various 
B.P.O. Departments. This procedure leads to the identifica
tion of specific frequency bands where co-ordination may be 
difficult, and eventually to the notification of agreed frequency 
assignments. 

DERIVATION OF CO-ORDINATION DISTANCE 

General 

Co-ordination is necessary because satellite systems and 
terrestrial systems share the san1e frequency bands. An 
essential step is the determination of the co-ordination 
distance in all azimuthal directions from the earth station. 

The co-ordination distance is defined as the niaximum 
distance from the earth station at which a terrestrial station 
could produce (or suffer) interference when the terrestrial
station aerial is pointing directly at the earth station, and all 
other paran1eters give worst-case conditions. 

Since worst-case parameters are used to determine the 
co-ordination distance it can be assumed that the probability 
of interference from terrestrial Jinks outside the co-ordination 
area is negligible, and conversely, any links within the area 
will need individual co-ordination using actual system 
parameters. 

In the calculation of co-ordination distance, separate 
consideration is necessary for interference from earth-station 
transn1itter to terrestrial receiver, and interference from 
terrestrial-station transmitter to earth-station receiver. 

In general, the latter gives the greatest co-ordination 
distance for current systen1s operating in the 4 and 6 GHz 
band, since the earth-station receiver is usually of the cooled 
low-noise type and is therefore nluch more sensitive to 
interference than the standard radio-relay link which operates 
at ambient temperature. 

In addition, it is useful to show co-ordination contours for 
other than worst case assumptions, since this can save time 
in the initial assessment by ruling out borderline cases. Fig. 1 

(a) Telephony transmit 
(b) Television transmit 
(c) Telephony receive (Gt + t-'t = 45 dBW) 
(d) Telephony receive (lit + l't = 55 dBW) 

FIG. I-Example of a co-ordination map for n1ixed land and sea 
paths 

shows typical co-ordination contours for Goonhilly earth 
station. 

Permissible Interference Levels 

The starting point in the calculation of co-ordination 
distances is the determination of the level of interference that 
can be tolerated at the input to the receiver. To a large extent 
this depends on the nature of both the wanted and the 
unwanted signals and, of course, the level of noise that can be 
tolerated in the audio channel, as already discussed. This 
noise level is a statistical function of time and the criteria arc 
quoted at three values, the median value, the 20 per cent value 
and the 0·01 per cent value. The most stringent values are 
0 · 01 per cent for distances greater than about 100 km and 
20 per cent for distances below about 100 km. For co
ordination purposes, the minimum distance is taken to be 
100 km so that in the preparation of co-ordination curves the 
value associated with the smallest percentage of tin1e is taken 
to be the critical one. 

In its simplest form, the relationship between allo\vable 
signal-to-interference power ratio in the audio channel 
(Ps/Pi(n)), and carrier-to-interference pow_er ratio at radio 
frequency (P,:f Pi(r)), can be reduced to a single factor, B, as 
follows 

Psf Pi(a) = Pcf Pi(I') + B 

Factor B, for present day frequency modulated (f.m.) syste1ns, 
is positive and is therefore son1ctimes referred to as the 
interference reduction factor. It can be derived rigorously 
by convolution* of the power-density/frequency (spectral) 
distributions of the interfering and wanted transmissions,4 or 
by using graphical mcthods.5 The value of factor B, assuming 
co-channel interference and current f.m. systems, is usually 
of the order of25-35 dB, indicating the considerable tolerance 
to interference that exists behveen these systems. 

* Convolution-a 1nathen1atical process which in this application 
derives the probability distribution of the sum of two independent 
variables where the probability distribution of each is known. 
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The calculation of the allowable carrier-to-interference 
power ratio for co-channel transmissions can be simplified by 
assuming that: 

(a) the spectral distribution of a communication-satellite 
carrier is Gaussian. This is essentially true for current satellite 
systems using wide deviation, provided the carrier concerned 
is fully loaded. (When the carrier is lightly loaded an energy 
dispersal signal is applied which limits the maximum spectral 
density to approximately the same value as for the fully 
loaded case), and 

(b) virtually all the energy of a terrestrial radio-relay carrier 
is contained in the carrier-spike, so that the relatively-low
level sidebands can be ignored. 

Co-Channel Interference from an Earth Station into a 
Terrestrial Station 

From assumption (a) above, the power distribution of the 
earth-station signal can be considered essentially constant 
over the relatively-narrow band of the wanted terrestrial 
carrier, and is given by 

V(21T)frms 
watts per hertz, 

where frms is the r.m.s. deviation of the wanted carrier. The 
power can then be specified in a 4 kHz band and the following 
simple relationship applies: 

tolerable interference in a telephone channel 

thermal noise in a telephone channel 

tolerable interference power in a 
4 kHz band at the receiver input 

thermal noise power in a 
4 kHz band at the receiver input 

Since all other factors are easily ascertained, the equation can 
be solved to give the maximum permissible interference power 
i n  a 4 kHz band that can be tolerated at the receiver input. 

Co-channel Interference from a Terrestrial Link 
into an Earth Station 

Here the interference is not uniformly distributed over the 
spectrum and factor B has to be calculated by evaluation of 
the convolution integral. However, if assumptions (a) and (b) 
given above arc accepted, and zero frequency separation is 
assumed, the interfering spike would be dispersed and appear 
in the baseband with a spectral distribution similar to that of 
the \Vanted carrier which has a known Gaussian distribution. 
Factor B can then be derived from the Gaussian curve and is 
given by the following equation: 

B � 10 log [ ,1(2Tr) ( d/J' Pf,.,,,, exp CJ;?,/2/,�,,,)/0 · 003 IJ,?,] dB, 

where di= test tone deviation of wanted carrier in MHz, 
P = pre-emphasis factor, 

Inns = r.m.s. deviation of wanted carrier in MHz, and 
1111 = top baseband frequency in MHz. 

The relationship 

P.s/Pi(a) = Pc/Pi(r) + B 

can now be applied and, again, since all other factors are 
easily ascertained, the equation can be solved for P i(r) which 
gives the total allowable interfering carrier power level at the 
receiver input. 

Basic Loss Concept 

Once the permissible interference level has been determined 
then the required basic path loss, Lb, to reduce a known (or 
assumed maximum) e.i.r.p. to the tolerable level, can easily be 
derived from the formula. 

L, � (P, + G,) - F, - (P;(,J - G,) dB, 
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\Vhere P1 = nlaximum power available in the reference band
width, in dBW, at the aerial terminals of the 
interfering station, 

G1 = isotropic gain, in dB, of the transmit aerial in the 
pertinent direction, 

Fs = site shielding factor in dB, 
Pi(r) = tolerable interference level in the reference band

width, in dBW, for the required percentage 
of time, and 

G,. = isotropic gain, in dB, of the receive aerial in the 
pertinent direction. 

The values of aerial gain to be used for the radio-relay 
station are maxiiuum values (worst-case conditions), but for 
the earth station, actual values should be used in the pertinent 
direction (\vhich is towards the horizon at the azimuth angle 
being considered). 

The site-shielding factor, F5, is an additional propagation 
loss which is added to the basic loss where the earth station is 
shielded by the surrounding terrain. It is a function of the 
elevation angle towards the horizon as seen fro1n the earth 
station and also a fWlction of the final co-ordination distance. 
In order to take full accollllt of the latter, successive approxi
mations are required, and to avoid this complication a 
simplified table, Table 2, is used which gives conservative 
values of site shielding. 

TABLE 2 

Site-Shielding Factor 

Elevation to horizon, 0 (Degrees) 

0<1 
1 < e < 2 
2<0<3 
3<0<4 
4.;;R 

Site-shielding factor (dB) 

0 
10 
17 
23 
25 

The site-shielding factors given in Table 2 are minimum 
values for the reason given above but it is recognized that in 
so1ne circumstances they could be considerably higher, and 
provided prior agreement is reached between the administra
tions concerned, then the more appropriate values should be 
used. There is room for further research on the question of 
site shielding, particularly in the near-field of a large aerial, 
and the B.P.0., in recognizing this fact, has recently awarded 
a study contract to evaluate the problem. The study \Vill be 
carried out using a scaled 1nodel and by applying computer 
techniques. A more detailed account of site shielding is given 
in the list of references. 6 

Co-ordination Distance 

The values of minimum basic loss for each azimuth angle 
can be converted to distance by reference to appropriate 
propagation curves, examples of which are shown in Fig. 2. 
To obtain predicted path losses which are not exceeded for 
0·01 per cent of any month at 4 GHz, and 0·05 per cent of 
any month at 6 GHz, 10 dB is subtracted from the basic loss 
curves. 

For mixed propagation paths which cross fron1 one zone to 
another, a simple procedure has been evolved which allocates 
the path loss according to the proportion of path in each zone. 
Charts have been prepared which assist in the determination 
of the resultant co-ordination distance. Fig. 3 shows the chart 
for nUxed-path calculations in Zones A and B (see Fig. 2), 
and Fig. 4 shows an example of how this chart can be used 
for deriving a co-ordination distance from a basic path loss 
of 190 dB. 
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FIG. 2-Siin plificd tropospheric propagation curves for calculation 
of co-ordination distance 

Interference within the Co-ordination Contour 
Once co-ordination maps have been prepared and distri

buted it is necessary to consider separately, and in detail, each 
radio-relay station which lies within the contours. For the 
majority of cases the more detailed calculations prove that 
the interference level is negligible as the radio-relay station 
aerial is most unlikely to be pointing directly at the earth 
station. Additional discrimination is also probable from 
frequency spacing, site shielding of the terrestrial station and 
other factors for which conservative values are assun1ed in the 
initial calculations of co-ordination distance. 

Where the interference is likely to be greater than the 
tolerable level, further action has to be taken to elirninate the 
interference possibility citber by adopting alternative fre
quencies or by providing additional discrirnination at either 
station by i1nprovement of the aerial response or reduction 
of radiated power, if this is practicable. 

PROPAGATION DATA 
Tbe propagation data used for derivation of co-ordination 

distance and subsequent detailed consideration of individual 
cases are of prin1e in1portance if these procedures are to be 
meaningful, and effective control of interference is to be 
obtained. The 1nost critical aspect of this subject is the 
propagation pheno1nena that are effective for percentages of 
the time of the order of 0 · 01 per cent. Collection of precise 
data for such sn1all percentages of tin1e requires years of 
observation. Considerable work has already been done in this 
direction.7 Difficulties arise, however, when generalizations 
are made, as in the Radio Regulations, where the nutnber of 
climatic regions is reduced to three. If the generalizations are 
on the pessimistic side, as they nlust be in order to cover the 
worst conditions that obtain in a particular region, then the 
majority of earth stations in that region may, on using the 
data, find that a large area has to be co�ordinated. Conversely, 
a minority of earth stations n1ay find the data underesti1nates 
the strength of signals likely to be received for s1nall per
centages of the time. For exarnple, the B.P.O. earth station 
at Goonhilly has experienced interference from the Continent 
as a result of anomalous propagation conditions. Short-tern1 
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paths 

data for eight clin1atic regions is given in the list of rcferences6, 
but even this does not adequately cover effects such as 1nixed
path propagation or shielding from surrounding terrain, since 
no atternpt is made to separate the several mechanisms which 
contribute to this short-term data. 

These problerns are recognized by the C.C.T.R., and study 
progran1s have been drawn up for improving the existing data 
and also for evaluating the individual short-term propaga
tion mechanisms so that they can be applied separately. For 
particular paths, n1easurcd data n1ay be valuable and can be 
used as a basis for calculating path losses and co-ordination 
distances provided the 1nethod is acceptable to all the admini
strations involved. It is i1nportant, however, to realize that 
1neasurcn1ents n1ust be of long duralion (2-3 years) for their 
results to give a representative sample of short-term phe
no1nena, since O · 01 per cent of the tin1e is approximately one 
hour per year. 
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

With the increasing use of the frequency spectrun1, the 
bands currently allocated and occupied have become more 
congested. One solution to this problem is to look to the 
higher frequencies where more spectrun1 is available. 

. In the case of satellite-telecommunication systems, addi
tional frequency bands were allocated at the World Adn1ini
strative Radio Conference in June 1971 to allow for this 
expansion.8 

Therefore, \Vhcn assessing sites for earth stations, the 
possible use of these frequencies inust be taken into account. 

Two factors likely to be encountered in future systems, and 
which \Vill affect the co-ordination contours, are the use of 
advanced modulation techniques, e.g. pulse code modulation 
(p.c.1n.)/phase-shift keying {p.s.k.) using time division multiple 
access (t.d.m.a.), and the serious effects on propagation of 
local \Veather conditions, e.g. rain, snow and hail, which will 
require the use of higher e.i.r.p.s to overcome them. 

Satellite-system designers are looking increasingly towards 
p.c.n1. techniques to provide greater capacity and more 
flexibility. Consequently, the interference susceptibility and 
the interference potential will have to he given careful study 
s o  that the in1plications in tern1s of co-ordination distance are 
fully realized. A limited amount of work is being and has been 
carried out by the C.C.I.R.9 and other bodies.10 For example, 
i t  has been established that if energy dispersal in the form of 
a pseudo-random pulse train is applied to a p.c.m./p.s.k. 
transmission then that transmission is not likely to be any 
more detrimental as a source of interference than an equiva
lent capacity f.111. syste1n. It is likely, therefore, that techniques 
of this nature will find a use in future syste1ns. 

A more 
.
detailed C.C.I.R. review of recent developments, 

together with a study of present and proposed co-ordination 
methods, Jed to the conclusion that it should be possible to 
evolve a unified procedure for determination of co-ordination 
distance covering all frequencies bet\veen 1 and 40 GHz, and 
any of the inodulation systems likely to be used in the near 
future. The key to this approach is the generation of a set of 
propagation curves in which the distance-dependent elements 
of frequency and site shielding have been extracted. A fairly 
complex basic equation is then applied which requires the 
sumn1ation of all the variable factors affecting the required 
basic loss, such as the type of modulation system involved 
and the small percentage of ti1ne that interference should not 
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exceed a pennissible level. The object is to pre-detennine and 
tabulate these factors, so that they can be easily extracted and 
used in the basic-loss equation. The procedure after the 
required basic loss has been established takes into account 
more fully site shielding and scatter from hydrometeors. * 

The propagation data suggested is founded on C.C.I.R . 
Report No. 244, but \Vith modifications giving somewhat 
smaller co-ordination distances. A more realistic path model 
with a radio-relay station height of 580 m has also been 
assumed. These proposals have now been ratified and will be 
incorporated in the revised Radio Regulations which will be 
effective fron1 January 1973. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The nun1erous interference problen1s affecting operation of 
an earth station working to the INTELSAT system have been 
enun1erated and discussed. 

It is concluded that interference at earth stations is n1ost 
likely to arise from terrestrial radio-relay systems which share 
the 4 and 6 GHz bands, and that strict adherence to the 
internationally agreed co-ordination procedures is necessary 
to preserve an orderly situation. 

'l'he application of the principles used in international 
co-ordination is also necessary in selecting new sites for earth 
stations. 
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Acceptance Trials of Digital Computer Systems 
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Acceptance trials of co1npllter syste111s of duration of 1101 n1ore than JOO hours can establish, to a reasonably 
high degree of confidence, that the syste111 is correctly assen1bled and connnissioned and is capable of fulfil/i11g 
the task for which it is purchased. Also, the trials can ensure that the adJ!ertised features function as specified 
and the eq11ip111e11t is in accordance with the contract. 

INTRODUCTION 

Digital con1puters for use by British government departments 
arc purchased by H. M. Stationery Office and tested in 
accordance with procedures laid down in H.M.S.O. contra
tual documents. Similar procedures are applied to computers 
pru·chased with the aid of government grants for use at 
universities. The testing is norn1ally arranged and supervised 
by the Technical Support Unit (T. S.U.) of the Department of 
Trade and Industry. 

Since T.S.U. was formed in 1958, fron1 a group of British 
Post Office engineers, it has been responsible for more than 
800 acceptance trial& of new computer systems and en
hancen1ents to existing syste1ns. Approximately 500 computer 
systems have been tested, varying in con�plexity from simple 
systems, costing £3,000, to large scientific systems, costing 
more than £1 M and have included equipment supplied by 
most computer manufacturers. 

This article describes the form of trial adopted as standard 
fron1 1968 on, and shows the results obtained in a series of 
trials. The testing methods and results may be of interest to 
engineers responsible for specifying acceptance trials of other 
complex electronic equipment. 

STANDARD TRIALS CONDITIONS 

When a computer system has been instailed in a customer's 
premises the contractor carries out a series of tests with the 
object of ensuring that the installation has been correctly 
completed; this process is known as commissioning. If it is 
carried out thoroughly it should result in the system being 
capable of perforn1ing the task for which it was purchased. 

The need for acceptance trials became apparent in early 
1959 when it was found that the reliability performance of 
newly-delivered (and paid for) computers fell far short of 
that expected. Experiments showed that a pre-detern1ined 
test, adequately supervised, was capable of revealing most of 
the prevalent defects and, when those were identified and 
removed, the subsequent performance was in1proved. An 
attempt was, therefore, 111ade to draw up a standard test 
procedure. 

Any form of acceptance test nlust be based on prior 
knowledge of the design and inherent reliability. Production 
engineering and quality assurance procedures are vitally 
important factors to be assessed before placing the contract. 
Quality control procedures arc vetted by T.S.U. as part of 
the system appraisal and certain omissions in the contractor's 
testing can be catered for in acceptance trials. 

t Mr. Longbotton1 is with the Technical Support Unit (T.S. U .), 
Department of Trade and Industry. Mr. Stoate was formerly with 
T.S.U. and is now with Telecomn1l1nications Development Depart-
1nent, Telecomn1unications Headquarters. 

It was decided that all systems should have site trials, 
firstly, to ensure that the equipment was in accordance with 
the contract, with all advertised features working as specified; 
secondly, to establish confidence in the capabilities of the 
system fulfilling the task for which it is being supplied; and 
thirdly, to hand over the system to the operations manager, 
in good working condition, so that he, in turn, can establish 
confidence in the system. Also, new and early production 
models should have trials at the contractor's factory as part 
of the design evaluation and as validation of quality control 
procedures. 

The trial is divided into two parts, den1onstratio11s and 
cyclic r111111b1g, which are detailed in a set of schedules, agreed 
before the trial commences. A total of three attempts to pass 
a trial is allowed, whether at the factory or on site, and if a 
third one fails the contract is terminated. 

Demonstrations 

Demonstrations are run to establish that the speeds of 
peripheral equip1nent, processor instruction times and system 
speeds are not less than 95 per cent of the specification; that 
data can by physically interchanged between compatible 
items, e.g. magnetic tape units or exchangeable disks; and that 
the advertised hardware and software features function 
satisfactorily. 

Cyclic running 

Cyclic rWllling is intended to exercise the system thoroughly 
and to simulate working conditions as nearly as possible. It 
enables the performance of the system to be judged in a user 
environment and consists of repetitively running a test cycle. 
The test cycle consists of a series of 15-minute tests con1prising 
processor engineering diagnostic programs, peripheral func
tional engineering programs and user programs, representative 
of the type of work which the customer intends to run. Short 
programs are combined, if necessary, to build up the 15-
minute tests. The user programs and, where possible, the 
functional engineering progran1s, are run under control of 
the supplied software system, where appropriate. The pro
grams are chosen, and running order organized, to maximize 
equip1nent utilization and syste1n interaction; each program 
is self-checking or produces printed output which can be 
checked visually. 

Trials procedure 

The trial is run under the direction of the T.S.U. supervisor 
who issues a docket for every unexpected occurrence, except 
obvious operator errors, and the contractor's personnel are 
required to investigate, correct any faults and give full 
explanations on the docket. The T.S.U. supervisor's role, 
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during the trial, is to ensure that the output is accurately 
checked and to provide rulings on individual test failures and 
determine any associated revised program-running sequences. 
It may be considered that rulings on all occurrences could be 
agreed prior to the trial but, unfortunately, con1puter systems 
are far too co1nplex for all eventualities to be forecast. Also, 
any one apparently unsuccessful test could be caused by 
factors outside the contractor's control, for which no penality 
is given; so the supervisor's role is characterized by constant 
discussions on all the possible causes of (or excuses for) 
occurrences, be they operator or progran1 errors, stationery 
faults, dust, variations in environn1ental conditions or mains 
surges. 

The main criteria for the trial are that all den1onstrations 
should be successful and, for cyclic testing, that each 15-
rninute test should run successfully in each of six successive 
attempts. Hence, for a trial, during which no faults occur, the 
duration of cyclic testing is six ti1nes the duration of one cycle 
and, when faults occur, somewhat longer; thus, systen1s which 
have been properly prepared by the contractor have shorter 
trials than those which have not received so n1uch attention. 

As the 1nain purpose of the trial is to show that the equip
ment is adequately conunissioned and is working sufficiently 
well for the customer to apply live work, ideally, testing would 
be continued until all faults have been elilninated and success 
achieved. However, practical considerations dictate that there 
should be a tin1e lin1it (or a number of trials would go on for 
months). The time limit is arrived at by calculating the 
nominal (fault-free) duration of the trial then adding to it an 
allowance equal to 100 per cent of the demonstration tin1e 
plus 50 per cent of the cyclic running time. A minirnun1 allow
ance of four hours is given. The nominal duration of a trial 
is typically 25 hours for a s1nall system and up to 100 hours 
per processor for a large system. 

The results achieved in the first 100 trials carried out under 
the standard conditions are described below. First, a short 
account is given of alternative 1nethods of test which were 
cxan1ined but not adopted. 

OTHER TEST METHODS 

Reliability Trials 

An ideal forn1 of trial would be one which showed that the 
equipment reliability specification was being n1et. Certain 
computer syste1ns with a large amount of peripheral equip
n1ent have an overall n1ean ti1ne between failures (111.Lb.f.) as 
poor as 5 hours or less. For these syste1ns, it could be con
sidered that a reliability trial of 25-50 tin1es the n1. t.b.f. would 
achieve the desired result of proving that the quoted relia
bility figures were heing n1et. However, there are certain 
snags; firstly, many of the failures are repeated incidents of 
intermittent faults and the nl.t.b.f. derived fron1 the 1nanufac
turers' specification would reflect a rando1n failure rate, and 
could be as high as 25 hours for the systen1 mentioned 
previously. Secondly, an overall m.t.b.f. figure is rather 
meaningless, as a computer workload consists of a series of 
processes, each n1ade up of one or inore programs. Although 
the overall 1n.t.b.f. figure is being met, the m.t.b.f. of one or 
more of the progran1s n1ay be well below the expected value. 
These problems could be overcome with a reliability trial 
based on the failure rate of individual (or groups of) programs 
or devices. For the system mentioned above it is likely that 
certain critical progran1s or devices would have m.t.b.f.s of 
200 hours or more and, hence, a trial of 5,000-10,000 hours 
1night be required to prove the reliability. For more reliable 
systems the tin1e to prove reliability is likely to be longer than 
the equipment's required lifetime of 7-10 years. Because of 
the time and effort involved a reliability trial of this form is not 
practical. 

Reliability of co1nputer systems purchased by H.M.S.O. 
is covered, to a certain extent, by special clauses in the 
maintenance contracts and records are kept which enable 
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reliability to be calculated. Also, with the number of contracts 
being handled by H.M.S.O., the threat of unreliability of 
existing systen1s on potential orders can hasten improvements. 

During standard acceptance trials there is no intention to 
prove reliability but, occasionally, when equipment which has 
a history of unreliability is tried, acceptance is given, subject 
to satisfactory operation over an appropriate period. 

Monitoring Performance During Initial Service 

A further trials procedure, \Vhich has often been suggested, 
is to let the contractor install a systen1 to his satisfaction then 
hand it over to the customer for a trial consisting of nonnal 
live operational work for a month or so. An efllciency ratio 
is usually suggested as a means of judging performance, a 
figure of the order of 90 per cent being proposed by con
tractors and greater than 95 per cent by euston1ers, but this 
would norn1ally exclude progran1-testing tin1e and would 
represent total syste1n efficiency. 

Although in certain isolated cases this type of procedure is 
considered adequate, it was rejected as a basis of standard 
trials as, very often, custo1ners do not have sufficient live 
work to thoroughly exercise the equipment at delivery ti1ne 
and the conditions of testing are neither strictly controlled 
nor, in most cases, sufficiently stringent. 

RESULTS OF RECENT TRIALS 

What follows is an account of the first 100 trials carried out 
using the standard acceptance procedure described earlier. 
The systems tested were supplied by 11 different contractors 
and the results of the trials have been exa111ined to establish 
the usefulness of the nlethod of trial adopted. All systems 
con1pleted den1onstrations but 23 trials failed during cyclic 
running. 

DEMONSTRATIONS 

The tin1es for many demonstrations are dependent on 
operator actions and, usually, a generous tiine allowance is 
given. Hence, in 42 of the trials none of the extension periods 
were taken and in 1nost others, less than the n1ini1num 
allowance of four hours were used. Appendix, Table A gives 
details of I 02 faults encountered in 538 hours of den1onstra
tions indicating a marginally higher fault rate for unsuccessful 
trials. Also shown are the major demonstration failures 
encountered (Appendix, Table B), most of which were in 
different trials, indicating that in approximately 20 per cent 
of trials son1e significant departure fron1 specification was 
found. For most failures the specification was inet after the 
equip1ncnt had been adjusted but, sornetitnes, the contract 
had to be renegotiated before acceptance was given. 

CYCLIC RUNNING 

Fig. 1 shows the percentage of the nominal tin1e taken for 
successful trials. The extra time taken was n1ainly due to 
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FIG. 1-Percentage of nominal tin1e taken to complete cyclic 
testing during successful trials. 

repeating tests after failw·es, repair time being tninimal as 
1nost of the faults were on peripheral equipn1ent and were 
investigated and rectified as the trial progressed. Most of the 
unsuccessful trials were abandoned by the contractors before 
the tin1e was exceeded. 
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During 1,770 hours of cyclic testing 573 test failures were 
recorded in 10,754 test attempts, giving an overall test atten1pt 
failure rate of 0·053. Fig. 2 shows the percentage of failures 
recorded in each of the required six attempts, showing that 
41 per cent occurred at the first attempt reducing to 4·4 per 
cent at the sixth. However, the figures are slightly misleading 
as all failures cause tests to be re-started at a new attempt 1 
and failed trials often did not reach attempt 6, so the nlUTiber 
of tests run at successive attempts is different (reducing fron1 
2,211 tests run at atte1npt 1 to 1,493 at attempt 6). 

The failure rate at the individual attempts is also shown on 
Fig. 2, indicating a failure rate of 0·1 reducing to 0·017. If 
only random failures occurred in the trial the failure rate 
would be expected to be constant at 0·053. To explain the 
meaning of the failures they have been divided into faults with 
one occurrence, intern1ittent faults and multi-progranuning 
failures. These categories are described in the following 
paragraphs. 

Faults with one Occurrence 
Fig. 3 shows the number of faults which did not recur 

during cyclic testing. Most of the faults were on the peripheral 
equipment, each device showing a similar pattern (see 
Appendix, Table D). They tended to be of an electro
mechanical nature reproduced by the relatively high activity 
during the cycle. It should be noted that the overall fault rate 
during attempt 1 of the tests, representing some 370 hours of 
operation, was nluch higher than during demonstrations 
where the activity is not so high. However, some of the faults 
may have developed during demonstrations but did not reveal 
themselves until the failing functions were thoroughly exer
cised for the first time. A few of the faults found during the 
first cycle were due to the subjective impressions of the 
supervisor on such things as the quality of printing or the 
straightness of lines on a graph plotter. Others were due to 
errors found in checking output which is not usually carried 
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FIG. 4-First occurrence of intermittent faults-nu1nber of faults 
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FIG. 3-Faults with one occurrence only-number of faults 
recorded at each of the six test attempts 

out as thoroughly by the contractor prior to the trial. The 
faults giving rise to peaks in the later cycles were not particu
larly associated with those in cycle 1 and are thought to be 
caused by the long-term activity over a day or more causing 
maladjusted equip1nent to fail finally. 

In the contractor's preparations for the trials all the tests 
are usually run but often this is not carried out in the same 
sequence, nor with the same controlled continuous activity 
as during the trial, leading to the above failure pattern. 

Intermittent Faults 
So1ne of the faults which occurred once were intermittent 

faults which were investigated and repaired before the failing 
test was repeated. This section deals with intem1ittent faults 
which gave further occurrences later. Figs 4 and 5 show the 
number of failures caused by the first and subsequent occur
rence of intermittent faults. Fig. 4 indicates that the intermit
tent faults either developed during demonstrations or, more 
likely, were present during the contractor's preparations, and 
were thought to be due to external causes, such as mains 
supply variations or operator errors, rather than 1nachine 
faults. Fig. 5 shows that the nlajority of repeat occurrences of 
intermittent faults recurred within the six attempts and, for 
those affecting one program, it has been calculated that the 
1nean time between repeat incidents is 20-30 minutes of 
running the failing program. 

The lack of preparation for trials which failed is further 
ernphasized by the higher proportion of intermittent faults 
where 27 of the 57 intermittent faults represented in Fig. 4 
gave failures in different progran1s, whereas in successful 
trials 33 of the 38 faults affected one program only. A measure 
of intermittency of faults is an incidents-per-fault ratio, where 
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an incident is counted for each occurrence of a particular 
fault. The incident-per-fault ratio obtained during the trials 
(see Appendix, Table D) is much less than that obtained in 
normal service as, during acceptance trials, highly con1petent 
co1nmissioning engineers are usually available and are given 
every opportunity to investigate faults. If acceptance tests 
were not held, it is likely that such comn1issioning engineers 
would not be available and intermittent faults would give rise 
to far more failures than those observed in the trials. 

Processor and Software Faults 

The processor and software faults included in Figs 3, 4 and 
5 followed the same distribution as intermittent faults without 
any peaks of failures after cycle 1 (see processor and software 
faults in Appendix, Table D). Certain of the software faults 
occurred once in cycle 1 and did not recur in the later cycles; 
some of them were rectified before the trial continued and 
others are thought to have been induced by hardware faults. 
The figures do not reflect all failures encountered during 
the trials as, sometimes, especially on new systems, pre
determined software failures were allowed without penalty. 

Twelve processor faults were recorded during successful 
trials only four of which gave repeat occurrences but, in trials 
which failed, 12 of the 17 faults were intermittent. Processor 
faults are best considered over the appropriate running times 
rather than by the number of tests and give the results shown 
in Table I. 

Successful 
Trials 

Unsuccessful 
Trials 

TABLE 1 
Occurrence of Processor Faults 

Running Nun1ber 
Test Period Ti1ne of 

(hrs) Faults 

De1nonstrations 368 3 
Cyclic Testing 1 ,236 1 2  
Atte1npt I 230 5 

Den1onstrations 170 4 
Cyclic Testing 534 17 
Attempt 1 140 9 

Mean 
Time 

between 
Faults 

(hrs) 

123 
103 

46 

42 
31 
1 6  

The above indicates that, overall, due to the higher activity, 
proportionally more failures occurred during cyclic testing 
than in den1onstrations, especially at attempt 1, again reflec
ting the advantage of controlled, continuous activity. 

Undetected Faults 

One of the objects of the trials is to reveal faults which 
would nor-?lally be undetected and, to achieve this, all output 
produced 1s checked visually or by reading it on an input 
device. Consistency of correct results is checked by repeating 
the tests. 

About one-third of the faults observed in the trials could 
be classified as undetected, or producing wrong results 
without indication. The nu1nber of undetected faults varied 
considerably according to the type of equip1nent. The highest 
percentage of undetected faults was on paper-tape punches, 
where 90 per cent of the faults were due to mis-punched 
tape; on card punches, with in-built checking facilities, only 
40 per cent of the faults were due to undetected nlispunches. 
Undetected misreads gave rise to 50-60 per cent of faults on 
card-readers and paper-tape readers, and about 20 per cent 
of faults on magnetic-tape units and disks. Misprinting gave 
rise to about two-thirds of the line-printer faults but inost of 
these were observed as one colwnn not printing and were 
fairly obvious. 

Processor faults were generally indicated as parity failures 
or caused the system to stop processing, but six of the 29 
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faults produced wrong answers. However, four of the latter 
were on systems without the benefit of parity-checking circuits. 
Besides software faults which produced consistently \vrong 
answers, three of an intern1ittent nature were recorded. 

Multi-Programming Failures 

The re1naining failures were caused by faults affecting 111ore 
than one progran1 running concurrently on inulti-program
ming systems. The distribution shown in Fig. 6 is not parti
cularly significant as the failures tended to be caused by 
intern1ittent processor and software faults, causing failures in 
different groups of programs, each at different atte1npts. As 
1nany as nine progran1s were failed by one incident. 

THEORY OF RANDOM FAILURES 

Most of the failures described previously \Vere due to 
incorrect assembly or commissioning of the equip1nent but a 
certain nwnber of random faults also occwTed. For random 
faults the distributions are usually calculated using the 
exponential law of reliability, where the probability of 
survival q of a test of duration t is given by: 

q = e-1/m, 

where 111 is the inean time between faults. The probability of 
failurep, wherep = 1 - q, is given by: 

p � 1 [ - e-1/m], 

If the specified figure for the mean time between faults on 
individual tests were 200 hours, the probability of failure 
during one 15Mminute attetnpt would be 0·00125. Therefore, 
less than two random faults could be expected in the 1 ,242 
tests run at attempt 6 in the successful trials. The fact that 
1 3  faults were recorded might be taken as indicating that the 
specified reliability figure was not being met. However, on the 
electro-mechanical parts of a computer, even when properly 
commissioned and maintained, a different class of random 
failure can occur under a combination of adverse conditions 
and can cause design margins to be exceeded. 

The random-error rate of a paper-tape punch, included in 
many of the trials, is often assumed to be 1 mispunch in 
106 characters and that for the paper tape reader, 1 1nisread 
in 107 characters. Since in a 15-minute test attempt an average 
of nearly 60,000 characters are punched and read, the prob
ability of failure from this source could be calculated to be 
0·064. 

In considering the number of random failures at the 
various attempts, if p is the probability of failure and q is the 
probability of success of one attempt, the probability of 
failure at various attempts is as shown in Table 2. 

If N tests arc run at attempt 1, then Nq6 tests could be exM 
pected to run the required six ti1nes without failure or if M 
tests are required to be run until successful (111 � Nq6), then 
the total attempts could be expected to be: 

M M M M M M 
-q6 + qs + - + - + -- + _, q4 q3 q2 q 

During successful trials, 70 engineering and customer paper
tape tests of the type described above were run to completion, 
the expected and actual results being as shown in Table 3. 



TABLE 2 

Theoretical Probability of Success or Failure 

Attc1npt 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
-- -- -- --

Probability of success at atte1npts 
1-6 in succession 

Expected p1·oportion of tests reach-
q q2 ql q4 qS q6 

ing attempts 1-6 1 q q2 q3 q4 q5 
Expected proportion of failures p pq pq2 pql pq4 pq' 

During the trials n1any of the failures were claimed to be 
due to n1inor maladjustn1ents of the tape-reader, whereas it is 
more likely that the paper tape had been punched out of 
tolerance. Nevertheless, n1ost of the recorded faults in the 
paper-tape test could be considered as being due to random 
errors. Son1e of the failures specified as intermittent faults, at 
the ti111c of the trial, could also have been due to randon1 
errors. 

Devices such as card-readers and card-punches have similar 
error rates to paper-tape readers, as they have in-built crror
detection facilities. Character-error rates of magnetic tape 
and disk units are much less but, due to the higher transfer 
rate, can produce one randon1 error per 200 15-minute test 
atten1pts. 

Hence, although less than two of the 13 faults recorded in 
cycle 6 of successful trials could be expected to be due to 
equipn1cnt failures, which required repair, most of the re
mainder could be considered to be due to random errors. 
This nlay also apply to so1ne of the failures thought to be 
repeat occurrences of intennittent faults. 

ENGINEERING TESTS VERSUS CUSTOMERS' 
TESTS 

The contractor's engineering test progran1s are included in 
the trials as they check all functions of all equipment and 
some worse-case para1nctcrs but, usually, the functions arc 
checked in fixed sequences which bear no rese1nblance to 
normal user operations. Although the main function of the 
customer-type progran1s is lo exercise software and to estab
lish confidence in the capabilities of the system, they often 
reveal 1nany hardware faults by providing a variety of activity 
which is not adequately covered in the engineering tests. 

Appendix, Table C shows the fault rates of individual 
engineering tests, giving an overall rate for 6,273 test attempts 
of 2·6 faults per 100 atte1npts. During 4,481 custo1ner tests 
the fault rate was about 3 per cent but, excluding software 
failures, it was about the same as during engineering tests. An 
indication of the efficiency of engineering tests is given by 
considering intermittent faults where, out of 42 such faults 
occurring in custo1ner programs, only 9 were indicated in 
engineering tests although, in most cases, the appropriate 
engineering tests \Vere run alternately with the failing programs. 

Therefore, the inclusion of customer prograrns is necessary 
if any level of confidence on the capabilities of the system is 
to be obtained. As an extension of customer progra1ns, special 
self-checking equipn1ent and system-exerciser tests have been 
written by T.S.U. in high-level languages. 

UNSUCCESSFUL TRIALS 

When trials failed, it was usually due to excessive faults on 
peripheral equipment. However, six trials failed due to 
processor faults, two due to software and two due to equip
ment design deficiencies. The unsuccessful trials were typified 

TABLE 3 

Comparison of Expected and Actual Results 

Expected failures 
Actual faults 
Repeat occurrences of 

inten11ittcnt faults 

Attc1npt 

2 3 4 5 

6·6 6·2 5·8 5·5 5·1 
8 6 8 4 6 

7 3 

6 

4·8 
5 

0 

Total 
Failures 

34 
37 

13 

by excessive numbers of intermittent faults, which, in spite of 
the high level of engineering expertise available and faults 
occurring repetitively in engineering tests, were not found 
within the period of the trial. Several trials were abandoned by 
the contractor rather than run to completion and were deemed 
to be failed trials by the supervisor. The abandonn1ent was 
usually inade when the contractor realized that no progress 
was being made in finding the faults. In other trials, extensions 
above the specified 50 per cent were given when the contractors 
considered that the faults had been rectified, but all these 
trials were finally tern1inated in order to force thorough 
investigations without the pressure of co1npleting a trial. 

The division between trials which failed or passed was not 
always very great, as so1netin1es, the failures were due to one 
device being faulty and the repeat trial consisted of testing 
that device only. For successful trials, sometimes systen1s were 
accepted except for one device, or a conditional acceptance 
was given. The pass or fail decision for the above was n1ade 
by taking into account the circumstances of the faults and the 
likely effects on the particular application. None of the 
syste1ns tested in this period failed three trials but three 
syste1ns failed twice. When they were tested a third time, after 
a long delay, they were virtually fault-free. 

The faults which caused trials to fail were fairly obvious 
and readily reproducible when programs \Vere run in a 
controlled, continuous fashion. This emphasized, once inore, 
the lack of adequately-supervised preparation by the con
tractors. Son1etimes the deficiencies were known but the 
equipment was offered for trial with the contractor's declared 
intention of rectifying the problems as the trial proceeded. 

FACTORY TRIALS 

T\venty-four of the trials were conducted at the contractors' 
factories and eight of the1n failed, representing a higher failure 
rate than site trials. Although systems which had factory 
trials had a slightly lower site-trial failure rate than those 
which had site trials only, the difference was not significant. It 
should be borne in nlind that the factory trials were held on 
first-off or early production syste1ns so to have site-trial 
failure rates equal to those on established systen1s is an 
achieve1nent in itself. 

POST-TRIAL EXPERIENCE 

Most systems operated relatively fault-free for the period 
immediately following a successful trial but many developed 
problems after a few months due to poor maintenance 
practices as, unlike the commissioning engineers available for 
trials, the maintenance technicians available were not always 
sufficiently experienced. One further source of trouble, starting 
at this point in time and continuing through the systems' 
lifetimes, are newly-developed intermittent faults where the 
co1nbincd lack of expertise, poor diagnostic tests and lack of 
automatic fault logging and recovery facilities, produced 
incident-per-fault ratios much greater than those encountered 
during trials (see Appendix, Table D). Although the number 
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of repeat occurrences of intermittent faults is excessive, where 
it is not unknown for one fault to give more than 50 incidents 
over a period, the reliability specifications in tenns of n1ean 
time between faults is often nlet. Jn the circun1stances des
cribed above, as the systcn1s are handed over in good working 
condition, the computer n1anagers are in a position to know 
that all is not well and to 1nake strong representations to the 
1naintenancc authority. 

On a few systen1s, problcn1s were encountered i1nn1ediately 
follo\ving completion of acceptance trials due to intern1ittent 
faults which were thought to have been rectified, workload 
or software systen1 differences to those used in the trial, or, 
again, poor 1naintenance practices. However, for the n1ajority 
of systen1s, the objectives of the trial were nlct. 

CONCLUSIONS 

With the form of trials adopted, the contractors know in 
advance what programs are to be run so, theoretically, the 
trial should be a mere fonnality and equip1nent performance 
should be relatively fault-free. In practice, however, the trials 
often act as a final conunissioning period and the 1nain reason 
for trials failing is inadequate preparation by the contractors. 

Other forms of trials could be devised to establish hardware 
reliability and to check all software functions but these would 
be excessively time-conswning and costly. Experience indiR 
cates that it would be difficult to better the cost effectiveness 
of the system adopted. The criterion of running tests six ti1nes 
in succession without failure establishes to a reasonably high 
degree of confidence that assembly and commissioning faults 
have been rectified and that the system is capable of fulfilling 
the task for which it was purchased. 
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TABLE B 

Demonstration Results 

Cause of Failures 

Processor instruction tirnes slow 
Magnetic tape units incompatible 
Magnetic tape units transfer rate slo\v 
Exchangeable discs incon1patible 
Exchangeable discs head movement slow 
Exchangeable discs transfer rate slo\v 
Graph plotter slow 
Line printer printing slo\v 
Paper-tape reader transfer rate slow 
Paper�tape punch transfer rate slo\v 
Card-reader transfer rate slow 
Card-punch transfer rate slo\v 
Fortran programs wrong results 
Software timing test slow 
Software error recoveries not working 

Nun1ber 
of 

Failures 

1 
3 
4 
1 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
2 

Nun1ber 
of 

Successes* 

88 Systems 
69 Systems 

327 Units 
40 Systen1s 

107 lJnits 
107 Units 

22 Units 
91 Units 
84 Units 
76 Units 
77 Units 
42 Units 

• Demonstration� often not re-run on repeating failed trials. 
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APPENDIX 

TABLE A 

Faults on Demonstrations 

Number of Faults 

Equipment 
· - ---

Un-
Successful successful All 

Trials Trials Trials 

Central Processing Unit 3 4 7 
Magnetic Tape Unit 14 16 30 
Exchangeable Disc Unit 5 6 11 
Card Reade!' 1 4 5 
Card Punch 0 2 2 
PaperRTape Reader 2 1 3 
Paper-Tape Punch 1 1 2 
Graph Plotte1 2 4 6 
Line Printer 3 8 11 
Other 14 4 18 
Software 3 4 7 

Total Faults 48 54 102 

Repeat occurrences of 
interrnittent faults 2 6 8 

Total times taken (hours) 368 170 I 538 

TABLE C 

Faults on Successful and Unsuccessful Trials and in 
Engineering Tests During Cyclic Running 

Total Faults in Engineering 
Faults 

Un- No. 
Successful successful of 

Trials Trials Faults 
------

Processors 12 17 7 
Magnetic tape 

units 30 26 34 
Disc units 15 12 13 
Card readers 12 10 16 
Card punches 5 5 9 
Paper-tape 

readers 20 14 3 
Paper-tape 

punches 26 7 40 
Line printers 18 14 22 
Graph plotters 7 6 9 
Software 6 11 -

Other 22 2 9 

Total faults j 173 124 162 

No. of test 
atten1pts 7,977 2,777 -

Time taken (hrs.) 1,236 I 534 -

No. of customer test attempts 4,481 
No. of faults in customer tests 135 

Tests 

No. 
of 

Atternpts 

' 
846 i 

2,098 
696 
507 
261 

278 

486 
573 

95 
-

433 

-

6,273 

-

Fault rate 3 percent 

Per-
centage 

Fault 
Rate 

0·8 

1 ·6 
1 ·9 
3·2 
3·5 

1·1 

8·2 
3·9 
9·5 

-

2· 1 

2·6 

-

-



TABLED 

Faults on Devices in Various Attempts During Cyclic Testing 

Atten1pt 
Total Tota l 

UNIT 

I 
Faults lncidents* 

I 2 3 4 5 6 

Processors 14 8 4 I I I 29 60 
Magnetic Tape Units 18 6 14 10 6 2 56 70 
Disc Units 13 5 6 I I I 27 56 
Card Readers 11 6 I 3 I 0 22 53 
Card Punches 3 ' 0 3 2 I I 10 22 
Paper Tape Readers II 5 9 2 5 2 34 49 
Paper Tape Punches 8 5 8 6 3 3 33 47 
Line Printers 16 2 5 3 6 0 32 44 
Graph Plotters 8 0 2 2 I 0 13 15 
Software 11 3 2 0 0 I 17 36 
Other 9 5 2 3 2 3 24 28 

Total 122 45 56 33 27 14 297 480 
-

No. of Tests Run 2,21 I I 1,954 I 1,829 I, 677 1,590 1,493 I 10, 754 

• Incident = Faults (prime occurrence) + further occurrences when intermittent. 
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An Improved Radiophone Service for London 
P. J. LINNEYt 

U.D.C. 621.396: 621.395.4 

The original London radiophone service is now less efficient than n1odern techniques allow. An ilnproved 
rep/ace1�1e11t service 

.
is described which has a greater traffic-carrying capacity and gi11es better coverage of 

the service area. Salr�nt features of the fixed and 111obile radio eq11ipn1e11t are given, together with a s11111111ary 
of the systenz operatron. 

INTRODUCTION 
A radiophone service allows subscribers to n1ake and receive 
telephone calls to and from their vehicles by means of radio 
calls set up between the mobile unit and a fixed radio station. 
The fixed station is connected by land-lines to a controlling 
exchange where a telephone operator can make the necessary 
connexions to the public telephone network. Generally, a 
radiophone area is large enough to require a number of fixed 
radio stations, all under the control of one central exchange. 
Two radiophone systems are already in service, one in South 
Lancashire1 and one in London. 2 The new system described 
in this article will eventually replace the existing London 
system which has been in use for 7 years. 

The existing systems employ a control channel for the 
establishment of contact between telephone operator and 
1nobile subscriber, and a number of traffic channels over 
which the final connexion between mobile and fixed sub
scriber is made. Using one control channel with speech 
calling, and five traffic channels, the South Lancashire system 
has 270 subscribers. The old London system uses one control 
channel with selective calling, and nine traffic channels to 
accommodate 320 subscribers. These two services are now 
less efficient than modern techniques allow. 

The South Lancashire system uses voice calling on a control 
channel. This is time-wasting and can lead to congestion. It 
also den1ands that n1obile subscribers listen continuously to 
a calling channel in order to intercept calls. 

t Telecomm.unications Development Dcpartn1ent, Telecom
munications Headquarters. 

CONTROLLING EXCHANGE 

The old London syste111 uses selective calling on a calling 
or control channel. A 10-second period is required to call the 
mobile subscriber and this is slow by 1nodern standards. At 
busy periods the control channel is unable to cope with the 
number of calls presented to it. 

On both of these systems the telephone operators tend to 
nlake repeat calls because of uncertainty regarding the signal
ling effectiveness, and in addition, a close listening \Vatch has 
to be kept on the traffic channels in order to ascertain \Vhen a 
subscriber has cleared down. These practices reduce the 
effective use of the radio channels. Both syste1ns tend to 
suffer from ignition interference in the busiest parts of the 
cities they serve. Neither of them offer privacy and n1obile 
subscribers can overhear each other's conversations. 

The new radiophone syste1n has been designed to overco1ne 
these disadvantages. It has a selective calling systen1 \Vhich 
operates at a much higher speed than that of the early London 
service and this allows many more calls to be passed by the 
controlling exchange. Telephone operators are given a positive 
signal when a mobile set accepts a call and the need for repeat 
calls is greatly reduced. They are also given an indication 
when a subscriber Clears down. This simplifies call tin1ing and 
elin1inates the need to n1onitor the calls continuously. 

The channels of the new system arc spaced at 25 kHz 
intervals, compared with 50 kHz spacing on the existing 
systems, thus exploiting more efficiently the available fre
quency bands. Special attention has been given to ensuring a 
good signal strength in the city centre. The new systen1 
affords a high degree of privacy so that it is not possible for 
one subscriber to overhear the calls of another. 

Fig. 1 illustrates the basis of the ne\V system. 
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AREA COVERAGE AND CHANNEL PLAN 

Originally, it was intended that all the available radiophone 
channels would be distributed between the three base stations 
at Pimlico (North West), Kclvedon Hatch (North East) and 
Beulah Hill (South), which already serve the older London 
systen1. However, field tests showed that much of the city 
centre, which should have been covered from Beulah I-Jill, 
received inadequate signals. A fourth base station (Central) 
\Vas therefore sited 1 ·6 km south of the Than1es, near 
Waterloo. The building used is an eleven�storey telephone 
exchange and office block. This site gives excellent coverage 
of central London. The outer boundaries of the service area 
are substantially the same as for the old London systen1, as 
shown in Fig. 2. Various aspects of 1nobile-radio systen1 
planning were described in an earlier article. 3 

At present, 37 very high frequency (v.h.f.) channels are 
available for the radiophone service. These are spaced at 
25 kHz intervals (half the spacing of the first London service). 
They extend fron1 163·5-164·4 MHz for base-station trans
mitters, and from 159 · 0-159 · 9 MHz for inobilc trans1nittcrs. 
The 1nobile sets have a capacity of nine traffic channels and 
the total radiophone frequency spectrum has been divided 
into five frequency-groups known as LI, L2, L3, L4, and LS. 
Certain frequencies arc shared bet\veen groups, and others 
are exclusive to then1, as shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Channel Plan for the New London Radiophone Service 

hannel c 
N u111ber 

--

01 
02 
OJ 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
IO 
It 
I2 
Il 
14 
15 
I6 
17 

I8 
I9 
20 
2I 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
JO 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

Distribution of London 
Frequency-Groups 

(Ll-L5) 

-----·-- --

Cen- South IN���- North-
tral East 

--
-1- -

2 I 
! 4 

4 I 4 
J, 4 

J, 4, 5 
3,4 

J, 4, 5 
3,4 

2 
l, 4 

J 
2 

J 
J 

Con- Con- Con-
trol trol trol 

2 
2 

I, 2 
I, 2, 5 

1, 2 
1 

I 
2, 5 

1 
I 

1 
I 

5 
5 

5 ' 

5 

I 
5 

Base- Base-
Transmitter Receiver 
Frequency Frequency 

(MHz) (MHz) 

--

t64·400 I59·900 
I64·375 I59·875 
I64·350 1 59·850 
I64·325 I59·825 
I64·300 I59·800 
I64·275 I59·775 

164·250 I59·750 
I64·225 I59·725 
I64·200 I59·700 
I64· I75 I59·675 
I64· I50 I59·650 
I64· I25 t59·625 
I64· IOO I59·600 
I64·075 1 59·575 
164·050 1 59·550 
t64·025 159·525 
164·000 159·500 

163·975 159·475 
163·950 1 59·450 
I63·925 159·425 
163·900 159·400 
163·875 159. 375 
163·850 159·350 
I63·825 159·325 
t63·800 159·300 
163·775 159·275 
1 63·750 159·250 
163·725 I59·225 
I63·700 I59·200 
163. 675 159·175 
163. 650 159· 150 
I63·625 159· 125 
163·600 I59· 100 
163·575 t59·075 
163·550 I59·050 
I63·525 I59·025 
I63·500 I59·000 

The distribution of channels between the four base stations 
is such that a 1nobile subscriber, regardless of his assigned 
frequency group, will find that his set is equipped to operate 
on three Central-station channels and two channels each for 
the South, North-East and North-West stations. Although 
the channel-selector switch on the 1nobilc cquip1nent is 
numbered 1-9, these figures do not relate directly to the 
specific channel nwnbers of any particular frequency. How
ever, on the mobile sets, the frequencies are arranged so that 
numbers 1, 2 and 3 on the mobile channel-selector switch 
always provide Central-station channels; numbers 4 and 5, 
South-station channels; 6 and 7, North-West and 8 and 9 
North-East-station channels. 

Calling channel 

The calling channel frequency is not radiated fro1n the 
Central station. The efficiency of the signalling systen1 used 
is such that it can operate satisfactorily in conditions of high 
electrical noise which would be unacceptable for speech 
circuits, and full coverage of the service area can be obtained 
by using the other three stations. Calling signals arc not 
transmitted simultaneously fron1 the three outstations since 
interference and possible n1utilation of the calling code could 
occur in the areas of overlapping coverage. The central 
switching apparatus ensures that the calls are trans1nitted 
cyclically fro1n each of the outer base stations in turn. 

MOBILE EQUIPMENT 

The mobile equipn1ent for the new London radiophone 
system is built in two units. One unit, consisting of the radio 
transmitter and receiver, is generally mounted in the boot or 
rear of the vehicle. It is connected by cable to a second, 
smaller unit which is usually fixed on or near the dash-board. 
This second unit contains the indicator lamps, switching 
circuitry and the selective call-decoder and is provided with a 
volume control, channel selector and call button. It also has 
lan1ps which indicate when the equipment is switched on, 
when an engaged channel has been selected and that a call 
has been received. This latter function is supplemented by a 
buzzer which gives a 1-5 second audible alarm. 

Because mobile-radio equipment with a ten-channel 
capability is manufactured in quantity for private mobile 
systems, ten channels has been adopted as the standard 
capacity for the new radiophone system sets. One of the 
ten channels is used as the control channel and nine as 
traffic channels. Each mobile set is therefore provided with a 
common control-channel, which will be the same on all sets, 
and nine traffic channels, the frequencies of which vary from 
set to set. The mobile set is designed to switch to the control 
channel when the handset is in its holder. Selection of the traffic 
channels is by means of a switch which is under the control 
of the user whenever the handset is lifted from its holder. 

The mobile-radio equipment employs frequency modulation 
(f.m.), is fully transistorized and has transmitter powers of 
10--15 watts. The maximum carrier deviation is ±5 kHz. The 
equipment operates in the simplex mode (press-to-talk opera
tion). Generally, a common quarter-wave whip aerial 111ounted 
on the roof of the car serves both transmitter and receiver. 

Customers obtain their inobile equipment fro1n approved 
111anufacturers who supply, fit and maintain the sets by 
arrangement with lhe individual users. Examples of such 
equipment are shown in Fig. 3. 

CALLS TO AND FROM SUBSCRIBERS 

Calls to mobile subscribers 

When an operator-is asked for a caU to a mobile subscriber 
the appropriate number is transmitted over the control channel 
to the fixed radio stations. If the subscriber's set is switched 
on, and the handset is in its holder, it will be tuned to the 
control channel. If the subscriber is within radio range, the 
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call is detected and decoded in the mobile receiver and the 
subscriber is alerted by means of a buzzer and an indicator 
lamp. At the same time, the mobile trans1nitter is energized 
and modulated at 2,400 Hz for 150-400 milliseconds. This 
signal is transmitted to the base station where it is detected 
and a signal returned to the operator via the land-line in a 
forn1 suitable for the illu1nination of the switchboard 
acknowledge lamp. If the subscriber then responds to the 
call, he lifts the handset and selects a free channel by ensuring 
that his channel-engaged lan1p is not illuminated. He then 
presses the call button which modulates the transmitter at 
2,600 flz for a short period. This signal, radiated over the 
traffic channel, is detected at the base station and returned to 
the operator over the traffic channel land-line as a d.c. condi
tion. At the exchange a calling lamp is illuminated v1hich 
shows that the mobile subscriber is responding to the call. 
After answering, the operator connects the mobile subscriber 
to the calling subscriber. At the end of the call the n1obile 
subscriber replaces the handset. This causes the mobile trans
mitter to be modulated at 2,400 Hz for a short period. This 
signal is radiated on the traffic channel, after which the 
mobile equipment reverts to the control channel. As before, 
this audio tone is detected at the appropriate base station and 
is returned to the controlling exchange as a d.c. condition 
which gives the operator a positive clear-down indication. 

Calls from mobile subscribers 
The mobile subscriber initiates a call by lifting the handset 

and selecting a free channel suitable for the location. (If a 
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busy channel is selected, the channel engaged lamp lights, the 
receiver is muted and the transn1ittcr disabled). He then presses 
the call button which energizes the transmitter and modulates 
it at 2,400 Hz. This tone is detected at the base station and 
relayed as a d.c. condition to the controlling exchange where 
it is recognized as signalling a new incoming call as distinct 
from a response. A second lamp associated with the traffic 
channel is provided for this purpose. The operator answers 
the mobile subscriber and nlakes the necessary connection. 
The clear-down indication fron1 the mobile set is transn1itted 
in the norn1al way at the end of the call. 

The various audio frequencies used to provide the con
trolling exchange with the necessary signalling information 
arc listed in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 
Audio Frequencies Used for Exchange Signalling 

Frequency I Carrier Duration 
Function (Hz) 

I 
Deviation (ms) (Hz) 

Call 2,400 I 3,000 150-400 
Acknowledge 2,400 3,000 150-400 
Res ond 2,600 3,000 150-400 

2,400 3,000 150-400 



FIG. 3-Examples of proprietary mobile-radio equipment 

FIXED RADIO-STATION EQUIPMENT 
At a base station each channel requires its own transmitter 

and receiver. These are virtually standard single channel 
frequency modulated (f.m.) items of equipment designed to 
operate with carrier deviations of ±5 kHz. The transmitters 
are rated at 50 watts output power and the receivers are 
required to deliver a I milliwatt output signal with a 20 dB 
signal-to-noise ratio for a radio-frequency (r.f.) input signal 
of 2 microvolts. At present, each transmitter uses its own 
single-dipole antenna, but the receivers are fed from a distribu
tion amplifier which allows eight receivers to be coupled to 
one receive aerial. Base-station receive aerials have a gain of 
3 dB to compensate for the somewhat lower power of the 
mobile transmitters. 

In order to minimize the level of intermodulation products 
radiated from the base stations, ferrite isolators are inserted 
into the coaxial cables which are connected to the transmitter 
aerials. These restrict the amount of r.f. energy which can be 
fed from one transmitter to another and reduce the amount 
of non-linear mixing which can take place in the transmitter 
output stages, thereby significantly lowering the levels of 
radiated intermodulation products. 

Part of the channel equipment at the base stations is a 
line-termination unit, the function of which is to associate the 
voice-frequency signals from the four-wire exchange lines 
with the radio equipment. Fig. 4 illustrates the principles of 
the control-channel and traffic-channel line-termination units. 

Audio signals from the exchange are passed via one pair 
of the four-wire line via the line transformers to the modulator 

of the transmitter. When an operator connects to a traffic 
channel, an earth condition is applied to the phantom of this 
pair via the sleeve circuit. This causes relay E to operate in 
the line-termination unit. 

Relay E contacts close and fully energize the transmitter. 
The transmitter radiates carrier continuously during the call. 
Speech signals from a mobile set are received at the base
station receiver and passed via the transformer to the receive 
pair of the four-wire line, leaving the phantom circuit available 
for d.c. signalling purposes. When a mobile subscriber 
initiates a call his transmitter is modulated at 2,400 Hz for a 
short period. This signal is passed from the base-station 
receiver to the line-termination panel where it is detected and 
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operates relay A. Relay A applies +50 volts to the phantom 
of the receive pair. At the exchange, this condition is used to 
alert the operator to the incoming call. On completion of the 
call the mobile set again transmits a 2,400 Hz clear-down 
signal. The +50 volts condition is applied to the receive-pair 
phantom and the switching equipment at the exchange now 
interprets it as a clear-down signal and gives the appropriate 
supervisory indication to the operator. 

When a mobile subscriber responds to a call from the 
exchange he does so on a traffic channel. Because his selective 
call decoder will have operated, the logic circuitry in the 
mobile equipment causes the frequency of the tone trans
mitted back to the exchange to change from 2,400 to 2,600 Hz. 
This is detected in the line-termination panel and operates 
relay B, applying -50 volts to the receive-pair phantom. At 
the exchange, this condition is used to give the operator an 
indication that a subscriber is responding to signalling. Thus, 
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the operators are given a clear distinction between calls which 
are initiated by a inobile subscriber and those which are in 
response to signalling. 

The control-channel line-termination unit functions in a 
similar way to that of the traffic channel, but is simpler 
because it need not pass speech. In the transmit direction 
from the exchange, relay Eis operated to energize the control
channel transmitter prior to the arrival of the calling tones 
which signal to the individual 1nobile subscribers. This is done 
automatically by the exchange encoding-apparatus. In the 
receive direction, only one 2,400 Hz detector is required to 
respond to the auton1atic acknowledgement signal from 
mobile sets. Detection of this signal applies +50 volts to the 
control-channel receive-pair phantom. At the controlling 
exchange, this condition is used to indicate to the operator 
that the call has been received and correctly decoded. 

TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT AT THE 

CONTROLLING EXCHANGE 

The audio signals from the exchange to the base-station 
trans111itters are routed via constant-volwne an1plifiers to 
ensure an adequate degree of n1odulation in the face of large 
variations in signal level from the public telephone network. 
These amplifiers are mounted in the exchange and are powered 
from the exchange 50-volt supply. Due to the characteristics 
of f.m. radio signals, the speech from the base-station receivers 
into the exchange is reasonably constant in level and is not 
given any additional amplitude control. 

However, it is necessary to guard against the possibility of 
the exchange hybrids having lo\v values of trans-hybrid loss. 
Any leakage signals would be amplified by the constant
volu1ne an1plifiers and re-radiated. To prevent this, voicc
operated re-radiation suppressors are fitted which detect the 
presence of speech on a receive pair and insert a high degree 
of attenuation into the transmit path. Thus, n1obile and fixed 
subscribers cannot speak si1nultaneously, but no operating 
difficulties have arisen from this. 

SIGNALLING SYSTEM 

A key featw·e of any radiophonc service is the signalling 
systen1 to call the mobile subscribers. It must be capable of 
transmitting the calling infonnation at high speed in order 
to make efficient use of the control channel and to avoid the 
need for operators to queue for access to the signalling 
apparatus. The selective calling system employed for the new 
London radiophone service uses a sequential train of audio
frequency pulses. Each digit fron1 0-9 is represented by a 
separate frequency. Thus, a call to a subscriber having a 
five-digit number (as is the case for the ne\v system) comprises 
a brief train of five audio-frequency pulses corresponding to 
the nwnbers concerned. Each pulse is of 70 n1illiseconds 
duration, and as there is no pause bet\vcen successive pulses, 
a complete five-digit number can be transmitted in 350 n1illi
seconds. 

TABLE 3 

Audio Frequencies Used for Selective Calling 

Digit Frequency Ca1Tier Deviation 
(Hz) (Hz) 

1 1,060 3,030 
2 1,160 3,150 
3 1,270 3,240 
4 1,400 3,360 
5 1,530 3,450 
6 1,670 3,540 
7 1,830 3,660 
8 2,000 3,780 
9 2,200 3,900 
0 2,400 4,020 

Repeat 2,600 4,140 
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Because the five pulses arc transn1itted without a pause 
between then1, it would be difficult to decode a nun1ber which 
had adjacent digits of the san1e value. To overco1ne this an 
eleventh frequency is employed for a repeat pulse. If, say, the 
number 23345 is to be transmitted, the audio-frequency pulse 
corresponding to the figure 2 is sent first. This is followed 
imn1ediately by the pulse corresponding to the figure 3. The 
repeat signal is then sent which instructs the mobile set that 
figure 3 occurs again. The pulses for figures 4 and 5 are 
trans1nitted in the normal way. The frequencies used are 
shown in Table 3. 

This calling system has been tested in all parts of the service 
area and pron1ises to be extren1ely reliable. 

To give adequate stand-by facilities, three encoders are 
provided in the exchange. One is held in reserve and calls can 
be transmitted from either of the other two. 

MOBILE TEST-STATION 

In the past, with radiophone systems having a maximtun of 
ten working channels, testing was facilitated by providing a 
standard 1nobile equipment in the vicinity of the controlling 
exchange and making or receiving calls from it. To monitor 
effectively all 37 channels of the new London service would 
require four separate mobile sets, even if stand-by facilities 
were not taken into account. Such an arrangement would be 
cun1bersome, expensive and difficult to operate. Accordingly, 
a 60-channel marine equipn1ent was modified to work at 
radiophone frequencies. Two of these sets were installed at the 
controlling exchange and fitted with special control panels. 
These provide all the calling and signalling functions to be 
found on a nonnal mobile equipment. The selective call 
decoder is set to the number 01234; to check the control 
channels the operator transmits this number fron1 any one of 
the base stations. If the system is functioning correctly, the 
mobile test·equipment receives and decodes this number and 
returns an acknowledgement signal. Traffic channels are 
tested in conjunction with a maintenance engineer who uses 
the equipment to originate and receive calls. 

The advantages of this equipment are that all channels are 
available on one mobile set, and unlike the public sets, the 
control circuitry has been arranged to pennit the engineer to 
hear the audio calling tones as well as to receive a visual 
indication of the various functions. This can be of considerable 
help in fault tracing. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A radiophone service for London has been developed 
which is capable of giving to its subscribers better service than 
systems previously employed. Subscriber calling is 1norc 
efficient both in tenns of calling rate and reliability. Operating 
staff are 110\V given positive inforn1ation regarding the 
progress of a call, and it is no longer possible for one sub
scriber to use his set to overhear the calls of another. 

Although this systen1 has been developed to enable the 
London service to grow to 2,000 or more subscribers, it is 
designed to form the basis of a possible national system. The 
frequency plan adopted is such that similar systems could be 
used in other parts of the country, and that subscribers could 
have access to the telephone net\vork in any radiophone area 
that they visit. 
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Negative-Impedance Boosters 

J. I.. LONERGAN. R.SC.(ENG.)"i" 

U. D.C. 621.316. 722.3 :621.375.132 

An1plification on standard two-wire British Post Office audio circuits is pro\!ided by use of hybrid a111plifiers 
or 11egative-i111pedance an1pfijiers. These circuits are usually provided 01110 lb/111ile or 20 lb/n1ile cable using 
standard loading, for use in the j1111ctio11 network. Negative-in1peda11ce boosters offer an alternative 
111cthod of providing a111plification for such circuits using s111al/-gat1ge, unloaded cable pairs. The circuits so 
JGr developed hal'e i1nproved tra11sn1issio11 characteristics, partictdar!y in respect to group-delay, co111-
pared with !he slandard 111ethods of provision. 

INTRODUCTION 
The action of an electrical syste111 may be represented by a 
circuit comprised of resistance, inductance and capacitance. 
Such elements can be present by design, when the values arc 
controlled, or present inherently as parasitic elen1ents. To 
combat the effect of resistance (R), inductance (L) and 
capactiance (G'), use can be n1ade, both in theory and in 
practice, of con1poncnts having electrical characteristics the 
reverse of those mentioned, i.e. - R, -L and - C. Such 
elen1ents can be provided by 1neans of active devices, requir
ing the provision of a power supply, and pern1it positive 
values of resistance, inductance and capacitance to be can
celled by their negative counterparts. This cancellation effect 
results in the circuit having reduced loss. 

� -KZ Z 

2 NEGATIVE-IMPEDANCE 4 
CONVERTOR 

FIG. l-Negative-in1pedancc converter 

Negative-in1pedance ele1nents may be produced by the use 
of a negativc-impcdance-convertor (n.i.c.), in conjunction 
\Vith a passive con1ponent, or combination of components. 
In Fig. 1 the passive impedance Z, appears at terminals 1 and 
2 reversed in phase, and n1odified in nlagnitude by K, tbe 
constant associated with the n.i.c. Thus, it is possible to 
provide negative resistance, inductance and capacitance, or 
coinbinations of these, to con1plemcnt the positive elements 
already available. 

THE NEGATIVE IMPEDANCE ELEMENT 
The advantages to be gained by use of negative-impedance, 

particularly that of negative resistance, have been understood 
since the early part of this century. Practical difficulties in 
producing stable n.i.c.s, however, cspccialiy during the era 
of valves, prevented the widespread use of such devices. Much 
of the work carried out in this field has been directed towards 
the use of negative-impedance elements. Combinations of 
these elements may be placed in transmission lines to provide 
amplification on two-wire audio circuits. 1' 2 Economic 

t Telccom1nunications Development Department, Tclccom-
1nunications Headquarters. 

pressures, linked with technical advances, particularly in the 
field of transistor technology, have led in post-war years, to 
the introduction of negativc-i1npedance an1plifiers3 for use on 
loaded line-plant. The negative-impedance a1nplificr used by 
the British Post Office (B.P.O.) is intended for use on 10 lb/ 
n1ile or 20 lb/mile loaded conductor and uses a combination of 
negative-impedance elements, to give a four-terminal device 
introducing gain in both directions. This an1plifier is the only 
negative-impedance device used by the B.P.0. to give an1pli
fication on two-wire circuits. 

The t\vo-tcrminal elements incorporated in the above 
amplifier l:an be used in their own right to provide an1plifica
tion, though using a different design philosophy. Ncgative
impcdancc devices have a negative real co1nponcnt at so1nc, 
if not all, frequencies. This negative resistance may be used to 
cancel parasitic positive resistance, thereby giving amplifica
tion. A two-tenninal element used for such a purpose, has 
been tern1cd a negative-impedance booster (n.i.b.). 

This article outlines the theoretical basis for use of n.i.b.s 
on transmission lines, and describes recent work carried out 
to investigate their properties, and feasibility of use. T\vo 
forms of booster are availahlc, one for use in the series rnode, 
the other for use in a shunt configuration. Interest has n1ainly 
centred on the series forn1 of booster, and it is this device that 
has been used for the experimental \York described in this 
article. 

N.l.B. THEORY 

Series connected n.i.b. 
The insertion of a resistor, RN, between source and load 

resistors R0, as shown in Fig. 2 gives an insertion loss (/L dB) 

"• I 

I= Ii+ Ir 

FIG. 2-Series-connected n.i.b. 

given by equation 1. 

lL � 20 log10 ( 1 + �;J. ..... (1) 
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Jf RN is a negative resistance, equation 1 becornes a gain 
instead of a loss, with the current,/, changing fro1n, 

E E 
-----· to ----- . 
2R0 + RN 2R0 - R,v 

.. (2) 

The current flowing is con1posed of an incident current 11 
plus a reflected current Jn i.e. 

I'--"' I;+ I,.. ...... (3) 

When R ,v is negative, equation 3 becomes: 

I-_£_-'-!'_ [ R,v J 
2R0 ' 2R0 2R0 - R,v . 

...... (4) 

Thus an ideal n.i.b. results in an increase in current flow 
[provided ]R,vj <]2R0j], the enhanced current being derived 
fron1 the in1pedance nlisn1atch it introduces. 

Shunt connected n.i.b. 

The insertion of a resistor in shunt with the source and load 
resistors, as shown in Fig, 3, gives an insertion loss given by 
equation 5. 

IL � 20 logi0( 1 + R<J ) . 
2R,v 

FIG. 3-Shunt-connected n.i.b. 

...... (5) 

If RN is a negative resistance, equation 5 becomes a gain, with 
the e.m.f. transn1itted from the source, E', being given by 
equation 6. 

. ..... (6) 

Thus, the use of a n.i.b. again leads to an increase in gain 
derived from the in1pedan1,;c n1ismatch it introduces. 

APPLICATION OF N.l.B.s TO TRANSMISSION 

LINES 

A transn1ission system may be vie\ved as a linear four
terminal network, having passive terminating impedances. 
For any passive load, stability can be achieved by ensuring 
that the image in1pedances4 have positive resistive components 
at all frequencies. 5 In electrically long lines, where the repeater 
is placed a distance greater than a quarter of a wavelength 
from either line tenninal, the amplifier is designed to have an 
in1pedance equal to the characteristic impedance of the line. 
This design philosophy is used in the case of the ncgativc
impcdance repeater. 

Short sections of line, with relatively small attenuation and 
phase shift, can, in general, be best i1nproved, from a trans
mission point of vie\v, by misn1atch between the image 
i1npcdance of the repeater and the characteristic impedance 
of the line. The use of n.i. b.s at the centre of electrically short 
transmission lines is an exan1ple of this technique, and offers 
an alternative method of obtaining two-wire amplified 
circuits. Since the n.i.b.s arc placed at the centre of short 
sections of line, power has to be fed along the line to activate 
then1. This problem is most easily resolved by use of the series 
type of n.i.b. 
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The placing of negative-impedance ele1nents at the centre 
of transn1ission lines pern1its the line, plus the n.i.b., to be 
viewed as a \vhole, rather than as separate identities. This is 
of use in considering the transmission line equations for 
propagation constant, p, and characteristic in1pedancc, Z0. 

where 

p � a + jh � ,I { (r + j w/) (1:-! j we)). 

. l{(r + jw/) } 
-·Ro+ JXo � ·V (g + jwc) · 

w - 2rr xfrequency, 
r = resistance/unit length, 
I = inductance/unit length, 

c - capacitance/unit length, 
g = Jeakance/unit length. 

(7) 

(8) 

The use of a n.i.b. to reduce r to zero, on a cable having 
negligible conductance, leads to equations 7 and 8 being 
modified to give: 

a + jh � 0 + jw ,!(le). . ..... (9) 

Ro + iXo � v'(//c) f- jO. . ..... (10) 

Equations 9 and 10 describe a lossless transmission line, 
having a resistive characteristic impedance, and zero phase 
distortion \Vhen placed between resistive terminations. In 
practice, these conditions are only approxi1nated to, owing 
to the effect of g, and the need to build stability into the 
syste1n. Thus, by distributing negative-impedance elen1cnts at 
fixed spacing along a transn1ission line, in the san1c manner 
as inductance loading, low loss, two-wire circuits can be 
achieved, each section having to be unconditionally stable. 

The design of n.i. b. line sections, is best achieved by relating 
stability to the properties of the negative-impedance and the 
line. This type of relationship has been developed6 for a 
structurally symmetrical system as shown in Fig. 4. The two 

HALF OF LINE (f) 
z, 
T 

z,, 
T 

HALF OF LINE (4) 

F10. 4-Syn1metrical negative-in1pedance booster line of length d 

main conditions to be satisfied are: 

(a) The n.i.b. must be of the open-circuit stable type,3 the 
voltage/current characteristic being of the forn1 shown in 
Fig. 5. 

(b) The short-circuit impedance for a half-section n.i.b. 

VOLTAGE 
(v) A 

CURRENT (I) 

FrG. 5-Voltage/Current characteristic of a series-connected 
negativc-irnpedance booster 

line, given by equation 11,  must have a positive resistive 
con1ponent at all frequencies. 



. . . . . . (I 1) 

\Vhere, f 
. 

b 1· d. ZscB o--= short circuit impedance 0 a n.1. . Ine 2 Jn 
length, 

Zsc = short circuit impedance of a line g in length, 

Zoe '= Open Cil"Cllit impedance Of a line � in length, 

Thus for a selected cable, the design problem becomes that 
of designing Z N to achieve suitable transmission properties, 
while satisfying the given stability criteria. 

THE N.1.8. CIRCUIT 
The d.c. characteristic required for an open-circuit stable 

device is shown in Fig. 5. A negative-impedance can be 
achieved with this device, by use of the negative 8 V/81 slope 
between points A and B. Many circuits have been produced 
to obtain such a characteristic,7 and the use of a particular 
circuit is dependent upon such factors as the dynamic range 
required, quiescent power-feed conditions and ease of control 
of characteristic. One such circuit is shown in Fig. 6, along 
\Vith its a.c. equivalent circuit in Fig. 7. 

RI 
RI TI T2 

+ R2 

Frcr. 6 -Negativc-in1pedance booster circuit 

FIG. 7-Equivalcnt circuit of the negative-impedance booster 

The d.c. characteristic may be explained by reference to 
Fig. 6. Application of low valued currents, in the sense 
shown, leads to a voltage drop across the n.i.b. tern1inals of 
V = 1(2R2 + R3). This relationship applies in the region 
below A (Fig. 5), at which point transistors T1 and T2 start 
to conduct, as a result of the biasing voltage across resistor 
R2• In the active region of transistors T1 and T2, between 
points A and B, an increase in the current input leads to a 
reduced terminal voltage as a result of the shunt path they 
provide. This is the region used to provide an a.c. negative
impedance. The transistors continue to provide a negative 
slope until they saturate at point B, the slope, thereafter, 
having a positive value. 

Appendix A gives a simple analysis of the n.i.b. circuit, less 
diodes, and shows that the overall impedance of the n.i.b. 
consists of a positive resistance, RP, in series with a negative
impedance -KZ3• The design value of K is obtained by 
selection of suitable values for resistors Rl and R2. 

The application of the stability criteria in equation 11 to 
the n.i.b. transmission-line problem, results in the n.i.b. 
impedance having to be complex, rather than purely resistive. 
In order to minimize the transmission loss in the audio band, 
while maintaining circuit stability, the n.i.b. impedance must 
reduce with increasing frequency. This is because the mutual 
capacitance of the line reduces the resistive component of the 
line, as seen by the n.i.b. The rate at which this resistive 
con1ponent is reduced, for increasing frequency, must be 
matched by a reduction in the negative resistance presented 
by the n.i.b. The simplest circuit to achieve such a condition 
is an impedance Z3, comprised of a capacitor and resistor in 
parallel, i.e. capacitor C3 and resistor R3 in Fig. 6. The 
impedance plot for such a circuit is shown in Fig. 8, the 

ix 

+R 

Fio. 8-lmpedance plot for the negative-i1npedance booster 

reactive component being in the + j sense. Thus, in designing 
the n.i.b., resistor R3 must be large enough to introduce 
sufficient negative resistance for a low-loss circuit, and 
capacitor C3 must allo\v for the bandwidth required, while 
providing a1nplc stability. 

POWER FEEDING 
The n.i.b. elements, being active devices, require a d.c. 

power supply. Owing to the fixed spacing requirement of such 
circuits, and the inaccessibility of the points at which they are 
located, it is necessary to power feed the n.i.b.s, in series, 
along the cable pairs. Open-circuit stable n.i.b. devices, 
having the d.c. characteristic shown in Fig. 5, are current 
controlled and, hence, are fed from constant-current sources. 

Field Trials 
During field trials, power was fed to line using an earth

return system. Equal valued, but opposite in direction, 
currents were fed over the A and B wires, as shown in Fig. 9. 

" 

I• 

FIG. 9-Power-feed arrangement fort he negative-impedance booster 
line 

This arrangen1ent gives a zero standing current overall, 
between the power-feed units at either end of the system. 

The dynamic range of the n.i.b.s lies between 10 and 30 mA. 
During calI conditions, they are biased to 20 mA, to optimize 
use of this range for speech signals. When the circuits arc in 

the idle state, a lower valued current of 10 mA is sent on each 
wire. The line-feed voltage required for such an arrangement 
is in the order 100 to 150 volts. To achieve the power-feed 
configuration, and to obtain isolation between terminal and 
line equipment, transformers are incorporated at each end of 
the line. The use of n.i.b.s modifies the image impedance of 
the line, and, therefore, use is made of these transformers for 
impedance matching purposes. The centre-tap capacitor 
associated with the power-feed equipment, provides d.c. 
isolation between the A and B wires, and a low impedance 
path for speech signals. 
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SIGNALLING 

Both a.c. and d.c. signalling arrangements are possible over 
n.i.b. lines. The relative cost of such systems, however, usually 
favours a d.c. arrangement for short length circuits. D.C. 
signalling over n.i. b. lines, has been achieved by conversion 
of the usual loop-disconnect pulses to loop--high-resistance 
pulses. The latter pulses arc used to produce current changes 
on the line, in sympathy with the signaIIing information. The 
provision of such a system requires the interconnexion of 
power feed and·signalling circuitry, and certain overall system 
requirements must be satisfied. In particular the terminations, 
at both ends of such circuits, must be well balanced, in order 
to ensure good crosstalk figures for speech signals. 

The basic signaliing system is shown, in simplified !'orrn in 
Figs. 9 and 10. I1npcdances Zl and Z2 are, in practice, con-

FIG. 10-Signalling arrangement for the ncgative-in1pedance booster 
line 

stant-current generators, and are designed to alternate the 
supply current to line, in sy1npathy with the incoming loop
disconnect pulses. Incoming pulses are detected on the primary 
side of the outgoing-end transformer, and interfacing equip
ment used to pass loop-high-resistance conditions to the 
constant-current sources. The current changes result in 
voltage changes across the passive terminations, Z3 and Z4, 
at the incoming end. High-i1npedance detector circuits n1ay be 
used to detect these pulses with minimal effect on circuit 
conditions. At the incoming end, received pulses are sent out 
on the exchange side of the transformer, via interface equip
ment, as restored loop-disconnect pulses. 

The signalling system developed for initial field-trial work 
provides balanced signalling arrangements. Changes of current 
in each wire are arranged to be equal valued, but opposite in 
sense, i.e. -dl1 = d/2• The system also utilizes an important 
feature of lines connected with n.i.b.s, namely the amplifica
tion of signals down to extremely low frequencies. This means 
that gain is provided at signalling frequencies. At these 
frequencies the n.i.b. elements contrihute mainly negative 
resistance, reducing the overall line resistance to a few ohms. 
Some further work would be required before a fully engi
neered system could be produced. 

APPLICATION OF N.l.B.s TO SMALL-GAUGE 

CABLE 

Economic advantages can be obtained by the use of n.i.b.s 
in conjtmction with small-gauge cable. The 0·4 mm cable 
(4 lb/mile), was selected on the basis that the greatest proba
bility of economic success, Jay in producing junction circuits 
of up to 10 miles in length, with acceptable transmission 
properties. Use was nlade of a computer to investigate the 
feasibility of using such a cable, predictions of transmission 
Joss and group-delay, being obtained at an early stage in the 
development. These early results indicated that adequate 
circuit properties could be achieved, and led to a small-scale 
field-trial being undertaken. 
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Since 0·4 mm cable is not available in the telephone net
\Vork in suitable lengths to provide 10 mile circuits, circuits 
of this length were formed by looping pairs in a specially laid 
length. A 1,000 yd length of I 00 pair 0 · 4 mm cable, was laid 
in circular fashion. Thus, both ends of the cable were available 
at a single terminating point, pairs being looped or n.i.b.s 
inserted at this location as required. Four circuits \Vere pro
vided, of 10 miles length, with n.i.b.s inserted at 2,000 yd 
intervals. The n.i.b. elements had ten1perature compensating 
resistors incorporated in the design, to take account of 
seasonal temperature variations of the cable. These eletnents 
were housed in a te1nperature-controlled environn1ent, in 
order that temperature effects could be evaluated. In a 
working system, temperature control \vould have to be 
provided by some other means. 

As described earlier, the use of n.i.b.s in conjunction with 
a transmission line, leads to modifications of the secondary 
coefficients of that line. In the case of 0·4 m1n cable, the use 
of n.i.b.s at 2,000 yd intervals modifies the attenuation, phase 
and impedance characteristics as shown in Figs. 11 and 12. It 
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is seen that, not only is the attenuation reduced and the phase 
characteristic linear, but that the line image-impedance is 
reduced and near constant over the usable frequency-range. 

These modified characteristics enable circuits to be pro
duced, having both low loss and near-constant group-delay. 
The four experimental circuits demonstrated these properties. 
Overall loss for these circuits was 3 dB throughout the year, 
each having a 4 kHz bandwidth. Insertion-loss/frequency and 
group-delay/frequency characteristics are shown in Fig. 13.. 
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The near-constant group-delay characteristic is 1naintained 
up to 13 kHz. 

PROVISION OF N.1.B.s 
To provide amplified circuit by means of n.i.b.s involves 

changes in provisioning methods, as applied at the present 
time. It is envisaged that such circuits would utilize n.i.b.s 
at 2,000 yd_spacing, and that these would be housed in under
ground repeater cases. Space savings may be expected with 
an integrated circuit form of construction, and possibly the 
n.i.b.s may be jointed directly into the cable. The limiting 
factor in housing such devices, however, may he that of heat 
dissipation for several hundred n.i.b.s at a single amplifying 
point. Such circuits would require terminal signalling and 
power-feed units, and, for sinall-gaugc cable, additional 
temperature-compensation circuitry. Inherent limitations on 
distance exist for n.i.b. lines, owing to power-feeding and 
overall transmission-loss criteria. The major effort in develop
ing n.i.b.s has, thus, been applied to investigating their use on 
junction routes. Since the average length of junction circuits 
is approxi1nately seven miles, the majority of such circuits lie 
\Vithin the range of n.i.b. plant, using small-gauge cable. A 
preliminary economic comparison of lines connected with 
n.i.b.s with current audio and pulse-code-modulation methods 
of circuit provision, indicate that significant savings are 
possible by use of 0 · 4 mm and 0 · 5 mm cable, on low growth
rate routes. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Field trials of circuits connected with n.i.b.s have demon

strated the feasibility of using n.i.b. elernents to provide two
\vire amplified circuits. The circuits provided gave the required 
3 dB loss and also had an improved bandwidth in comparison 
\Vith the amplified circuits available on comparable plant. An 
in1porta nt feature of these circuits is the excellent group-delay 
characteristic. This para1neter is of particular i1nportance in 
the transmission of data, and this is a possible area of applica
tion. Thus, so far, lines connected with the n.i.b.s developed 
show an improved trans1nission performance over present 
plant, while being provided on smclller gauge cable. 

In addition to the improved transmission properties, d.c. 
signalling has been achieved on these lines. The interlinking 
of power feeding and signalling equipment provides a solution 
to this problem, as an alternative to the use of an a.c. signalling 
system. The major problen1 outstanding, is that of establishing 
a suitable method of ten1perature con1pensation. Possible 
n1ethods are local con1pensation at an1plificr points and the 
use of a dedicated monitoring pair within the same cable. 

An1plification of cable pairs by means of n.i.b.s, leads to 
an improvement in crosstalk in comparison with conventional 
an1plified two-wire circuit arrangements. The advantage stems 
fron1 the amplification being introduced on a distributed 
basis, rather than at a single point. In practice the 1nore 
constant signal levels, to be found on such lines, results in an 

improve1ncnt in crosstalk, or alternatively offers the possi
bility of using an inferior type of cable. 

At present, lines connected with n.i. b.s have been developed 
which are unconditionally stable and have amplifier points at 
2,000 yd intervals. These features, together \Vith the technical 
and economic results quoted earlier, indicate that n.i.b.s may 
eventually b e  suitable for use in the junction network. Addi
tional development may lead to the achieven1ent of \vider 
bandwidth circuits and extended range of possible use . 
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APPENDIX 

v 

Fro. l4-Syn1n1ctrical ncgative-i1npedance booster circuit 

Consider the n.i.b. circuit to have complete symmetry as shown 
in Fig. 14, the transistors having a current gain of a. Then: 

I = /1 - t /2. 
h =-o 12 - (2a - l)fi. 

V = 212R2 + Z31J. 

l2R2 =-o l1R1 + Vbe· 
In an a.c. analysis, equation 4 becomes, 

dl2R2 -, d!1R1. 

(!) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

R, 
Hence, dli = Ri 

d/2• .... (5) 

Fron1 equations 3 and 4, 

dV � 2R2d!, + Z3[dl2 - (2a - l)d/i ]. 

dV=-2R2dfz +z3 [ l -(2a- l )��J a1z. 

Fron1 equation 1, 

(6) 

(7) 

df-, d/1 +di,� (I I �:) d/z. .... .. (8) 

Substituting equation 8 in equation 7 gives, 

Let 

and, 

_
d � � 2 

X 
R1 X R1 _ z3 [(2a -· !�R2 - Rt] = z V dl R1 -/-- Rz R1 ·\- R1 1 • 

(9) 

Thus, the iinpedance of the negative-in1pcdance booster is given by, 

ZN � Rp - KZ3. . . (10) 
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Visual Display Terminals 
for Computer-Controlled Systems 

s. c. BOAS, C.ENG., M.I.E.E.t 

U.D.C. 681.327.12 

The visual display terminal is making an important contribution to the success of 011-li11e computer systems. 
This type of terminal is being used by the British Post Office (B.P.O.) in its London Airport Cargo Electronic 
Data Processing Scheme (L.A.C.E.S) i11stallatio11 and it could find increased use in future B.P.O. systems. 
This article, mainly concemed with the alpha-numeric visual display terminal, explains its utility as an 
on-line terminal and describes, in broad outline, its technical make-up. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past four years, there has been intensive develop
ment of the visual display terminal (v.d.t.) and its application 
as an input-output device for on-line computer systems. The 
computer in an on-line system allows data to be input directly 
for immediate processing or for enabling file enquiries to be 
made. It then transmits the data resulting from processing or 
enquiry to the required destination and has a sufficiently fast 
response to control a complex system. 

For input and display of data communicated between the 
computer and the on-line system user, v.d.t.s have proved to 
be effective in a number of fields of application including 
commerce, the B.P.O., air-traffic control, power-station and 
electricity-grid distribution control, and computer-aided 
design. 

In the U.K. commercial field, airline seat reservation is the 
largest application, more than 700 v.d.t.s, distributed through
out the world, being used on B.O.A.C.'s Boadicea system at 
Heathrow Airport. A London stockbroker firm's share price 
enquiry, West Midlands' Gas Board account enquiry and a 
mail-order firm's input processing are some of the smaller 
scale examples of commercial applications of up to 100 
v.d.t.s.1 The B.P.O. has provided more than 200 v.d.t.s. for its 
L.A.C.E.S. system at Heathrow Airport (see Figs. 1 and 2). 
L.A.C.E.S. enables airlines, importers' agents and H.M. 
Customs to have an automated system for inventory control of 
air-cargo imports which makes possible fast clearance of 
import procedures and goods on arrival. These examples 
illustrate present application of the v.d.t. in relatively large 
numbers. There are numerous cases, however, of the use of the 
v.d.t. in small numbers in commerce and the B.P.O., and in 
engineering applications of computer-aided design. 

Requirements of system users have led to the development 
of two classes of v.d.t.-alpha-numeric and graphics. The 
graphics v.d.t. is used mainly for computer-aided design. By 
means of programs held in the store of a dedicated on-line 
computer, the graphics v.d.t. enables designers to develop 
visual representations of their designs rapidly and to modify 
them readily to meet criteria which they have specified by 
program. The computer can carry out complex calculations 
on the proposed design at high speed, checking its per
formance whilst the designer is developing his ideas. The 
graphics v.d.t. is more complex and costly in hardware than 
the alpha-numeric v.d.t., and, if standard program packages 

t Telecommunications Development Department, Telecommu
nications Headquarters. 
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FIG. 1-A L.A.C.E.S. v.d.t. 

(software) are not available or applicable, program develop
ment costs can be high. 

The alpha-numeric v.d.t. is designed to input and display 
messages composed of alphabetic characters and numerals 
and it can contribute to efficient communication of messages 
between users and the computer of an on-line system. There 
could, therefore, be considerably increased use of this type 
of v.d.t. in future B.P.0. computer-based systems especially 
as its cost is falling with advances in technology. 

CONTRIBUTION OF THE ALPHA-NUMERIC 
V.D.T. TO SYSTEM EFFICIENCY 

The v.d.t. appears physically as an alpha-numeric keyboard 
and a display screen which is, generally, a cathode-ray tube. 
To present a steady visual image, almost all v.d.t.s are pro
vided with a digital store to enable the displayed characters 
to be regularly rewritten (refreshed) and this can also be used 



FIG. 2-A L.A.C.E.S. v.d.t. being operated in an air line office 

for message assembly. The v.d.t. enables message handling 
between an on-line user and a computer to be achieved with 
rapid display, flexibility, reliability and quiet terminal opera
tion which could all be important system requirements. 

The v.d.t. does not provide local permanently-printed copy 
(hard copy) of displayed messages. However, message printing 
can normally be achieved elsewhere, such as, at the computer 
site, thus avoiding a lot of paper which could be troublesome 
for, say, a clerk in an airline seat-reservation system who deals 
directly with customers. However, where occasional local 
hard copy is required, additional hardware in the v.d.t. 
provides the data at a rate suitable for a message printer. 

The v.d.t. uses electronic techniques for message display 
and encoding of characters input from the keyboard and, 
therefore, has more reliable and more easily maintained 
hardware than an electro-mechanical terminal. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN V.D.T. AND 
TELETVPEWRITER 

The utility of the v.d.t. is illustrated by comparing its 
operation as an on-line terminal with that of the electro
mechanical 8-unit code (7-bit character plus parity bit) tele
printer, the teletypewriter, which is commonly used as an 
input-output device for computer time-sharing bureaux. 

Speed of Display 

Because of its electro-mechanical limitations, the tele
typewriter prints messages at about 10 characters/second. 
The v.d.t., however, generates and displays characters in the 

order of 5,000-10,000 times faster. This permits the line speed 
of data transmission to the v.d.t. to be chosen so that the rate 
of message display more closely matches the requirements of 
users of an on-line system. Considering a line speed of 
2,400 bit/s and 8-bit character serial transmission, a message 
of 1,000 characters can be displayed in just over 3 seconds on 
a v.d.t. Printing of the same text would require about 
It minutes on the teletypewriter. Where demands from users 
for information held on the computer files are frequent and 
rapid presentation of long lists is needed, the teletypewriter is 
unable to satisfy speed requirements. The v.d.t. provides the 
necessary fast response enabling the user to make his selection 
and transmit the details to the computer for immediate 
updating of the records. 

Flexibility 

The teletypewriter normally transmits single characters of 
a message to the computer as they are keyed in. If the message 
needs editing, it is normally performed by the computer's 
software in response to user commands. A detailed command 
language must be used where it is necessary to make more 
than simple insertions or deletions of a character or line. The 
computer must transmit the message to the teletypewriter if it  
is necessary for the user to check the edited message. Editing 
on the teletypewriter, therefore, increases the computer work
load and is time consuming for the computer and the on-line 
users. 

To compose a message on the v.d.t., the user keys in 
characters which are stored and not transmitted to the system 
computer until the message is complete. Each character keyed 
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FIG. 3-Block diagran1 of the alpha-nu1neric v.d.t. 

in is displayed to the user on the v.d.t. viewing screen and an 
illuminated marker (cursor) indicates the position to be 
occupied by the character. After keying of each character, the 
cursor steps auton1atically to the next available character 
position. Control keys are provided to shift the cursor to any 
character position on the screen except those protected to 
prevent the v.d.t. user over-writing characters input from the 
computer, such as, fixed headings for lists of items. Cursor 
control keys and editing keys enable format and nlcssage 
changes to be carried out quickly and effectively without 
using the system computer. The user sees inunediately the 
effect of his editing and, therefore, wastes less computer tin1e 
due to erroneous messages transn1itted. The user signals that 
the message is available and this is transmitted when the 
con1putcr is able to accept it. The con1puter checks the 
message for certain types of error (e.g. format, validity of 
infonnation). If none is found, the v.d.t. user can proceed to 
the next transaction. If, however, the message is found to 
contain errors, the computer transmits to the v.d.t. an indica
tion of the errors together \Vith the original n1essage for 
correction. The computer can also transmit cursor-control 
codes which protect those character positions on the v.d.t. 
screen occupied by error-free fields of the message and direct 
the user to the fields containing the errors thus facilitating 
speedy correction of the message. 

Therefore, con1pared with the telctypcwriter, the v.d.t. 
enables the user to compile and edit long messages n1ore 
quickly and accurately \Vithout loading the system con1puter. 
Furthermore, there is a significant saving in computer time 
as the nlessage is transn1itted in a block instead of in single 
characters. 

Quiet Operation 

An on-line system having several terminals sited in one 
office \viii be more efficient if the terminals operate quietly, 
particularly if other system tasks have to be perforn1ed in the 
sa1ne office. The printing nlechanism of the teletypewriter 
generates a level of impulsive-type audible noise sufficiently 
high to render its use undesirable in this situation. The noise 
can be reduced by acoustic shielding of the teletypewriter 
cover but the reduction is lirnited by the introduction of 
overheating problems. The v.d.t. is almost silent in operation. 
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FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS OF THE 
ALPHA-NUMERIC V.D.T. 

Referring to the block diagram of the v .d. t. shown in Fig. 3 
the keyboard, the refresh store, and the display device are 
items of hard\vare. The control logic, the edit and communica
tions logic, and the character generation can be based on 
hardware control, on software (i.e. program) control, or on 
con1binations of these. 

The v.d.t. can be used in single units (stand-alone-type) or 
in groups (cluster-type) usually served by a single communica
tion link with the systen1 con1putcr and geographically 
concentrated. Of 29 models now current in the U.K., 21 are 
hardware-controlled comprising cluster- and stand-alone 
types. The remaining eight models are programable and are 
offered with a specified control computer. 

Hardware-based V.D.T. 

In the hardware-based v.d.t., all the functional elen1ents are 
controlled and provided by iten1s of hardware, such as, 
electronic gates, registers and counters, which, in the case of 
the stand-alone-type v.d.t., are generally contained within the 
terminal. For the cluster-type v.d.t.s, a separate dedicated 
hardware controller normally provides conlffiunication with 
the systen1 computer. The cluster-type v.d.t. contains less 
hardware and is cheaper than the stand-alone-type since 
timing, logic, storage, and character generator are generally 
concentrated in the controller for use by all the v.d.t.s in the 
group. Changes of the functional elements of the hardware
based v.d.t. cannot be made without modifying the hardware 
which 1nust be allowed for in the design of the v.d.t. 

Software-based V.D.T. 

In the software-based v.d.t., a dedicated computer responds 
to v.d.t. user commands and controls the hardware in the 
v.d.t. The control computer enables changes in v.d.t. edit and 
conm1unications logic to be made readily by changes in its 
programs. Changes in the v.d.t. character set can also be made 
easily if characters are generated by program. The computer 
can control a group of v.d.t.s, carry out validation checks on 
v.d.t. messages and thereby reduce the loading on the system 
computer to which it transmits the messages. Some early 
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examples of the software-based v.d.t. used a controlling 
computer which provided character generation by program 
and character refresh for a group of v.d.t.s in addition to edit 
and conununication control. This additional loading on the 
control computer limits the n1aximum displayable message 
length and number of v.d.t.s in the group. It also limits the 
rate of character refresh, and the choice of available display 
devices. 

Combined Software/Hardware-based V.D.T. 

Recently, the programable terminal has been designed to 
n1eet requirements for a small group of v.d.t.s. (typically up to 
eight). The terminal uses a small computer which n1ay be con
tained in one v .d. t. and provides extensive facilities, including, 
control of edit and conununication procedures by progra1n. 
The computer n1ay control character refresh for each v.d.t. 
but hardware control is used for character generation result
ing in reduced loading on the computer. In one commercial 
version of the terminal, character refresh is also controlled 
by hardware in each v.d.t., thus, reducing computer loading 
even more. Use of combined hardware and software control 
contributes to overcoming the above mentioned restrictions 
on displayable message length and problems posed by the 
display devices in addition to providing the user with 
programable facilities. 

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 

The techniques used to provide functional elements of 
display systems currently available in U.K. using hardware 
for character generation are described below in general 
terms. 

Character Generator 

The character generator is a read-only store for the data 
required to display any of the v.d. t. characters. At present, the 
dot matrix, n1onoscope, and stroke character generators are 
in use and Fig. 4 shows the displayed form of letter B which 
is representative of these generators. 

Dot Matrix 

Dot matrix is used in nlost v.d.t.s employing hardware
controlled character generators. Each displayed character is 
an assen1bly of illun1inated dots based on a rectangular 111atrix 
of horizontal rows and vertical columns (Fig. 4a). For each 
character in the v.d.t. character set, an array of storage 
ele1nents holds data composed of binary 1 's and O's forming 
the character-defining pattern. The storage elements are 
scanned to produce timed digital signals for controlling visual 
output of the display device. A basic 5 x 7 array is normally 
used providing a 1naxi1num of 35 dots per character which 
generates an alpha-nwneric character set generally restricted 
to upper-case alphabet. In some v.d.t.s, however, basic arrays 
of 7 x 9 and 7 X 10 are used to permit the display of upper
and lower-case alphabet. Medium-scale-integrated MOS 

circuils2 are now used for the character-set arrays, array
addressing logic and data-output register. For exa111ple, a 
single encapsulated silicon chip can be utilized for the (5 x 7) 
dot matrix character generator and can have a very high 
reliability. 

Dot matrix, using MOS integrated circuits, is suitable for 
v.d.t.s employing television-type raster scanning for the 
display device in which digital signals fro111 the arrays generate 
illuminated dots on the horizontal scans of the raster. There
fore, several horizontal scans are required to display each line 
of characters. Television-type raster scanning allows cathode
ray tube (c.r.t.) nlonitors to be used. These are extensively 
used for closed-circuit television reception and are readily 
available and cheap. The con1bination of the two techniques, 
therefore, results in a relatively low cost v.d.t. 

In general, a v.d.t. using dot nlatrix character generation is 
capable of displaying characters that arc recognizable and 
unainbiguous despite font restrictions imposed by the number 
of dots in the 111atrix. These restrictions den1and careful choice 
of display device design parameters, such as, pennitted 
spacings between individual dots of a character, adjacent 
characters, and adjacent lines of characters to ensure ease of 
character legibility and viewing comfort. 

Monoscope 

The monoscope technique is utilized in only two types of 
available v.d.t.s. Itowever, it is used in a large nun1ber of 
v.d.t.s supplied by one manufacturer which have been opera
tional for at least 18 months. The technique allows flexibility 
in the choice of character font and the character set can 
contain up to 96 characters permitting upper- and lower-case 
alphabet, numerical and other symbols to be displayed 
(Fig. 4b). 

The technique is based upon image scanning and requires 
a special purpose, electrostatic-dcftexion c.r. t. (the n1onoscope) 
which is auxiliary to the main c.r.t. used as the display device. 
The monoscope has no phosphor-coated screen but has a 
polished aluminium target electrode on which the v.d.t. 
character set is printed in a carbon-based ink. Character 
images are located in rows and columns in order to facilitate 
addressing. Carbon has a higher ionization potential than 
alurniniwn and so bombardment of the target surface by the 
monoscope electron beam causes a carbon character image to 
e1nit secondary eleclrons less easily than its alwniniwn 
surround. This provides the physical basis for generation of 
character forming signals. 

In order to display a character, the position of its in1age on 
the target is selected by means of address logic and is scanned 
by the nlonoscope electron beam. Scanning is performed by 
applying a sinusoidal voltage having a frequency of about 
l MHz to the vertical deftexion plates of the 1nonoscope 
simultaneously with a ramp voltage waveform to its hori� 
zontal deflexion plates. The target current varies with the 
shape of character image and this results in tin1ed signals 
which control the visual output of the main c.r.t. The electron 
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bean1s of the n1ain c.r.t. and n1onoscope are synchronized, 
and so the character in1age is reproduced on the v.d.t. viewing 
screen. 

The monoscopc technique can produce characters equiva
lent to good quality print, but the display device is relatively 
costly because a television-type c.r.t. nlonitor cannot be used. 
The main c.r.t. is scanned by a coarse raster dependent upon 
the n1unber of lines of displayed characters with the I MHz 
sub-raster superin1posed for synchronization with the nlono
scope. 

The monoscope is not a long life device since its per
formance can deteriorate quite rapidly if there is an excessive 
display of any particular character. A nluch longer life, 
however, can be expected fron1 the printicon, a variation of 
the nlonoscope utilizing sirnilar scanning technique in which 
character in1ages are formed by etching shaped holes in a 
copper target electrode thus avoiding the problem of character 
wear. 

Stroke 

The stroke technique is utilized in six available v.d.t.s in 
\Vhich each character is displayed as an asse1nbly of directional 
straight lines (strokes) which are connected to fonn the shape 
of the character. There are two nlain types of stroke character 
generator. 

(a) The generator pennits display of a basic pattern of 
strokes which serves as the framework for the whole character 
set and only those strokes of the pattern which are relevant 
to the character being displayed are illuminated (Fig. 4(c)). 

(b) The generator produces a unique pattern of strokes for 
each character. Fig. 4(d) shows such a pattern and indicates 
the closer approximation to curves that can be achieved. This 
generator permits a larger character set and nlore flexibility 
in character font but requires additional hardware. 

The generator in (b) above is based on the use of an X, Y 

coordinate nlatrix to position the strokes and a nlaximum of 
24 strokes is available for drawing a character. An array of 
storage ele1nents holds the fixed data required for producing 
each stroke of each character. The data is held in digital form, 
each stroke being represented by a code of binary 1 's and O's 
which defines the X, Y coordinates of the next position to be 
occupied in the matrix relative to a reference position, and 
whether or not the stroke is to be illuminated. On tin1ed read
out fro1n the array, binary 1 's are translated into voltages by 
digital-to-analogue converters. Two of these voltages produce 
ramp wavefonns which control nlinor X and Y deflexions of 
the electron beam of the c.r.t. display device. A third voltage 
controls the visual output of the display. In this way, one 
stroke of the character is drawn. Successive read�out of the 
codes held in the array results in display of the character. 

To display a line of characters and the required number of 
lines, the electron beam of the c.r.t. display device is subjected 
to main X and Y defiexions on which are superimposed the 
n1inor X and Y defiexions for forn1ing the strokes of indi
vidual characters. The technique, therefore, precludes the use 
of a television-type c.r.t. 1nonitor as the v.d.t. display device. 

Display Device 

Currently available alpha�numeric v.d.t.s utilize electron1ag
netic dcflexion types of c.r.t. as the display device and have 
display capacities in the range 200-2,000 characters. For this 
range, the c.r.t. is the only electronic display device at present 
which satisfies the display-fonn:it and known human-factor 
requirements at a low cost per displayed character. The 
human-factor requirements define the needs of the v.d.t. 
operator for ease of character legibility and viewing comfort 
in a working environn1ent. The display format, that is, 
number of displayable lines of characters and characters per 
line, is inodifiable to enable the v.d.t. n11nufacturer to 1neet 
111arket den1and. The c.r.t. satisfies these requiren1ents because 
it can display character detail as fine as the eye can resolve and 
provide the necessary contrast between characters and the 
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background. It has the necessary flexibility to pern1it easy 
alteration of character di111ensions, spacings between charac
ters and between lines of characters. Of particular importance 
are the relative cheapness and proven reliability of the c.r.t. 
which derive fro1n a highly-developed technology. 

Saine v.d.t.s use a specially-developed c.r.t. Many of the 
v.d.t.s, however, use c.r.t.s which are identical in design and 
construction with those e1nployed in n1onochro1ne television 
1nonitors enabling v.d.t. n1anufacturers to save on develop
ment costs. About half of these v.d.t.s display green instead 
of white characters because the c.r.t. viewing screen is coated 
with aluminized PJI phosphor (green-light emission) in place 
of the normal aluminizcd P4 phosphor (white-light e1nission). 
P3 l and P4 phosphors have the following properties which 
account for their common, but not exclusive, usage in v.d.t. 
c.r.t.s: 

(a) The spectrun1 of the en1itted light matches the generally
accepted colour-sensitivity characteristic of the average 
hu1nan eye. 

(b) They have a high brightness capability such that the 
v.d.t. operator can readily resolve details of characters having 
a brightness co1nparable with that of the working environ-
1nent which 1nay be high (40 foot lan1berts or more). Contrast 
is a function of character brightness and influences the 
permissible n1inin1u111 character dimensions. 

(c) They have a high efficiency in converting electron-beam 
energy into light energy, This enables a low electron beam 
current to be used for a given brightness of displayed 
characters. 

(d) Operation at low bea1n current produces a high resis
tance to phosphor burns which permits display of a fixed 
message format for long periods. 

Of the two phosphors, P3 l is superior in brightness 
capability and efficiency and its light output is at wavelengths 
at which the average hun1an eye is nlost sensitive instead of 
in a wide spectrun1 as in the case of P4. 

Most v.d.t.s use c.r.t.s which are not self storing. Phosphors 
used for the c.r.t.s have persistences* in the range tens of 
inicroscconds to a 1ni!lisecond. For ease of character legibility 
and viewing con1fort, each character 1nust be regularly 
regenerated (refreshed) often enough to achieve the required 
average brightness and to prevent annoying flicker. The 
shorter the phosphor persistence, the higher inust be its peak 
light output to provide the required average brightness. The 
high ratio of peak-to-average light output causes the sensation 
of flicker which is less noticeable as refresh rate is raised. The 
nlini111un1 refresh rate required for flicker to be just per
ceptible is known as the critical fusion frequency since a 
higher rate results in apparently continuous light output and 
is 40-50 Hz at 50 foot-la1nbert character brightness for short 
persistence phosphors P31 and P4.3 Refresh rates of about 
50 Hz are used and so flicker is usually negligible, in practice. 

The normal viewing distance for v.d.t.s is 0 · 3-0 · 6 m and 
to suit this viewing distance, inany v.d.t. nlanufacturcrs 
utilize a c.r.t., with a screen diagonal din1ension of 300-310 
nlnl. Almost all v.d.t.s using this c.r.t. screen size have a 
nlaxin1um available display capacity in the range 1,000--2,000 
characters. Son1e v.d.ts, however, have a c.r.t. with a larger 
screen (380 m1n diagonal) for the same range of n1aximwn 
available display capa<:ities and this provides more flexibility 

in the choice of character dimensions, spacings between 
characters and between lines of characters. To cater for 
differing system require1nents, many v.d.t. 1nanufacturers 
offer a series of v.d.t.s using the san1e basic design and c.r.t. as 
for nlaxi1num display capacity to provide v.d.t.s with capaci
ties which are sub�n1ultiples of this (e.g. 2,000, 1,000 and 
500 characters) by proportionate reduction in the number of 
displayable lines of characters. 

* Persistence-the time taken for the brightness to decay to 
10 per cent of its initial value. 



For v .d.t.s of a given display capacity, character dimensions, 
spacings between adjacent characters in a line and between 
lines of characters vary with v.d.t. manufactw·er and may also 
vary for v.d.t.s in a series offered by a particular 1nanufacturer. 
In choosing v.d.t design paran1eters, the nlanufacturer ain1s to 
provide ease of character legibility and viewing co1nfort for the 
v.d.t. operator to the extent which his marketing price for the 
v.d.t. will allow. Account inust also be taken of the different 
visual tasks which the operator 111ay be required to perfonn, 
such as message text scanning, word and individual character 
reading in the text. Choice of character genera tor can con
tribute significantly to the quality of displayed text but 
affects the cost of the v.d.t. Manufacturers of v.d.t.s are now 
tending to use the dot matrix type character generator in 
combination with a c.r.t. television inonitor to produce a 
relatively lo\v cost and reliable v.d.t. llestrictions i1nposed by 
this technique can, however, have adverse effects on character 
legibility and viewing cornfort if insufficient attention is paid 
by the v.d.t. manufacturer in his design to the quality of 
displayed text. There is a pressing need for con1prehensive 
and reliable human-factor information directly relevant to 
v.d.t.s which would enable v.d.t. custon1ers to assess nlanu
facturers' products more accurately and which could also be 
of value to v.d.t. 1nanufacturers who are unable to bear the 
cost of the necessary research. 

The v.d.t. c.r.t. provides information in different ways to 
assist the operator in carrying out his tasks. It is comn1on 
practice, for exan1ple, for the v.d.t. cursor to flash at a low 
rate (2-3 Hz) to enable rapid identification of its position on 
the c.r.t. screen. A sin1ilar technique may be used to direct the 
operator's attention to nlessage errors detected by the systern 
con1puter. For fonn-filling applications of the v.d.t., inessages 
are likely to be co1nposcd nlore quickly alld to contain less 
errors if: 

(a) the fields for holding keyed characters are clearly 
indicated to the operator, and 

(b) the visual representation used for message headings 
(fixed fields) transmitted by the system computer to the v.d.t. 
is clearly distinguishable fron1 that used for n1essagc text 
(variable fields). 

The length of each variable field can be defined by codes 
also trans1nitted by the system con1puter which enable display 
of illuminated 1narkers at each character position in the 
field. As characters are keyed by the operator, these niarkers 
are replaced hy the characters. 

Message headings and inessage text can be distinguished 
for exan1ple, by use of upper- and lower-case character fonts. 
This increases the cost of the v.d.t. because a inore complex 
character generator is needed but n1ay be required if the 
operator has a lot of text reading to do. Son1e v.d.t.s can 
display characters at two levels of brightness (dual-intensity 
electron-bean1 modulation) but do not appear to be generally 
satisfactory since the v.d.t.s niay have to work in high an1bient
lighting levels. A technique which appears suitable, economic 
and illustrates the flexibility of the c.r.t. is used in one avail
able v.d.t. In this v.d.t., the television raster based c.r.t. 
displays either illuminated characters on dark background or 
dark characters on illun1inated background. This technique 
enables clear indication of variable field lengths and distinctly 
different visual representations for nicssage headings and 
message text at negligible additional cost. 

Refresh Store 

A v.d.t. which does not utilize a self-storing c.r.t., that is, 
a direct storage tube, n1ust be provided with a store to enable 
regular refreshing of displayed characters. It is economic for 
this to be a digital read-write type store so that it can also be 
used to hold characters input to the v.d.t. from either the 
keyboard or the systen1 computer. Although the store rnay 
enable message assembly in addition to display refresh, it is 
com1nonly known as the refresh store. 

Each character input to the v.d.t. is in the form of a fixed
length binary code, sufficient bits being used to enable all the 
displayable characters in the v.d.t. character set to be defined 
and also the control function codes required for the v .d. t. 
and for co1nn1unicating with the systen1 computer. A 7-bit 
code pennits a nlaxin1um of 27 (128) different characters. 
The code held in the refresh store for each displayable 
character is used as the address, required by the v .d. t. 
character generator (read-only type store), to select the fixed 
data for displaying the character corresponding to the code. 
Codes for characters displayed on the c.r.t. screen generally 
occupy consecutive locations in the refresh store. Hence, 
repetitive sequential read-out of these codes, synchronized 
with the c.r.t. electron-bea1n nlove1nent, results in refresh of 
the displayed characters. Synchronization is achieved by 
means of counters driven by timing pulses from the v.d.t. 
clock. 

The refresh store capacity, that is, the number of storage 
ele1nents provided is mainly influenced by the display capacity 
of the e.r.t. screen and the required length of the character 
code (comn1only 7-bit). The store speed, that is, the rate at 
which stored character codes can be read, n1ust nleet the 
requirements of the c.r.t. refresh rate, the screen display 
capacity, and the method adopted for display, a higher store 
speed being required for a v.d.t. using a television raster than 
for one using a coarse raster owing to the increased nun1ber 
of store accesses necessary to generate the dot-n1atrix based 
characters. The follo\ving techniques are currently used for 
the refresh store: 

(a) the delay-line store, 
(b) the MOS integrated-circuit shift register, 
(c) the ferrite-core randorn-access men1ory. 
Delay-line and MOS shift-register stores are used in the 

majority of the v.d.t.s in about equal ratio. Only a few v.d.t.s 
use ferrite-core store \Vhich can have a higher speed, has the 
property of being non-volatile (that is, store contents are 
not lost if v.d.t. power supply fails), but is relatively expensive. 
Its use in v.d.t.s of recent origin, however, is likely to be 
influenced by other factors such as progratnability. 

In the delay-line store, character codes are continuously 
circulated in series under the control of the v.d.t. clock. This 
type of store has been used almost exclusively for hardware
controlled v.d.t.s for a considerable ti1ne as its cost for a given 
capacity was rnuch lower than any other suitable store. In 
tenns of present cost for a given capacity, however, it is now 
surpassed by stores based on MOS integrated-circuit shift
registers which are readily available as standard iten1s 
resulting fron1 developn1cnts in MOS technology. Ahnost all 
v.d.t.s of recent origin use this type of store which has the 
additional advantages of 1nuch sn1aller bulk, much higher 
potential reliability and higher speed resulting fron1 the 
paralleling of shift registers. With one exception, the stores 
uf these v.d.l.s use dyna1nic-type MOS devices which enable a 
higher degree of circuit integration than static-type MOS 
devices. The advantages arc lower cost for a given capacity 
and potentially higher reliability resulting frorn the reduction 
in the nwnber of external connexions. 

TELETYPEWRITER-COMPATIBLE V.D.T.S 

Computer ti1ne-sharing bureau service in U.K. is co1nmonly 
based on customer use of the ASR33 teletypewriter tern1inal 
for co1tU11unicating on-line with the bureau computer which 
is used for development and execution of custo1ner programs. 
The computer-system software (that is, supervisory progran1s 
for automatic control of job scheduling and control of input
output) and channel hardware, such as, multiplexers and 
customer buffer stores, are, therefore, designed for handling 
short nlessages (up to 80 characters or one line on the 
teletypewriter) at low speed to and fron1 the terminals. 

Development of the alpha-nun1eric v.d.t. has led to v.d.t.s 
being offered by manufacturers to meet bureau customer 
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market demand for a quiet terminal which is 1norc reliable 
and requires less regular n1aintenance than the ASR33 tcle
type\vriter. There are 12 hardware-controlled stand-alone 
type v.d.t.s now available in the U.K. which are called 
teletypewriter-compatiblc v.d.t.s. The ASR33 teletypewriter 
transn1its single American Standard Code for Infonnation 
Interchange (A.S.C.I.I.) characters as they are keyed in and 
receives A.S.C. Ll. characters transmitled from the bureau 
computer at a rate of 110 bit/s. The v.d.t.s are capable of 
being operated in similar nlanner. Jn any particular con1puter 
systein, when a teletypewriter is to be replaced by this type of 
v.d.t., all character codes used by the v.d.t. must be given the 
same nleaning as those used by the teletype\vriter. 

Saine of these v.d.t.s have been designed to meet general 
purpose v.d.t. market demand in addition to that of the 
bureau customer. For example, in addition to being capable 
of operating in teletypcwriter-compatiblc inode, seven of the 
twelve v.d.t.s can also be operated in page mode (a page 
corresponds to the c.r.t. screen display capacity). In this 1node, 
characters keyed in are held in the refresh store and dis
played but are not trans1nitted to the computer until the 
message contained within the page is coinplete. Message 
editing can be performed using the v.d.t. cursor control keys. 
Provision of additional editing facilities (for example, insert/ 
delete, character/line) is generally li1nited, however, presmn
ably to enable the v.d.t.s to be marketed at a price more 
con1parable with the ASR33 te!etypewriter. With one excep
tion, these v.d.t.s do not have the variable tabulate facility 
which can be very useful for form-filling applications. Each 
of the twelve v.d.t.s is capable of trans1nitting and receiving 
data for display at rates higher than 110 bit/s. The v.d.t.s 
which are capable of operating in page mode can, for cx
a1nple, transmit messages in block form to the con1puter at 
600 bit/s or higher rate. 

CONCLUSION 

Within the past two years there has been a large increase in 
the number of alpha-nun1eric v.d.t. models available. Plan-

Book Review 

"Electric Network Analysis." R. G. Meadows. The Athlone 
Press, 492 pp. 322 ill. £6. 

The book is intended to be an introduction to electric 
net\vork theory mainly for first-year students of degree and 
diploma courses. It is considered desirable that readers know 
the basic concepts of electricity and magnetism and have a 
kno\vledge of mathen1atics at intermediate standard. 

With regards to the contents and presentation of the book, 
there are eight main sections, namely: Introduction to 
voltages, currents, and the lumped-circuit elements of resis
tance, capacitance and inductance; phasor and complex
notation methods of steady-state network analysis; transient 
analysis of nehvorks by classical methods; resonance in elec
tric networks; network topology and steady-state 1nesh and 
nodal n1ethods of analysis; network thcoren1s, equivalence 
and reduction; Inductive coupling and transforn1er networks; 
lumped circuit models for practical component and impe
dance measurements. In addition, there are t\VO appendices 
dealing with determinants and matrix algebra. 

There are nu1nerous worked examples in the text, followed 
by several problems at the end of each chapter, the answers 
to which are supplied at the end of the book. 

ll4 

ners of con1puter-controlled syste1ns are no longer faced with 
the lin1ited choice that existed previously and intensive 
con1petition between v.d.t. n1anufacturers and the increasing 
application of medium- and large-scale integrated-circuit 
techniques are contributing to falling cost of the v.d.t. Whilst 
cost to the custon1er will always be influenced by the facilities 
and the number of v.d.t.s required for any particular system 
application, there is a reasonable probability that, with the 
passing of the present economic recession, market demand 
and continued developn1ent \Vill result in significant reduction 
in the cost of general-purpose v.d.t.s. In aiming to ineet this 
den1and, the v.d.t. manufacturer must ensure that the neces
sary attention is paid to the human-factor require1nents upon 
which successful syste1n operation depends. 
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The number of aspects of network analysis covered is very 
large and, therefore, it is not possible to discuss all chapters 
in detail in a short review. Briefly, the early chapters deal 
with basic principles of Ohm's law, Kirchhoff's laws and a.c. 
theory, and then there is a gradual progression through 
various network theorems to more advanced \Vork requiring 
the use of matrices. 

Parts of the book will be of use to most students on elec
trical courses. For example, sections of the Telecorrununica
tion Principles syllabuses of Courses 49 and 300 of City and 
Guilds of London Institute arc covered. This also applies to 
other lines of study of this standard. The complete range of 
subject matter, however, would only be required for inore 
advanced courses. 

With regards to the presentation, the only criticisn1 of the 
book is that the various headings arc not bold enough. 

This is an excellent publication, but, owing to its com
paratively high price and extensive coverage, the book can 
only be reconunended as a purchase to students on degree 
and diploma courses. Other classes of students should obtain 
the book from a library and decide for themselves whether or 
not to buy. 

J. F. 



The Maintenance of Datel 600 Multipoint Networks 

J. J. HARTt 

U.D.C. 621.394.4: 681.31 

M11/�ipo1:111 1:1orki11g, using a network configuration i11terco1111ecti11g a ntanber of tenninals, has a particular 
applt�a/1011 111 111odern con!1nu�iicatio11s for data tranJjer and con1puter utilization. The use of 111ultipoi11t 
work

.
u1g J.o!· data-c

.
01nn111111cat1011 networks to 111eet such needs, to reduce line costs and to satisfy a high 

ser�'tcea�rltty req1uren1ent has led to the b1trod11ctio11 of special arra11ge1ne11ts to aid their 1nai11te11a11ce. 
T_lns ar//c/e describes a typic�d n11dtipoi11t syste111 for data tra11sn1issio11 purposes, and also the fault diag11os
t1cs and n1ethods en1ployed }or 111ai11tai11i11g the British Post Office plant used. 

INTRODUCTION 

For many data-communication systems, the call setting-up 
time, the speed limitations, the tariff structure and other 
characteristics of the public switched telephone network may 
be acceptable. However, if these features are incompatible 
with the overall plan, some form of closed (private) circuit 
network is usually necessary. One critical factor in determin
ing the type of network required for a particular system is the 
cost of the interconnecting transmission media. Various 
techniques are available to minimize this cost, and one 
nlethod successfully adopted in the United Kingdom is the 
use of multipoint data circuits, whereby a number of out
stations are connected to one circuit serving a central point, 
generally a computer.1 The computer and appropriate out
station equipment is provided and maintained by the user, 
whilst the transmission network is provided and maintained 
by the British Post Office (B.P.O.). In addition, the B.P.O. 
usually provides the requisite modems to permit data trans
mission over the present analogue transmission plant. 

At present, about 8,000 Datel Modems No. 1 have been 
installed for the Datel 600 Service,2 and 70 per cent are used 
for multipoint working. Large networks have been set up by 
the B.P.0. for banks, building societies and similar concerns 
which have a large number of branches distributed throughout 
the United Kingdom and, in some instances, overseas. The 
total dependence of the outstation on communication witn the 
central computer, often working in real time, for the normal 
day-to-day business operations also requires that the service
ability of the transmission system should be of a high order. 
Special facilities have been provided to help in the localizing 
of faults and to minimize out-of-service time caused by faults 
on the circuits and nlodems. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

A simple multipoint circuit is made up of a main section, 
usually long, and a nwnber of spur sections of various lengths 
radiating fro1n a branching point, as shown in Fig. 1. The 
circuits are 4-wire throughout and splitting and combining 
net\vorks are fitted at the branching point. These allo\v signals 
from the computer centre to be transmitted to all the out
stations and signals from any outstation to be transmitted to 
the centre, but there is no intercommunication between the 
outstations. More than one branching point may be needed, 
resulling in <louble or triple star configurations. However, 
the maximum nun1ber of spur sections is kept to 12 due 
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FIG. 1-Single star n1ultipoint circuit 

mainly to cumulative noise limitations. The type of circuit 
provided depends on the data-transmission speeds required 
and, for 600 or 1,200 bit/s transmission, the lines are to the 
private circuit S3 speech tariff standard, and a nominated 
reserve circuit is provided for the common section. T o  
safeguard service, diversity routing i s  used between the 
serving exchange and the computer centre whenever possible, 
and all terminals are normally provided with a standby 
facility permitting use of the telephone switched network at an 
appropriate speed. 

In order to aid the breakdown of ba1Tier resistances in the 
unsoldered joints used in the local-cable network and to 
provide identifying potentials to cable maintenance personnel. 
d.c. wetting is supplied from the local cable terminating 
exchanges on a loop basis. 

The Datel Modem No. 1 can be adjusted for different 
modes of operation by means of internal straps and, in this 
application, the modem is strapped for 4-wire full-duplex 
working. The alternative access over the public switched 
telephone network, provided for standby working in the 
event of the private circuit failing, is also ulilized for testing 
purposes. Connexion of the modems to the customer's 
terminal equipment at outstations and to the computer, via its 
transmission control unit, is by the niodern interface3 plug 
and socket. The B.P.O. maintenance responsibility extends 
fron1 moden1 interface to interface and the data performance 
is to the C.C.T.T.T. * rccommendations.4 Spare modems and 
line flexibility facilities are fitted at the computer centre 

* C.C.T.T.T.-International Telegraph and Telephone Consul
tative Co1n1nittee. 
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FIG. 2-Modems and line flexibility rack at the 
computer centre 

(Fig. 2) for substitution purposes under circuit-failure condi
tions and the user has the necessary control facilities appro
priate to his system. 

SYSTEM OPERATION 

Because of the shared common section, a line discipline is 
necessary and this is controlled by the computer. No terminal 
is permitted to transmit signals until requested to do so by the 
central computer. In a typical system, the modem at the 
centre is permanently on-line and a steady signal is present on 
all sections of the transmit pair. The carrier detector of each 
outstation modem is operated and a message sent from the 
computer is demodulated by all outstation modems and 
passed in d.c. binary form to each terminal. This message, 
termed the polling 1m:ssage, includes a uni4ue address code 
that is recognized by one particular terminal, whereupon, the 
modem modulator is connected to line and the terminal 
acknowledgement is transmitted to the computer. Having 
established contact with the required terminal, data traffic can 
then be exchanged. 

If the terminal addressed has no information ready for 
transfer, a data signal to this effect is returned in response to 
the polling message and the computer then broadcasts 
another polling message which will be recognized by the next 
terminal in the polling schedule. This procedure is repeated 
until all terminals on the multipoint line have been interro
gated. Simultaneously, other transmission control units asso
ciated with the computer operate on other parts of the system 
and a complete network consisting of about 900 terminals can 
be polled in approximately 10 seconds. Asynchronous work
ing at 1,200 bit/s, using the International Telegraph Alphabet 
No. 5, 5 is commonly used and, if errors occur in the messages, 
requests for re-transmissions are made by the computer. 
Polling messages and te1minal responses are usually only a 
few characters in length, and, under quiescent idling condi
tions, the line signals appear as audio pulses with a character
istic rhythm. 

FAULT DIAGNOSTICS 

The nature of the system operation effectively provides 
network sw-veillance and any impairments are rapidly 
brought to the attention of the line controller at the computer 
centre. Faults can be broadly divided into catastrophic, such 
as failure to obtain a response to the polling message, or 
intermittent, when, for example, an abnormally high number 
of message re-transmissions is occurring. It is possible to set 
limits in the control program and, when they are exceeded, 
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an alarm condition is printed out at the user's network
control console. From the print out, the line controller can 
monitor the overall efficiency of the network and can generally 
identify and locate failures within the system. This is an 
important and necessary step, as there is a division of main
tenance responsibility with respect to the network, computer 
and associated hardware. Out-of-service time can be mini
mized and abortive visits by the various maintenance organi
zations avoided if a comprehensive diagnostic procedure can 
be evolved. 

For example, failure of all terminals on a line to respond 
indicates a fault on the main-circuit section, the branching 
panel, the computer-centre modem or transmission control 
unit. If, after substitution by the line controller of another 
transmission control unit and modem, service is not restored, 
the fault is handed to the B.P.O. as a main-section fault. 
Similarly, failure of only one terminal to respond suggests a 
fault on the spur, an element of the branching panel, out
station modem, or the terminal equipment. Provided the 
terminal is proved to be fault free and the user can continue 
working by switching to the standby telephone line and 
establishing connexion direct to the computer centre over the 
public switched telephone network, the fault would be 
reported by the user as a spur fault. If, after proving the 
terminal to be fault-free, the standby facility proved in
effective and the terminal were completely isolated, the failure 
would be reported to the B.P.O. as a probable modem fault. 

Most of the system control and fault diagnosis takes place 
at the user's computer centre and, for the effective control of 
maintenance, it is desirable for the line controller to liaise with 
one fault reception point within the B.P.O. maintenance 
organization. This point is the Trunk Maintenance Control 
Centre (T.M.C.C.) which is geographically adjacent to the 
computer centre. The main sections are routed through the 
T.M.C.C., which is invariably the circuit control for private 
circuits. This is termed the Data Network Control Centre 
(D.N.C.C.) for the network. The D.N.C.C. has the respon
sibility of progressing faults with the various sub-controls and 
of calling in the Datel Test Centre (D.T.C.) if necessary. Out
line network diagrams are supplied to the D.N.C.C. and the 
line controller to facilitate diagnosis and fault reference. 

B.P.O. circuit testing follows the well-established principles 
used for speech circuits, and the maintenance limits for 
attenuation/frequency response, crosstalk, and continuous 
and impulsive noise closely correspond to those used for 
commissioning the circuits for data purposes. For faults 
diagnosed to a spur, tests would be made from the branching 
point and test access is provided for this purpose. To ensure 
adequate testing co-operation, particularly during the normal 
working day, the branching points are selected to be at 
exchanges of group switching centre (g.s.c.) status whenever 
possible. 

Because the line transformer of the modem is not designed 
to carry d.c., an additional transformer is required to enable 
loop d.c. wetting to be applied and test-access and a simple 
line-looping facility which can be operated by the customer 
is also provided. This equipment is mounted in a moulded 
plastic case and provides a standard line termination for the 
private circuit (Fig. 3). With customer co-operation, trans
mission testing is, therefore, possible from the branching 
point, without B.P.O. staff at the outstation. Theoretically, i t  
i s  possible to test from the D.N.C.C., but, normally, this is 
inadmissible as the remainder of the multipoint network is in 
operational use. 

Methods of Testing 

For proving the modem, the standard remote test facility, 
built into all the present range of B. P.O. modems, is used. The 
test is performed by the nominated D.T.C. using the standby 
2-wire telephone line access, bypassing the normal 4-wire 
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FIG. 3-0utstation showing Case No. 200, modem, standby 
telephone and the customer's terminal 

private-circuit line. The D.T.C. contacts the outstation and 
the customer removes the interface plug, thus making the 
test independent of the terminal. When requested, the test 
button on the back of the modem is depressed to operate a 
test relay within the modem. The actual test performed 
depends on the particular usage of the modem under test, but, 
for 4-wire working, the demodulator and modulator are 
connected together via an inverter. When a steady tone 
representing a binary 1 is received, it is inverted and passed, 
back to the modulator as a binary 0. The hybrid completes the 
loop and a self oscillation of 160 bit/s is set up (Fig. 4). This 
characteristic oscillation can be detected by the D.T.C. using 
a Date! Tester No. 16 and gives an indication of the state of 
the modem, although the test is limited by the capabilities of 
the telephone network and the economics of providing 
additional circuitry in the modem solely for more sophistica
ted testing over the 2-wire circuit. 

A better test of the modem can be performed if the user, on 
request, replaces the no1mal interface plug by a specially
strapped dummy plug that loops the demodulator to the 
modulator and conditions the modem for 1,200 bit/s working. 
When the test button is depressed, data signals, transmitted to 
the modem on the transmit pair of the private circuit, are 
returned on the receive pair and can be checked. For full 
exploitation of this facility, a modem and Date] Tester No. 1 
would be needed at each branching point, but, at present, it is 
only economical to equip the D.N.C.C.s. However, a simple 
test of modem continuity can be made from the branching 
point using conventional transmission testing equipment by 
transmitting a tone of 1,300 Hz (binary 1) or 2,100 Hz 
(binary 0) and measuring the returned signal. 

The customer is contractually obliged to prove that the 
terminal is fault-free before reporting that a failure is due to 
B.P.0. services. However, this often presents difficulties 
owing to the lack of technical user staff at the outstation, and 
the desire to keep terminal costs low. Thus, line controllers 
are sometimes willing to check that B.P.O. plant is fault-free, 
by conducting data loop round tests using the dummy plug 
even though the line has to be closed down temporarily to 
normal traffic. In some systems, the computer can be program
med to make the test, thus avoiding the need for a date! tester 
at the computer centre. 

The most comprehensive test is made by end-to-end testing 
using a Datel Tester No. 1 connected to the modems at the 
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centre and the outstation, in place of the customer's equipment. 
This is the method used for commissioning and it meets the 
C.C.I.T.T. recommendations for testing in a synchronous 
mode with 511-bit pseudo-random pattern. However, it does 
not simulate exactly the polling operation. In some user 
systems, incorrect functioning can be caused by adverse 
tolerances in the timing of the interface signals between the 
modem and the customer's equipment. Such difficulties might 
arise, however, with any design of modem and a timing tester 
suitable for checking this feature of B.P.O. modems is being 
developed. A high-speed multi-channel recorder technique is 
showing promise for use in detailed investigation of relation
ship between the various signals. For these types of test, when 
the interface signals have to be monitored, the test points 
provided on the modem modules allow convenient access 
whilst the customer's equipment remains connected by the 
interface socket and in an operational mode. 

Intermittent faults are the most troublesome to the customer 
and the maintenance engineer. Line continuity can be checked 
by using standard in-service monitoring equipment in 
which a tone, outside the data frequency band, is injected into 
the circuit, and, at a distant point, it is filtered, detected and 
applied to a recording decibelmeter. Checks on the long-term 
reliability of data performance are also becoming necessary 
and a data logger, for associating with the Date[ Tester No. l, 
will soon be available. The majority of intermittent faults have 
been found to be in the local-line plant and the general 
approach, where these persist, is to conduct a detailed and 
exhaustive check and overhaul. Such work is time consuming 
and requires considerable perseverance on the part of the 
maintenance staffs concerned. 

Restoring Service 

For a complex fault, the administrative difficulties in 
controlling engineering effort simultaneously at a number of 
places and co-operating with the customer's engineers can be 
formidable. The reluctance of the customer to release parts of 
the networks, or the modems, for further testing when they 
are partly operational can lead to delays and often results in 
the maintenance work being postponed until after the normal 
working hours. 

If a main section fails, service can be rapidly restored by 
changeover to the nominated reserve, and, to enable faulty 
branching panels to be changed quickly, the transmission 
levels are set to a common standard. Records of all B.P.0. 
modems fitted in the United Kingdom are held by the D.T.C.s, 
and the changing of faulty modems is under their control. 
Field staff are required to carry out further local diagnosis 
with D.T.C. co-operation, as necessary, and the modem is 
made good by replacing faulty modules from a locally-held 
stock of spares. Each Telephone Area holds an appropriate 
percentage of each type of module for this purpose. Faulty 
modules are returned to a central repair point and no module 
repairs are carried out in the customer's premises. 
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The D.T.C. organization serves a valuable function to the 
field staff at customer and system operational points by 
assisting them with the day-to-day problems that arise in 
maintaining a relatively new service. It also permits the 
.performance of the moden1s and the gro\vth of the service to 
be readily measured. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of n1ultipoint working for data communications 
brings the serviceability of the plant, particularly the lines that 
were not designed primarily for the transmission of data, 
under continuous close scrutiny. Out-of-service time is 
critical to the customer and accurate fault diagnosis from the 
computer centre is necessary. This has been recognized by the 
B.P.O., special facilities having been provided for helping the 
customer to isolate faults and for facilitating prompt restora� 
tion of services. Experience has shown that present testing 

methods are not all-embracing and it is occasionally necessary 
to make special tests of the important characteristics involved 
when sending polling messages to the terminals. 

The knowledge gained in maintaining Datel 600 multipoint 
net\vorks will be valuable when considering the require1nents 
necessary for the more sophisticated data-transrnission 
systems now being planned. 
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Satellite Communications via Goonhilly Aerial No. 3 
U.D.C. 621.396.946 

Tile introduction of a third aerial systen1 at Goonhilly will enable the United Ki11gdo111's earth station to 
n1ai11tai11 its 111ajor role in the expanded network of global con1111u11icatio11s 111ade possible by a new generation 
of con1111111dcatio11 satellite, INTELSAT IV. 

When the third aerial system at Goonhilly earth station is 
brought into service, it will be possible to route interconti
nental circuits to and fron1 the United Kingdom via either of 
the two new INTELSAT IV satellites located over the Atlantic 
Ocean, to any country having an earth station in the Atlantic 
Ocean region. Initially, the No. 3 Aerial systen1 will provide a 

total of 384 circuits to interconnect Goonhilly, via the satellite, 
with 17 other earth stations. As installed, the system is 
capable of expansion to 22 routes and the design caters for 
ultimate growth to 35 routes by the provision of additional 
equipment. 

The £2M contract for provision of Goonhilly No. 3, let to 
Marconi Communications Systems Ltd in August 1970, was the 
first British Post Office contract requiring the design and con
struction of a complete earth station. Approximately 85 per 
cent of the equipment, including the aerial, is Marconi's 
proprietary design and is similar to that installed at several 
other earth stations overseas, but Aerial No. 3 has a signi
ficantly greater complement of telecommunications equip
ment to match the U.K.'s service commitments. The non
standard features are concerned mainly with i1nproved 
standards of safety and additional facilities to reduce the 
out-of-service ti1ne at Goonhilly, now one of the largest earth 
stations in the world. All the equipment complies with the 
agreed INTELSAT standards of technical performance. 

In the transmitting system, the normal outgoing telephony 
channels are concentrated at baseband frequencies into t\vo 
groups, one of 252 channels, the other of 132 channels. An 
additional group of 132 channels can be activated when re
quired for contingency services, e.g. to provide alternative 
circuits during a transatlantic cable failure. Each group of 
outgoing channels modulates an exclusive nlulti-destination 
carrier at the intermediate frequency of 70 Ml fz and, after 
appropriate pre-e1nphasis and bandwidth control, is converted 
in one stage to the final radiated frequency in the drive 
system. Each transmitting chain is duplicated to give the 
reliability required. Modulated carriers can be combined, as 
required, at the input of the final transmitting stages con1-
prising four wide-band 8kW travelling-wave tubes. Two 
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working trans1nittcrs and one stand-by norn1ally serve for the 
telephony traffic. The fourth transmitter is norn1ally used for 
television but also serves as an additional reserve for telephony 
during routine transn1ittcr maintenance. 

The common receiving equipment comprises duplicated 
cryogenically-coolcd parametric amplifiers mounted in the 
high-level aerial cabin and connected, by means of a \videband 
waveguide and second-stage. amplifiers, to a branching 
network in the central building. Here, the individual carriers 
from the distant earth stations are filtered out and converted 
to the intermediate frequency (70 MHz) in t\vo stages, using 
stripline1 techniques throughout. Bandwidth restriction and 
de-emphasis net works appropriate for the channel loading of 
the carriers arc included in the demodulating equip1nent. 
Reserve equipment is brought into use automatically when 
required. Despite the complexity arising from the number of 
received s.h.f. carriers it has been possible to integrate the 
Goonhilly No. 3 control arrangements with those existing 
for Goonhilly Aerials Nos. I and 2. 

When Goonhilly Aerial No. 3 is operating, Aerial No. 2 
will be modified in service to conform with the new perform
ance standards required for INTELSAT IV operation and it 
will continue to carry a major share of the heavy traffic to 
North America via the second Atlantic INTELSAT IV 
satellite. Goonhilly Aerial No. 1 will continue in its role of 
providing service to countries east of Britain via the Indian 
Ocean satellite. 

The Goonhilly No. 3 aerial and its tracking system have 
already been described in some detail in this Journal.2 An 
article dealing with the earth-station equipment for operation 
\Vith INTELSAT IV satellites will be published in a later 
issue. 

V. C. M. 
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Notes and Comments 

J, A. C. Kynaston, C.Eng., M.l.E.E., M.E.R.E., 
M.B.l.M. 

Jack Kynaston's promotion to Controller Planning & 

Works, Wales and the Marches will be warmly welcomed by 
all his many friends both inside and outside the Post Office. 

He joined the Post Office in Shrewsbury in 1933 and after 
general training progressed through the minor engineering 
grades, spending two years at the Research Station, Dollis 
Hill. In 1941 he was promoted to Inspector and then Assistant 
Executive Engineer working on external and internal planning 
and works in Area and Regional offices until 1960, when he 
was made Executive Engineer on accommodation planning. 
His next appointments were S.E.E. in 1966, on equipment 
planning and design, and R.E. in 1970 on exchange equip
ment work, power plant, accommodation services and critical 

path analysis. His progress is unusual in that, with the 
exception of short absences in T.H.Q. and Midland Region, 
his whole career has been spent in Wales and the Marches. 
His wide knowledge of both the work and the Region make 
him an excellent choice for C.P.W. 

In spite of the many demands of his official activities he has 
cultivated a range of other interests and hobbies including 
rowing, archery, oil painting and churchwork, and in the 
latter case has been responsible for the Christian Stewardship 
Campaign at his local church for more than 8 years. 

His enthusiasm, coupled with a kind and sympathetic 
disposition and unfailing courtesy, has always brought out the 
best in others and ensured complete loyalty in his staff and 
will continue to ensure success in his new post. 

H.M. 

J. F. P. Thomas, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.l.E.E. 

Frank Thomas joined the Post Office Research Station at 
Dellis Hill in 1937, becoming a Probationary Inspector in 
1942 and a Senior Executive Engineer in 1957. 

Much of his early career was spent in the physics laboratory 
where he worked on a wide variety of tasks including in
vestigations into magnetic materials. 

In 1948 and throughout the '50s he worked on the design 
of repeater components and terminal equipments for the first 
Transatlantic Telephone Cable (TAT 1) and contributed to 
many other aspects of that taxing project, in particular the 
laying of the cable across Newfoundland. 

In 1963 he was promoted to Assistant Staff Engineer in 
the old LMP Branch with responsibilities for planning the 
inland trunk network and in 1966 he took charge of the 
Branch as Staff Engineer. His time in LMP Branch coincided 
with a marked expansion of the inland trunk network which 
has continued unabated through all the changes in Post Office 

organisation. These changes brought his Branch into Net
work Planning Department which he left in 1970 when he 
became Deputy Regional Director, L.T.R., first on service 
and then on planning. He took this complete change of 

environment in his stride but never made any secret of his 
continued interest in his old department. 

· 

We were therefore not surprised when he returned to Net
work Planning in 1972 as D.D.E. in charge of the Line, Radio, 
Datel and Submarine Division. Within a few months he was 
appointed Director, Network Planning, a task which he is 
tackling with his usual good humour, drive and robust 
common sense. We wish him well in his new job. 

K.F. 

K. J, Chapman, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.l.E.E. 

There can be little doubt in the minds of all who know him 
that in promoting Keith Chapman to Personne.I Controller 
as Deputy Head of the Appointments Centre, those respon
sible have chosen well. 

An engineer at heart, yet with a physics degree, Keith 
brings to the job a wealth of experience both technical and 
practical combined with a wide knowledge and understanding 
of people. 

During the war years he served with the Royal Signals 
attaining the rank of Captain. The keen interest in com
munications aroused by this experience shaped his career. 

In 1950 he joined the Research Department and worked 
on submarine systems .. Then in 1965 he moved to electronic 

switching on promotion to A.S.E. Later he left Dollis Hill 
to join the Appointments Centre as an Assessor and subse
quently transferred to Telecommunications Development 
Department for work on the proposed digital data network. 

Keith comes to his new job with a wide background of 
social activities. For many years he played leading parts in 
the Dollis Hill pantomimes and is a past Chairman of the 
Research Social Club. At home, he has for long played im-
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portant roles in local amateur operatic productions. Having a 
family of four boys, almost inevitably he is chairman of the 
local Scout group. 

Keith's boundless energy and good humour erupt in that 
brief, explosive, magnificent belly laugh which still echoes in 
the corridors of Dollis Hill. 

All his friends will want to congratulate him on his appoint
ment. We also congratulate the Appointments Centre. 

E.F.S.C. 

R. E. G. Back, C.Eng., F.l.E.E. 

Mr. Back has spent the last six years in the field of satellite 
communications and has made himself known to a large circle 
of colleagues in the tasks for which he has been responsible in 
the provision of the second and third large-dish aerial ter
minals at Goonhilly. Initially as an A.S.E., and in the past 
three years as head of the Earth Station Planning and Pro
vision Branch, he has shown himself more than equal to the 
wide range of challenges that this demanding work has in
volved. Under his guidance, the work of the Branch has 
progressed in several ways, notably in the R & D field and by 
the establishment of a consultancy group which has secured 
advisory work on the construction of earth stations overseas. 

Prior to this period he was involved in a number of diverse 
projects ranging from deep-cable construction to the external 
construction of a large v.l.f. radio station. In all these assign
ments he has earned the respect of his colleagues for his 
ability to get action just where it was most needed, at the 
right times. His appointment as Deputy Director in charge of 

the Line, Radio, Datel and Submarine Division of Network 
Planning Department is one to which he will bring those 
qualities of leadership and drive for which he is well known. 
His many friends congratulate him and wish him welJ in this 
new sphere of work. 

J.K.S.W. 

New l.Mech.E. Postal Engineering Section 

The Institution of Mechanical Engineers (Manipulative 
and Mechanical Handling Machinery Group) has recently 
formed a specialist section to deal with Postal Engineering. 
This has followed from the running of a very successful 
British Postal Engineering Conference in May 1970 which 
339 delegates attended including 51 from 19 different overseas 
countries. (The opening paper of this conference was pub
lished in 3 parts in previous issues of the Journal.*) The 
Proceedingst are still in demand from overseas as being the 
only comprehensive text-book on the subject. Subsequent 
to this conference, three evening discussion meetings have been 

• N. C. C. de Jong: Progress in Postal Engineering, P.O.E.E.J., 
Vol. 63, p. 63 et seq. 
· t Published by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. 
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held at the institution's headquarters in Westminster with 
attendances of about 150. 

The object of forming this specialist section is to ensure 
that adequate time and effort is devoted to discussion and 
debate of topics in, what the Institution of Mechanical 
Engineers has recognized to be, the important and developing 
field of Postal Engineering. This includes the handling of 
letters, parcels and packets but in addition mechanical equip
ment for GIRO or the agency services of the Post Office 
could be the subject of review. The section committee with 
representatives from the Post Office and industry organizes 
meetings, conferences, evening debates etc. on Postal Engineer
ing matters and liaises with the l.P.O.E.E. and the I.E.E. 
Control and Automation Division. 

The future plans include evening discussion meetings for 
Thursday 14 December 1972 on "Can packets be mechanically 
handled?" and Thursday 5 April 1973 on "Human factors 
on the design and operation of new mechanization systems"; 
a one day conference on "The design, testing and com
missioning of postal mechanization systems" is planned for 
27 February 1973. The second Postal Engineering Conference 
will take place later and an international flavour is proposed. 

Anyone interested in the future programme of the Postal 
Engineering Section, whether or not a member of a professional 
institution, may obtain further details and enrolment forms 
from Mr. P. A. Lancaster, The Institution of Mechanical 
Engineers, I Birdcage Walk, London SWIH 9JJ. 

Letters to the Editor 

Dear Sir, 
I thought I would write and teJJ you how much I appreciate 

the Post Office Electrical Engineers' Joumal that comes to me 
free every quarter. I am particularly pleased to read the Press 
Notices because one of the problems of a retired officer still 
interested in the progress of the service is to obtain informa
tion as to what is going on. It is just over ten years since I 
retired from Home Counties Region and I have enjoyed my 
retirement very much. 

Eilean Aigas, 
20 Roundwood Park 
Harpenden, 
Herts. 

Dear Sir, 

Yours sincerely, 
J. McA. OWEN 

As you know we frequently discuss on the Editorial Board 
the problem of keeping our Joumal image up-to-date over the 
years. The style and content have been changed with that in 
mind. However, we have not gone as far in either content or 
external appearance as some of the other professional journals. 
The New Civil Engineer which seems to have been modelled 
on the American Time and News Week styles, is a case in 
point. 

It would be most interesting to read some views from our 
readership on this problem before we carry out a further 
review on editorial policy. 

Postal H.Q., 
St. Martin's le Grand, 
London ECJA lHQ 

Dear Sir, 

Yours faithfully, 
N. C. C. de JONG 

We would like to comment on the article by Messrs Harris 
and Kilsby entitled "Terminating External Cables in Tele
phone Exchanges" (published in the April 1972 issue), as 
there are some statements made therein which could be 
misleading. 



Firstly in the second paragraph "Main Distribution 
Fra1nes" it is inferred that either side of the rack type frames 
can be erected independently of the other. This is not so as 
only the line side rack will stand unaided, being constructed 
to provide the supports for the jumper field. The exchange
side rack is dependent on the line-side rack for support. 

The authors then go on to state that on pre-rack type 
frames it is a general rule that the 11 th (bottom) block on 
each vertical of the line side is used for junction cables whilst 
the local cables utilise the remaining 10 blocks. This may well 
be the case in u.a.x. 's or small n.d. exchanges with only one or 
two junction routes but certainly cannot be quoted as a 
normal happening. In large exchanges all 11 positions are 
used to terminate junction cable in sequence, as contractors 
providing new junction plant object to terminating cables 
on only the bottom spaces left by the Post Office. 

In some cases cables have been numbered top to bottom 
of the vertical, but in general on new m.d.f.s it has been 
numbered botton1 to top. 

In the L.T.R. 11 th block working has often been used as an 
expedient where the m.d.f. cannot be extended and is nearing 
saturation. 

On page 46 it is stated in the second paragraph that pre
rack type frames are built up from sections of 4 verticals. 
We feel that this should have read "rack type frames" as the 
old type frame is built up on site from mild steel strips and 
any number of verticals can be specified, apart fron1 the 
initial provision which is a minimum of 3. 

The statement in the "cables" paragraph that with the 
exception of small (up to 100 pairs) polythene local distribu
tion cables, paper is used to insulate the conductors of most 
external cables, again may be true of rural areas but cannot 
be stated as a general rule. Apart from which this is somewhat 
contradicted in the section "Protecting Cables on the M.D.F." 
where the authors discuss protection problems of large 
(over 400 pairs) polythene-insulated cables now being 
tenninatcd onto m.d.f.s 

Purther reference can be made to P .0. Educational Pam
phlet, Draft Series, General 3/8, P.O. Specifications TI IOI and 
TI 103, P.O. Drawings 8858 and TP 351. 

We are interested in the amount of time (money) being 
spent on the problems of randomly-terminated cables, 
mentioned in the article. Whilst we agree that it takes extra 
time, initially, for the jointing staff to bring out cables in 
correct pair order, may we point out that this is a once in 
30 year (possibly more) operation. Also one 1nust consider 
the other end which on large cables can tenninate in 1nore 
than one place, e.g. part in a cabinet, part in a subscriber's 
pren1ises, the rest in an auxiliary joint, thus surely making 
the keeping of correct records essential. 

Does the cost of development, and provision of electronic 
identification equipment, not to mention staff training in its 
use, outweigh the initial cost of laying out the cable in 
correct order, plus the subsequent ease of use? 

Surely a simpler solution can be found to the problems 
of petroleum jelly. 

Yours faithfully 
K. S. LONG and R.H. WOODWARD 

London Telecon1munications Region, 
Director's Office, 
Camelford House, 
87 Albert Embankn1ent, 
London SE! 7TS 

Dear Sir, 
I am aware that the Oxford English Dictionary gives 

"connexion'' as a preferred spelling, and that some dictionaries 
list "reflexion" as an alternative to reflection". However, I 
can find no precedent for printing "direxion" as on p. 22, 
second column, line 14 of the April 1972 P.O.E.E. Joumal. 

If this substitution of an "x" for "et" is to become P.O. or 
Journal policy, would you have us write as follows: 

Despite his obvious affexion for the tower, he spoke with 
dejexion, "After careful inspexion of the erexion, and dissexion 
of various parts, our collexion of data is now complete. The 
cure for the deftexion of the top sexion, \Vhich had previously 
escaped detexion, is apparently the injexion of a selexion 
of plastics materials. This will ensure our future protexion 
and lead to the rejexion of any further clain1s." 

Yours faithfully 
W. G. T. JONES 

Telecomn1unications Headquarters, 
Research Department, 
Scottish Mutual House, 
Lower Brook Street, 
Ipswich, I P4 IDW 

Publication of Correspondence 

The Board of Editors would like to publish correspondence 
on engineering, technical or other aspects of articles published 
in the Journal. 

Letters of sufficient interest will be published under "Notes 
and Co1n1nents". Correspondents should note that, as it is 
necessary to send copy to the printer well before publication 
date, it will only be possible to consider letters for publication 
in the October issue if they are received before 23 August 1972. 

Letters intended for publication should be sent to the 
Managing Editor, P.0.1'.:.r:. Journal, Post Office Factories 
Headquarters, Bovay Place, London, N7 6PX. 

Your Journal 

Over 38,000 copies of each issue of the Journal are printed. 
Inevitably, some do not reach their intended destination. The 
distribution system has recently been completely revised to 
try to improve the service that we give our readers. If some
thing does go \Vrong and your copy does not reach you, the 
following notes tell you what to do. 

External non-Post-Office readers 

Subscriptions for all non-Post-Office readers at home and 
abroad are dealt with by the Subscription Agent at 2-12 
Gresham Street. Subscriptions can run for any period of four 
issues and, with the last issue, a rene\val slip is included which 
should be returned with a remittance if you \Vish to continue 
to receive the Journal. If any queries arise it helps, although 
it is not essential, if you can quote the period for \Vhich your 
subscription has been paid. Subscriptions can be n1ade direct, 
or, if you prefer it, through a bookseller dealing with period
icals. 

Corresponding aud retired 1ne111bers of the I.P.O.E.E. 

These 1nembers receive their Journals directly by post. The 
1nembcrship list is maintained by the General Secretary of the 
Institution. If any corresponding or retired member is not 
receiving his Journal regularly or wishes to notify a change of 
address, he should write to the General Secretary, I.P.0.E.E., 
2-12 Gresham Street, London EC2V ?AG, stating the cate
gory of membership. 

Post Office staff' who are n1e111bers of the I11stitutio11 

Members of the Institution receive the Journal as part of 
the services paid for by their subscription. Copies are actually 
distributed by Journal local sales agents, but the agents 
merely act on the instructions of the local secretary of the 
Institution who is responsible for maintaining the n1embership 
roll. Any member of the Institution who is not receiving his 
Journal reguarly should, therefore, inform the local secretary. 
The local secretary should also be advised of changes of 
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official address by the member concerned. It is empha">izcd 
that the subscriptions paid by nlembers of the Associate 
Section do not include pay1ncnt for the Journal. Associate 
Section nlen1bers only receive the Journal if they pay for it 
separately by deduction fro1n pay, or by cash, and they should 
arrange for this by contacting their local sales agent. 

Post Office staff' who are not 111e111bers of the Institution 

Members of the Post Office staff who are not me1nbcrs of 
the Institution may pay for the Journal by deduction from 
pay, or by cash, and receive the Journals from Journal sales 
agents. There is a sales agent in every Telephone Manager's 
Office and in every llegional l-I.Q., Postal or Telecommuni
cations. Usually the agent is situated in a domestic or literature 
duty. Jn T.H.Q. there is an agent in every Department or 
Division, in the appropriate don1estic duty. Complaints about 
non-receipt or changes of address should be 1nade to the 
sales agent. The enquiry point in the Area, Region, Division 
or Department should be able to tell you the name of the 
local sales agent. In cases of difficulty write to the P.O.E.E. 
Journal, 2-12 Gresham Street, London EC2V ?AG, and \VC 

\Vill forward your letter to the sales agent. 

Notes for Authors 

Authors arc reminded that some notes arc available to 
help them prepare the manuscripts of the Journal articles in 
a way that will assist in securing uniformity of presentation, 
simplify the work of the Journal's printer and draughtsmen, 
and help ensure that authors' wishes are easily interpreted. 
Any author preparing an article for the Journal who is not 
already in possession of the notes is asked to write to the 
Managing Editor to obtain a copy. 

It is emphasized that all contributions to the Journal, 
including those for Regional Notes and Associate Section 
Notes, must be typed, with double spacing between lines, on 
one side only of each sheet of paper. 

Each circuit diagran1 or sketch should be drawn on a 
separate sheet of paper; neat sketches are all that are required. 
Photographs should be clear and sharply focused. Prints 
should preferably be glossy and should be unn1ounted, 
any notes or captions being written on a separate sheet of 
paper. Negatives or plates are not needed and should not be 
supplied. 

Model Answer Books 

Books of model answers to certain of the City and Guilds 
of London Institute examinations in telecommunications are 
published by the Board of Editors. Details of the books 
available are always given at the end of the Supplement to 
the Journal. The Board of Editors has reduced the price of 
Line Plant Practice A to 37-ip (42}p post paid). 

The Telecon1munication Principles B Answer Book is out 
of print at the moment but a reprint is in preparation and 
an announcement will be made in the Journal when it 
beco1nes available. 

Articles on Current Topics 

The Board of Editors would like to publish 1nore short 
articles dealing with topical subjects. Authors who have 
contributions of this nature are invited to contact the Manag
ing Editor. 

Syllabuses and Copies of Question Papers for the 
Telecommunication Technicians' Course 

The syllabuses and copies of question papers set for exam
inations of the Telecommunication Technicians' Course of 
the City and Guilds of London Institute are not sold by The 
Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal. They should be 
purchased from the Department of Technology, City and 
Guilds of London Institute, 76 Portland Place, London, 
WlN 4AA. 

-------------� 

Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal 
Would one of your colleagues like to take the Journal? A regular supply will be sent to anyone filling in and 

returning the form. If someone borrows your copy suggest he gets one of his own. Cut on dotted line. 
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To The Managing Editor, 

P.O.E.E. Joumal (Sales), 

2-12 Gresham Street, London EC2V ?AG 

Please arrange a regular supply of the Joumal until 
further notice. 

Name in Block Letters 

Rank ... 

Area/Region/Dept .. 

Official Address 

I, 

THE POST OFFICE 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS' JOURNAL 

Authority for Deduction fron1 Pay 

(Na111e in full-Sur11a111e first ill block capitals) 

authorize the deduction fron1 my salary or \Vages until further notice 

the stun of *2p pet' week for 42 weeks each year/7p per month, for 

payment to the Managing Editor, P.O. Electrical Engineers' Journal 

on my behalf. 

Signature of Officer ... Rank .... 

Official Address 

Date. Pay No ... 

Area/HQ. 

* Delete as required 



Regional Notes 

South Eastern Region 

Sf/baqueous cables for the Central Electricity Generating 
Board control circuits 

New power stations being built by the Central Electricity 
Generating Board (C.E.G.B.) depend on Post Office cables 
for their remote control and efficient operation. A main 
and an alternative outlet-cable are provided and security 
arrangements den1and adequate separating distance between 
them. 

The new power station being built at the Isle of Grain posed 
separation problems between the site and the local telephone 
exchange at All Hallows. If both new cables were to be drawn 
in this direction, approximately 9 km of duct would have to 
be laid in the carriage\vay to augn1ent the existing duct route 
laid in 1915, and which as a result of road in1provcments 
frequently crosses the carriageway. Alternatively, if only the 
main outlet-cable was pulled in, no additional duct would be 
required for future local requirements as sufficient bore space 
exists. 

On economic grounds, and with the approval of the 
C.E.G.B., a completely separate route for the alternative cable 
was proposed by laying a subaqueous cable across the mouth 
of the river Medway from the Isle of Grain to Sheerness 
(Fig. 1). During discussion with the C.E.G.B., it was realized 
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that this route could be used earlier than originally planned 
for an alternative outlet fro1n a new 400 kvolt sub-station at 
Pheasant Farm near Sittingbourne, due to be co1n1nissioned 
in January 1972. 

The work \Vas staged in two parts. Firstly the 1nain outlet, 
a 60-pair cable, was pulled in from All Hallo\vs unit auto
matic exchange to the access road leading to the Isle of Grain 
power-station. This was jointed to a 28-pair cable which 
continued to a joint box on the land side of the sea wall, 
where another joint was made to the 28-pair armoured 
subaqueous cable. On the other side of the estuary, fron1 
Garrison Point, a 28-pair cable was pulled in. These cables 
were loaded and fully balanced. 

Because of the possibility of flooding, the Kent River 
Authority would not allow pipes to be laid through the sea 
\Vall unless precautions were taken in the form of the con
struction of a coffer da1n. This would have been a very 
expensive operation and the proble111 \Vas overcon1e by 
building a reinforced concrete chute 30 111 long and 500 nm1 
deep, fitted with removable concrete lids from below high 
water mark and extending up and over the sea wall where 
the subaqueous cable was anchored and jointed to the land 
cable. 

The second stage will be required in 1975 and consists of 
the continuation of the n1ain outlet�cable into the control-

roon1 of the Isle of Grain power-station, and an alternative 
cable to Sheerness using a second subaqueous cable which 
will be routed to the po\ver station via the cooling water 
outfall. 

From the execution side, and apart from the nonnal junc
tion jointing, it was more a matter of providing sufficient staff 
to land the shore ends rather than an engineering problen1, in 
fact the main problem was a nautical one. 

At the Isle of Grain end, there are n1ud flats that extend out 
from the shore line for a distance of 800 n1. Jn consequence, 
they are covered at the deepest point by only I· 5-2 fathon1s 
of water, this depth being available for a period of only one 
hour at the highest point of the tide. 

A local boat was hired for the cable crossing and manned 
by a crew fro1n the Post Office Cableship Iris. The boat stood 
off at the Isle of Grain end as close to the shore as possible 
and a steel rope was taken out to it by dinghy. l'he cable was 
then winched ashore on buoyancy bags and the end 1nade 
secure. 

The Sheerness end was co1nparatively straight forward as 
the deep \Vater runs very close to the shore. Steel articulated 
ducts were fitted on this side which allows moven1ents by tide 
but protects the cable at the same tin1e. 

Finally the 800 n1 of cable was dug in across the nlud flats 
on the Isle of Grain side. Owing to the soft estuary n1ud and 
the speed at which the tide can1e in across this section it was 
not possible to use mechanical aids at all. 

Eastern Region 

The show 111t1st go 011 

R. APPLEYARD 
P. B. LOVELOCK 

The Post Office have secured the contract to provide piped 
television for the new city of Milton Keynes and the develop
ment corporation requested us to provide the service to a 
show house to be opened by Mr. Julian Amery, M.P., on 
25 February 1972. 

All kinds of difficulties were hurriedly overcome; these 
included refusal of planning consent for the original aerial 
mast site, early provision of a new-type coaxial cable and 
apparalus and temporarily erected poles to carry power to 
the hastily revised mast site. 

The weather was also against us, but a few days before the 
required date, the show house sticking out like a sore thwnb 
in a vast sea of 1nud, was \Vi red and ready. 

Unfortunately after all this effort, Mr. An1ery owing to 
other conm1itments, was unable to be present and at this late 
hour, \Vas unable to find a suitable replacement. 

N. R. WILLIAMS 

Northern Ireland Directorate 

De/ivelJ' of poles Jro111 PoU11g Contractors 

There arc two standard methods of unloading poles fro1n 
the paling contractors onto a pole stack: 

(a) The contractor thro\VS the poles onto the ground near 
the pole stack and the Post Office subsequently lifts then1 
onto the stack. 

(b) The poles arrive, with the slings already in position, in 
groups of five medium or 10 light poles per pair of slings. The 
Post Office use these slings to lift the poles direct from the 
vehicle to the pole stack with a crane. 

Until now it has not been possible to use either of these 
methods in Northern Ireland. Alternative (a) is in1practicable 
because of the design of the pole carrier, which is prin1arily 
built for boat loading. Alternative (b) was unacceptable to 
the contractor as there was no means of ensuring the retw·n 
of his slings since the vehicle does not go back to the pole 
depot, as is usual in the standard 1nethod. 

The method currently used in Northern Ireland, where a 
crane is available, is to sling the poles on arrival. This is both 
slow and unsafe. 

Agree1nent has now been reached between the Northern 
Ireland Directorate, Teleconununications Headquarters and 
one paling contractor to a 1nodificd pre-sling inethod as 
follows: 
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The slings are normally held at the creosoting depot but 
arc O\Vne<l by the Telephone Manager, Belfast. They can be 
identified as his property in the following way: 

(i) They arc stamped "P.O." on the loop; 
(ii) They are 14 ft long, all contractors slings being 16 ft 

long. 
1'he use of 14 ft slings instead of 16 ft slings should enable 

the 1nobile crane to position the poles on a standard pole
st�ck without the .use. of .the nlanua\ly extendable jib, and 
this may have application in other Regions. 

Subject to experience gained on this trial it n1ay be extended 
to other Teleco1n1nunications Engineering Centres. 

Midland Region 

Leicester Cardinal Exchange 

F. J. ROWBOTHAM 

The tallest building in the centre of Leicester has been 
designed to house a trunk switching co1nplcx to be known as 
Leicester Cardinal an� an international control centre (i.c.c.) 
to be calle� Wolsey; 1t was taken over fron1 the Depart1nent 
of the Environn1ent on the last day of 1971 to allow equip
n1ent contractors to start installation. These names con1-
�ernorate .the local coni:icxions with Cardinal Wolsey who 
�1ed at Leicester Abbey in 1530. The ruins of the Abbey arc 
in Abbey Park three-quarters of a mile north-west of the 
exchange, fron1 which it can be seen over the surrounding 
building. 

The tower block has J 7 floors rising above a podiun1 of 
�our floors, parts of which bridge a street. The trunk and 
JUnctio� S\.Vitching w1it of 5005-type crossbar equip1nent will 
work with the present Wharf Street Trunk non-director and 
junction: tanden1 exchange to serve the Leicester Zone. It will 
open wit� _approximately 6,200 ft2 of space on four floors . 
A 60-p�s1t1on �ordlcss. switchboard to carry automanua! 
traffic will be laid out hke an open plan office in a pleasant 
switchroom on the third floor. 

�eic�ster Wolsey i.c.c., with 70 positions of four-wire 
sw1tch1ng sleeve-control switchboards on the second floor 
will control English speaking international traffic froin th� 
Binningham and Leice.stcr 1nain switching centre areas, the 
catchment area extending as far as Lo\vestoft, Potters Bar, 
Gloucester, Matlock and Lough. 

A i;ie�. repeat�r station, Leicester D, will occupy 10,000 ft2 
and in1ttally �ill �e provided with 70 hyper-group and 
400 group terminations. 
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The crossbar power-plant has two 15,050 an1pere hour 
batteries on the eighth and eleventh floors with fow· 2 OOO 
a1npere rectifiers on the tenth floor. This power equip1nc�t is 
at the east end, but the apparatus lift is at the west end and the 
two large ventilating units will have to be partially dismantled 
to inanoeuvre 15 tons of power equipment through a passage 
barely 5 ft wide. 

The high-voltage switchroom is designed to provide 
6 Mwatls. The mediwn-voltage power distribution uses 
68 cables, 48 of which arc 960 mrn2 solid-aluminiwn con
ductors providing essential and non-essential feeds of 1,000 
amperes per phase to floors one to eight and nine to 17 as 
well as separate feeds to each main power-plant. 

Three standby engine sets, of 1·2 Mwatts each, have to be 
lowered to the upper basement. The alternators are already 
on site but ea�h engine, weighing 17-} tons, will have to be 
removed from its bed-plate in the street and lowered in two 
p�rts. Because of the angle of lift, a crane of 50 tons capacity 
\VIII be necessary and the street will have to be closed on a 
Sunday for the delivery of each engine. The three exhaust 
pipes are of 20 in bore and have a 330 ft vertical rise to the 
outlets on the tower-block roof, 

The heating and ventilating system is unique. Vertical ducts 
have been formed behind the windows on the back and front 
fa�es of th� tower by an inner skin with corresponding 
windows. High- and low-level grilles on each floor will provide 
a cross-flow of air. Four floors in the tower house large 
ventilators, each serving two floors above and two floors 
below. Hot air taken fron1 the equipn1ent floors \.Viii be 
re-used after washing, filtering and mixing with cool air. 

A three-level manhole has been built on the corner of the 
site. On the upper level, a 7 ft tunnel leads to the entrance of 
CIJ4 duct-ways in � 4 ft 6 in pipe to Wharf Street exchange. 
I he centt:e level gives access to the riser for high frequency 
cables, with two 48-way and two 24-way incoming ducts. At 
the lowest level, access to the cable cha1nbcr, 28 ft below 
ground level, has a 60-way inlet with provision for a second 
60-way. Two n1ain risers carry the external cables to the fourth 
floor where initially, 20 co-axial cables will terminate on the 
repeater station in the north \Ving, and 24 audio cables on the 
main distribution frame in the to\ver block. 

A project ?f this scope and 1nagnitude requires a great deal 
of co-operation and co-ordination at national and local levels 
and inevitably causes abnorn1al pressures on the various 
gro�ps ?f staffinvolved as the job proceeds, but all concerned 
are intngued to see plans con11nenced years ago beginning to 
take shape as Cardinal Wolsey rises again in Leicester. 

C. C. PIKETT 
R. CLARK 



Associate Section Notes 

Edinburgh Centre 

On Tuesday, 11 January, Mr. H. C. Stevenson, Personnel 
Division, Telecommunications l-Ieadquarters, Scotland pre
sented his talk, "Preparation for Interview". The speaker 
explained the reason for holding promotion boards, \Vhat is 
expected of the 1nan interviewed, and the way each man 
should approach it. Some dummy boards were illustrated by 
means of tape recordings and after a short tea-break Mr. 
Stevenson was kept busy answering the many questions put 
to him. This meeting produced an all time record attendance 
for the Centre or 92. 

At our next meeting, on Wednesday, 9 February, Mr. T. C. 
Watters of Service Division, Telecommunications Head
quarters, Scotland, gave his talk "Service in the Seventies''. 
This was a new look at exchange maintenance, new main
tenance aids, etc. Mr. J. McKain, who assisted, described 
and demonstrated a new electronic test-call sender. 

Thursday, 24 February was the date for a talk by two 
representatives of Audio Aids, Edinburgh, entitled "An 
Informal Insight into Hi-Fi". This was a very interesting 
evening, the speakers demonstrating the qualities of various 
stereo systems. 

On Tuesday, 7 March, Messrs. J. I. Murray and C. J. 
MacPherson of Service Division, Teleconunllllications Head
quarters, Scotland, presented a talk on "Island Communica
tions". This was followed by a showing of the colour film on 
the Highlands and Islands scheme, "In Touch". 

M. K. FINLAND 

Sheffield Centre 

The opening meeting or 1972 was held at Sheffield Uni
versity on 19 January where Mr. M. Bennett, a local member, 
presented an excellent paper entitled "Basic Microwave 
Systems". On 16 February Mr. A. G. Bradley, also or 
Sheffield, recounted some of his experiences in Sweden 
following his recent exchange visit. He added considerable 
interest to his talk by telling us not only about telecommuni
cations in Sweden, but also about the Swedish \Vay of life. 

An informal film show was arranged by Mr. J. P. Cooney 
on 24 February when the variety of subjects ensured an 
entertaining evening. 

Sixteen of our members visited the Post Office Factories at 
Birmingham on 8 February, and during the remainder of the 
session visits have been arranged to the Ideal Homes Exhibi
tion and British Leyland Motors. 

Other events held at the end of the session were papers by 
Mr. S. Watkins, Area Engineer, Sheffield, entitled "The 

Future of Telecommunications in Sheffield", and by Mr. 
Kirby of Telecommunications Headquarters, entitled "Practi
cal Aspects of Traffic Engineering", presented on 21 March 
and 24 April respectively. 

The annual general meeting \Vas held in May. 

K. H. BARKER 

Aberdeen Centre 

Our last meeting of 1971 was an evening visit to the Head 
Post Office in Aberdeen on 15 December. We were given a 
conducted tour by a local member, Mr. J. Mcintosh, and 
were shown Postal Mechanization in progress. The evening 
proved to be extremely interesting. 

The first visit of 1972 was to a local newspaper, The Press 
and Journal,. on the evening of 18 January. We were given a 
very interesting tour of the plant, preceded by a brief history 
of the paper. The visit was well attended by members despite 
severe weather conditions and power cuts. 

Our first talk or 1972 was on "Why Watch Birds" given by 
Dr. G. M. Dunnet of Aberdeen University. The talk, illu
strated by slides, was about pollution and conservancy and 
was well received by members who attended. 

J. H. McDONALD 

Dundee Centre 

The final meetings of the 1971-72 session were a visit to the 
National Engineering Laboratory, East Kilbride and the 
annual general meeting in April. The program has proved to 
be fairly popular, but the inclement weather conditions and 
illness prevented some members being present more often. 
Bob Topping, our Chairman, has recovered from his enforced 
lay-off and is back to work and attending meetings. Dave 
Millar is resting by order of the doctor and George Duncan 
is spending a rather lengthy term in hospital. 

Apart from a maximum attendance of 56 to hear Mr. 
Stevenson's talk on "Preparation for Interview", the "History 
of Old Dundee" in the form of a visit to the museum and a 
talk by Mr. W. Blair, author of Witches Blood, proved most 
popular. The men1bers' slide night with the best-slide com
petition had to be postponed till a later date, yet to be 
decided. 

The committee wish to thank members and friends for 
their support during the session. 

R. T. LUMSDEN 
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Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers 

Institution Field Medal Awards, 1970--71 Session 

In addition to the Institution Senior and Junior, silver and 
bronze medals, the Field Medals are awarded annually for 
the best papers read at meetings of the Institution on field 
subjects pri1narily of Regional interest. 

Field Medals were awarded to the following authors for 
papers read during the 1970-71 Session: 

R. D. Cull, North Eastern Centre. "An Insight into Trans-
1nission." 

W. Kirby, North Eastern Centre. "Practical Aspects of 
Telephone Traffic Engineering." 

Essay Competition 1970-71 

Prizes and Institution Certificates have been awarded to 
the following con1petitors: 

Prize of £15 to A. Buttrie, Technical Offit:er, Wakefield area, 
"Emergency, Which Service Do You Require?" 

Prize of £10 to R. Andrews, Technical Officer, Glasgow area, 
"Simple Project Control." 

Prize of £6 to D. W. Kidd, Technician IIA, Preston area, 
"A Postal Transfer Data Network." 

Prize of £6 to J. Parker, Mechanic Nottinghan1 area, "An 
Outline of the Motor Transport Organization." 

Prize of £3 to D. J. Griffin, Technical Officer, Glasgow area, 
"Some Relay Techniques in Telecomn1unications." 

Five certificates of 1nerit were awarded to: 
Mr. A. D. Ward, Technician IIB, Birminghan1 area, "Engi

neering Activities in the Post Office-Underground Cabling 
Duties, What Does I t  Involve?" 

Mr. A. W. Pettie, Technical Officer, Edinburgh area, "A Need 
to Conltllunicate." 

Mr. A. Barclay, Technical Officer, Glasgow area, "Son1e 
Changes I've Seen." 

Mr. J. Morrison, Technical Officer, Dundee area, "Computers 
in Exchanges-An Introduction to Stored Program 
Control." 

Mr. M. I. Stephenson, Technician IIA, Scarborough area, 
"My Training at Scarborough Repeater Station." 

Twenty-three essays were entered this year-an increase 
on last year. It is interesting to note that 19 of them can1e 
from north of the line Bristol Channel to the Wash and of 
these 19, 10 were fro1n Scotland. 

The essays were generally well presented and in most cases 
the authors took a great deal of trouble to make interesting 
reading, few failing to achieve this objective. The majority 
submitted very good essays. 

The Council of the Institution records its appreciation to 
Messrs. A. C. Eley, S. Rala, and A. W. Welsh, who kindly 
undertook to adjudicate on the essays entered for the Con1pe
tition. The prize-winning essays will be kept in the Institution 
Central Library and will be available to borrowers. 

Additions to the Library 

A. B. WHERRY 

General Secretary 

Library requisition forms are available fro1n Honorary 
Local Secretaries, fro111 Associate Section Centre Secretaries, 
and representatives, and from the Librarian, l.P.0.E.E., 
2-12 Gresham Street, London, EC2V ?AG. 

Members are rcn1inded that Prize Essays, Associate Section 
Prize Papers, and various unpublished papers are held in the 
library for loan, and that a list will be sent on request. Field 
Medal award-winning papers are also held for loan and are 
listed in the Supple1nent to the Library Catalogue. 
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5075 Signal Processing: Modulation and Noise. J. A. Betts 
(Brit. 1970). 

lntended primarily for the under-graduate student 
studying communication principles but \Vill also 
provide a useful reference for the professional engineer 
who is concerned with the fundamental theory of 
information transmission. Is suitable for self-study. 

5076 I1npro11ing Industrial Con1111u11icatio11-A Basic Guide 
Line for Ma11agers. A. S. Irvine (Brit. 1960). 

A comprehensive and praclical book for any inanager 
with responsibility for people at work. 

5077 Creative Systen1s Design. D. Rogers (Brit. 1970). 
Recomn1ended for anyone practising in Managen1ent 

Services-and for managers \vho want to know ho\v 
Managen1ent Services can help them. 

5078 Statistics: A First Course, 211d Ed. (lvfetric). R. 
Loveday (Brit. 1970). 

Designed for those \vho require an elementary intro
duction to the subject before embarking upon a more 
mathematical treatment. 

5079 Co111puter Appreciation. T. F. Fry (Brit. 1970). 

Will be of help to students with the computer content 
of the Ordinary National Diploma and Ordinary 
National Certificate in Business Studies but will also 
be of value to those reading it for interest. 

5080 A Social Histo1y o.f Engineering. W. H. G. Arn1ytage. 
Begins with the stone age and ends with the space 

age. 

5081 Electrical l11stallatio11 Technology. M. Neidle (Brit. 
1970). 

Written as a text book for the City and Guilds 
Electrical Installation Work, Course C. SI units are 
used throughout. 

5082 Power Engineerb1g using Thyristors, Volu111e I: Tech
niques of Thyristor Power Control. Mullard Ltd. (Brit. 
1970). 

This volume is concerned with the thyristor itself 
and the basic control techniques. The applications of 
thyristors are considered in a general \Vay. 

5083 Modern Electronic Maintenance Principles. D. J. 
Garland and F. W. Stainer (Brit. 1970). 

Deals with the principles of electronic 1naintenance 
at a level which is suitable for technicians and should 
interest those pursuing Ordinary and Higher National 
Certificate and Diploma Courses and City and Guilds 
Teclmicians Courses. 

5084 Se111ico11ductor Pulse Circuits with Experi111ents. B. B. 
Mitchell (Amer. 1970). 

A comprehensive textbook on pulse and switching 
circuits which provides the design, analysis, and the 
synthesis of the basic pulse and switching circuits, and 
introduces these circuits in their simplest form. 

5085 Vector Analysis for Mathe111aticia11s, Scientists and 
Engineers. S. Si111ons (Brit. 1970). 

Aims to supply the necessary understanding of 
vector algebra and calculus to the extent that the 
reader will be able to employ them hin1sclf in his O\VIl 
brand of science. 

5086 The Use of E.T. V. T. Gibson (Brit. 1970). 
Designed for those \Vho want to know \Vhat it 

involves, what use it can be and how it 1nay affect 
them. 

5087 Notes 011 Digital Co11111111nicatio11. G. L. Turin (Amer. 
1969). 

Written for the first year graduale level and assu1nes 
an acquaintance with infinile�dimensional linear 
spaces and knowledge of the theory of random 
processes. 



5088 Il1a11a11 Relatio11s in A1a11age111e11t. E. W. Hughes 
(Brit. 1970). 

Atten1pts to show how tentative working laws about 
people can be arrived at and used to predict behaviour 
in future situations. 

5089 Applied Engi11eering Design and Analysis. T.V. Duggan 
(Brit. 1970). 

Demonstrates how the engineer can produce real and 
meaningful solutions to design problen1s by following 
a methodical and systematic procedure. 

5090 Electrical E11gi11eeri11g Principles for Electrical Tele· 
co111111u11icatio11s and Installation TechJ1icia11s. G. S. 
Stott and G. Birchall (Brit. 1970). 

Covers the revised syllabuses of the Part 1 Electrical 
Teleco1nmunications Installation and the Radio and 
Television Technicians courses. Contains over 240 
worked examples and 370 problems, many from past 
papers. 

5091 Logic Circuits. N. M. Morris (Brit. 1969). 
Should be of value to all students of logic particu· 

larly those in Higher National Diploma, Higher 
National Certificate and City and Guild Courses. 

5092 A Progra1111ned Book OJI Se111ico11ductor Devices. 
Mullard Ltd. (Brit. 1970). 

This book is an introduction to semiconductor 
devices and its contents should be understood by any. 
one \Vith a basic knowledge of electronics. Emphasis 
is placed on the nature, construction and perforn1ance 
of semiconductor devices. 

5093 Mathen1atics.for Engineering Technology and Co111puting 
Science. H. G. Martin (Amer. 1970). 

Book Reviews 

"Binary Sequences." G. Hoffman de Visme. The English 
Universities Press Ltd,. vii -1- 117 pp. 45 ill. Boards £2.10, 
Unibook £1.25. 

Readers of the January 197 2 issue of this Journal will know 
that one application of binary sequences, that of a pseudo
random-sequence binary-digit generator, has a place in 
telecommunications; another application is to the construction 
of error-correcting codes. There are applications in radar for 
example, and in providing a test signal that can be combined 
with normal input in, say, chemical plants or aircraft control 
systems. 

The study of binary sequences brings in the Theory of 
Numbers and, hence, most engineers will be at a loss in 
trying to follow a theoretical paper on the subject. This book, 
\vritten by an engineer for engineers, aims at describing 
"the main properties and theory of binary sequences in a 
simple and ... fairly complete form", asswning "no mathe
matical knowledge beyond A-level". Most of the ten chapters 
are about the conunonly·used linear·fcedback shift register 
(linear because it uses only the "exclusive·OR" function), 

discussing such things as; synthesizing prescribed transfer 
functions; periodicity of self-generating systems; noise·like 
properties of sequences; sampling of sequences. There is 
one chapter on other fonns of binary sequences and one on 
applications. 

The author has, on the whole, succeeded in presenting an 
introduction to the subject that will be useful to engineers; 
inevitably, certain parts are difficult, since Number Theory is 
difficult. There are a few misprints, mostly obvious; lines are 
missing from Figs. 1.8 and 6.2. There is a curious omission 
in Chapter 1, in which is presented a canonical realization of 

The standard of material presented is mainly higher 
than that needed for the Higher National Certificate 
Engineering Courses, but the exposition may suit 
many students on these courses. 

5095 Teleco1111111111icatio11s Pocket Boo!<. T. L. Squires 
(Editor) (Brit. 1970). 

Written by a numb�r of experts in the telecommuni· 
cations field and is intended to provide the reader with 
a broad outline of each division-telephony, television, 
telex, data communications, etc. 

5096 Motor·Unise/ectors with Noble-Metal Contacts in 
Telephone Switcl1i11g Systen1s. R. Krause (Gern1an 
196 8); Translation Editor: J. F. Hesketh, B.Sc.(Eng.), 
C.Eng., M.LE.E., P.O. Research Department. 

Deals with the EMD niotor-uniselectors and systems 
as used by the G.F.P.O. and also covers other varia· 
tions of the system which have found wide·spread 
application abroad. 

5097 Introduction to Sig11al Tra11s111ission. W. R. Bennett 
(Amer. 1970). 

Provides a basic understanding of the electrical 
transmission of signals. The important cases of voice 
transmission, data transmission and television trans
n1ission are explained in detail. 

5098 Report Writing. A. E. Darbyshire (Brit. 1970). 
Gives a simple and straightforward account of the 

main principles of report writing, and the chief ways of 
dealing with them. 

E. DOHERTY 
Librarian 

a transfer fwtction (with examples in Figs. 1.7 and 1.8); there 
is no mention of the fact that there is an alternative, (dual or 
reciprocal or inverse) realization, even though this alternative 
form is frequently used, for example, in Fig 1.9. 

W.E.T. 

"Vorlesungen uber Technische Akustik (Lectures on tech
nical acoustics)." Lothar Cremer. Springer-Verlag, 
Berlin/Heidelberg. xiii+334 pp. 177 ill. DM 29.40. 

The book is based on a series of lectures presented over 
two terms at the Berlin Technical University but the material 
has been adapted to be equally coherent in written form. It 
Jays the technical foundations for an understanding of the 
principles of acoustics and does this very thoroughly. For 
each subject, the reader is taken from the fundamental 
physical and mathematical phenomena to a point where he 
is ready to tackle practical problems. The latter, however, 
are not \Vithin the scope of the book, nor are constructional 
and physical details of the devices discussed. Owing to its 
logical nature, and the accompanying clear illustrations, the 
text could be understood by anyone within the field but with 
only a moderate kno\vledge of German. Topics covered are: 
electroacoustics (theoretical bases of microphones, repro
ducers and recorders; and analysis of sound waves by time 
and frequency); formation of sound waves (physical basis 
for generation by strings, tubes etc., propagation, reftexion 
and bending); spreading of sound waves (geometry of pat
terns, echoes, measurement, energy dissipation, statistical 
analysis, absorption); damping of sound waves by walls and 
people; psychology and physiology of hearing. 

H.B. 
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Post Office Press Notices 

More Horses for P.O. Fleet 

All new large vehicles coming into service with Post Office 
Telecommunications will have 1nore powerful engines. The 
rninimum power-to-weight ratio for big vehicles in the 45,000-
strong fleet is increased to eight horse power a ton-well 
above the six horse power a ton envisaged in proposed nev; 
legislation. 

This 1nove is seen by the Post Office as a positive step to 
overcome the stranglehold of delay on Britain's roads caused 
by slow-1noving traffic queues on inclines. More powerful 
engines will give better climbing performance and better 
cruising speeds, and reduce substantially the risk of exhaust 
pollution caused by overloading the engine. It also brings the 
Post Office fleet into line \vith current Co1nmon Market 
thinking on the power of large vehicles. The EEC is consider
ing a European standard of 6 bhp a ton until 1978, increasing 
to 8 bhp/ton from then on. 

Motor transport chief, Mr. Philip Brownlow, said "As far 
as I know nobody has tried to evaluate the cost to the econon1y 
of delays through slow-moving com1nercial transport, but it 
must be considerable. You need only see the long queues of 
lorries slowed to walking pace by a slight incline to realise the 
size of the problem." 

Post Office Telecomn1unications first laid down 1ninimum 
power-to-weight ratios seven years ago, stipulating 7 bhp/ton. 
In 1965 an atte1npt was made to raise this to 8 bhp/ton-but 
not enough engines of this output were available. 

The first vehicle to conforn1 to the P.0.'s new standard is a 
32-ton Guy Big-J articulated lorry fitted with a 265 horse 
power Rolls-Royce engine-giving a power output about 
35 per cent higher than draft legislation proposal. 

Supplied to stringent Post Office specifications, the 32-
tonner has just begun service with the long-haul arm of the 
Post Office Supplies Division. A further 14 Guy vehicles with 
the same power output and nine with slightly smaller engines 
-but still conforming to the 8 bhp/ton minin1um standard
are to be bought. 

All the vehicles will be fitted with the Dunlop Maxaret anti
lock device which electronically reduces the risk of the driving 
wheels locking-the n1ain cause of jack-knifing. It also 
shortens the stopping distance under en1ergency braking. The 
vehicles \Vill have extra soundproofing in the driver's cab, 
steering colun1n locks, electric screen-washers, hazard warn
ing lights and auton1atic chassis lubrication. 

Speeding Air Cargo 

Handling and clearance ti1ne for one in five of all consign
ments of goods imported into Britain has been halved by a 
computer system. 

Known as LACES (London Airport Cargo EDP(elcctronic
data-processing) Scheme) the co1nputcr syste1n, at Heathrow, 
has accelerated cargo movement by speeding the control and 
documentation of imports arriving there, putting vital 
infonnation literally at the fingertips of the airlines, forwarding 
agents and H.M. Customs. 

LACES first went live in August last year, making Britain 
the first nation in the world to clear incotning air cargo by 
computer-at least two years ahead of any other country. By 
the end of Septen1ber this advanced on-line system using ICL 
computers was in full operation. It has since handled 650,000 
consignments worth £500M. 

Forerunner of a world-wide network of similar systems, 
LACES has attracted considerable interest from oversea 
operators anxious to streamline handling of the swelling tide 
of international air cargo. The system is expected to be 

developed later to handle exports and is capable of extension 
to other airports. 

Heathrow receives 20 per cent of all imports into the U .K. 
Before LACES went live, freight entry, clearance and delivery 
took four to five days. Now the average time is two to three 
days. Clerical work which previously took hours is now 
carried out by computer in a few minutes. 

LACES is operated by the Post Office's National Data 
Processing Service (NDPS) on behalf of airlines, forwarding 
agents, and H.M. Custo1ns, and so far the project directly 
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involves I 8 airlines and 170 agents. The £5 M LACES system 
was developed to meet a critical hardware and soft\vare 
schedule of less than two years. This involved 500 man-years 
of effort by all concerned-NDPS who with H.M. Customs 
and airlines designed the systern requirements, International 
Co1nputers Ltd. (ICL), main contractors for hardware and 
software, Computer Sciences International (CSI), who were 
responsible for the software system, and Cossor Electronics, 
who supplied the visual display units. 

The system was ready for testing on schedule, on 1 July, 
1971. The two powerful ICL 4--72 computers which form its 
heart are housed in the NDPS West London centre at 
Harn1ondsworth, linked by Post Office lines to input and 
output terminals in the airport Freight Area over three miles 
away. One 4--72, with 393 !{/bytes of storage, two 5-spindle 
EDS 30s, two drun1s, a bank of six magnetic tape decks, a 
line printer, card and paper tape readers, and three multi
channel communication control units-in effect small compu
ters the1nselves-is used for real-ti1ne control of the terminal 
network. The other configuration, also with 393 K/bytes of 
storage and with one EDS 30, one drum, seven magnetic tape 
decks, two high-speed line printers, card and tape readers and 
one 1nultichannel communication control unit, is used as a 
standby machine for batch processing and program testing. 

A unique re-configuration switching console enables the 
standby niachine to take over the on-line system within two 
1ninutes; it also enables peripheral devices to be changed 
on-line. The console was designed by ICL in conjunction 
with NDPS. 

CSI were responsible for the inanagement, design and 
production of all real-tin1e software and applications pro
gran1s. To con1plete a scheme of this size and complexity in 
only two years, CSI undertook simultaneous writing of the 
operating system software with the applications programs. 

Management, design and implementation of the software 
syste1n was on a fixed-time basis, with a team of over 100 
people from 16 countries-CS! personnel and seconded staff 
from NDPS, H.M. Customs and ICL. 

The transactions which the systen1 provides are made 
available by Cossor DIDS 401E VDUs, free-standing DIDS 
402Es and DIDS 425 con1munications controllers. Data 
transfer rates between tern1inals and processor are 300 
characters per second. 

Each VDU has a keyboard for entering the transmitting 
data, and a 26-line display screen. The top 24 lines can 
reproduce a standard Customs forn1, the bottom two Jines 
being reserved for messages from computer to operator. To 
enable 1nany formats, special display techniques were sug
gested and embodied by Cossor. Because of need to restrict 
some transactions to authorized personnel only, a badge 
reader providing a very high order of security is standard 
equipment for each display. There are 60 character printers 
installed in airline and Customs offices. 

Communication Main for Milton Keynes 

A twin-cable system is to be provided for all new residents 
of Milton Keynes to bring them telephone, TV and radio 
services and pave the way for other communication facilities 
that could revolutionize urban life by the end of this century. 

Building on its experience with "communication main" 
systems in the new towns of Washington, Craigavon and 
Irvine, the Post Office has begun installing a cable network 
capable of two-way operation, at Milton Keynes, new city 
rising in North Buckinghamshire. By spring 1973 over 
2,000 houses are expected to be connected to the system. 

On all new estates at Milton Keynes the Post Office is 
providing two underground cables to each house, in co
operation with the Development Corporation, building 
contractors, and the other public utilities. Wherever possible, 
cables are being laid in a communal trench with other 
services-water, gas, electricity, drainage. 

One cable-a standard telephone "pair"-is laid to prepare 
the way for providing telephone service without inconveni
encing householders with piecemeal cable laying. The other
a high-performance coaxial cable-is capable of handling a 



\vide range of services: it is the local end of a network that 
serves as a co1nmunication "n1ain" to carry teleco1nmunica
tions just as a watcnnain carries water. At first, the net\vork is 
relaying radio and TV progra1111nes in one direction only. 
But it is designed for two-way handling of other services as 
well-such as the ren1ote-meter-reading signals, co1nputer 
data and viewphone facilities that 1nay well becon1e common
place by the turn of the century. 

The Post Office relay network being installed at Milton 
Keynes is a hybrid syste1n \Vith transmission at VHF over the 
main "highways" and at UHF over the local lines in each 
estate. Like the telephone service network of cables, the wide
band network will be centred on the telephone exchanges 
\vhere equipn1ent for the television head ends will be installed 
and where, in the nlore distant future, connexion of new 
services will be 1nade. The television head-ends will receive 
television and sound radio signals fron1 the aerial. After 
a1nplifying, cleaning-up and frequency changing, the signals 
are reassen1bled for transmission into the cable network. On 
each estate signals fron1 the n1ain highways are applied to a 
translator fitted in a street cabinet which restores the 625-line 
television signals to channels in the UHF band and lets 
405-line television and sound radio signals go through in the 
VHF band. The outputs fron1 these translators, in the fre
quency range 80 to 700 MHz approxitnately, are delivered to 
each ho1nc by means of the local distribution high\vays. 

A return path transn1ission capability will be a feature of 
the syste1n using the frequency band from 0 to 80 MHz 
approximately. Upstream an1plifiers and by-pass circuits will 
be available for each an1plifier point on the highways and the 
telephone exchanges will contain equip1nent to receive, 
process and redirect signals fron1 channels in the upstream 
band. 

At each house the telephone and coaxial cables are each 
run in 50 mn1 PVC tubing into a small box let into the wall. 
The box will contain a joint where the telephone pair leaves 
the through cable to enter the house and a wideband branching 
device to supply the TV services over a separate coaxial 
lead-in. The standard street cabinet which contains the TV 
translator also contains the telephone cable tennination both 
from households and the telephone exchange. 

More Mobile Telephone Exchanges-New Attack 
on Waiting List 

A crash programtne to hit the telephone waiting list by 
supplying service to 225,000 custo1ners is being given top 
priority by the Post Office. 

A scheme for the purchase of n1ore mobile telephone 
exchanges and special portable exchange equipment has been 
givenin1petus by the £100M increase in the investrnent expendi
ture of the telecon1n1unications service announced on l March 
1972, and will be the first of the benefits to be felt. 

Much of the extra portable equipn1ent-a new fleet of 
268 nlobile exchanges which can be n1oved around the 
country, together with 150 portable racks of equipment-has 
already been ordered and will be working within 16 months. 
This will provide service for about 120,000 waiting customers. 
Plans are in the pipeline for a further supply of 1nobile 
exchanges and portable racks which will add capacity for 
105,000 more customers. In all, the Post Office is spending 
more than £4M on the scheme. 

The telephone waiting list is now about 200,000 because 
of an acute shortage of exchange equipinent and an explosive 
demand for telephone service. Even so, by the end of this 
month the Telecon11nunications business will have provided 
the largest-ever nuinber of exchange connexions in a single 
year-I· 3 1nillion. 

The exchange equipment shortage has been brought about 
largely through delays by contractors in manufactunng and 
installing the equipn1ent ordered over recent years by the 
Post Office. Thirty per cent of these contracts-about 700-
are on average a year behind schedule. Delays by building 
contractors have also hindered operations. 

The Post OIIice already provides service to about 165,000 
custon1ers by using mobile exchanges and portable exchange 
equipment. 

Many of the new 22 ft mobile exchanges are being delivered 
direct to Post Office engineering centres throughout the 
country where they are being fitted out by local technicians. 

This will supplement 111obile units being equipped at Post 
Office factories at Birmingham and Enfield and will speed 
the flow of exchanges coming into service. 

The 268 new mobile exchanges already ordered, together 
\Vith those proposed, will provide nearly 155,000 of the 
225,000 extra custon1er lines. Several mobile exchanges can 
be linked together to provide service for large nu1nbers of 
lines. The rc1naining capacity is being provided by trans
portable racks which can be fitted into spare space in perma
nent exchange buildings. 

Automatic Telex to Lebanon 

The opening of an auton1atic telex link with the Lebanon 
brings improved con1tnunication for exporters. 

Most of the 4 OOO telex calls a 1nonth fron1 the U .1(. to the 
Lebanon con1e from the "invisible export" areas of banking 
and insurance and froin the aviation and electronics industries. 
Oil concerns �nd a growing tourist industry will also benefit. 

The ne\V automatic service costs 79p a minute with a one
n1inute nlinimum. Previously the minimum charge was 
£2·37. 

To set up calls to the Lebanon telex operators will use !he 
standard procedure for intercontinental calls. The keying 
code for a Lebanese number is 494. 

10 Millionth Exchange Line 

The number of connexions linking custon1ers to Britain's 
telephone system has reached 10 million. 

The landmark rounds off a year of unprecedented growth 
in the telephone service with another record-the installa

.
tion 

of 1·3 million new lines in a year, 250,000 of the1n provided 
in the past ten \Vceks. It is the highest yearly figure �ver and 

the third successive year that the supply of ne\v hnes has 
topped one million. 

The den1and for telephones today has neve1
: 

been grea�cr. 

To n1eet it the telephone business, in an ordinary working 

day-
adds more than 5,000 new exchange lines; 
provides 9,600 telephone instruments . 

A 1najor contributing factor to this explosive de1nand is the 

emergence of a new generation which has been brought up to 

accept the telephone as a norn1al part of life, rather than 
so1nething used only in emergencies. . 

Nowadays people also use their 'phones more, 1nak1ng 

12,000 million calls a year, double the amount n1adc seven 

years ago. 
Seventeen out of every twenty custo1ners are provided with 

service on den1and and n1ore than 1 000,000 orders for work 
in customers' prem'ises-fron1 the ins'tallation of a new lin� to 

the provision of an extension-arc undertaken by appoint

ment. Six out of ten orders for exchange service are completed 

within 10 \vorking days of orders being placed. . . 
To 1neet the expansion of demand the teleco1nmun1cat1ons 

service 1s spending £3,000M over the next five years-more 

than £1,000 a minute. . 
In its n1odernization sche1ne the telephone service opens 

three new exchanges and ten exchange extensions every week; 

provides 100,000 extra circuits each year to carry calls between 

exchanges and over long-distance routes; has extended s.t.d. 

facilities to 92 per cent of customers; is reducing the num�er 

of calls which fail because of faulty cquip1nent or congestion 

at peak hours. On self-dialled trunk calls, for exa1nple, the 

call failure rate has been reduced fron1 eight to seven for every 

100 calls handled, and it is hoped to reduce this to five in 100 

by the 1nid 1970s. . . 
The productivity record of Post Office Telecom1nun1cattons 

compares very favourably with major industry. In the past 

six years the service has grown by 55 per cent, the workforce 

by only four per cent. The Post Office's aim is to doubl� the 

size of the telecon1munication system in ten years with a 

comparatively small increase in the workforce. 

Post Office Cutting Transport Costs 

To keep down the cost of running its 65,000-plus tr
.
ansport 

fleet, the Post Office is extending self-service refuclhng and 

auton1atic vehicle washing, to save more than £3M a year. 
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For three years, the postal business has been allowing 
drivers of its fleet of 11,000 diesel n1ailvans to refuel their 
vehicles then1selves, using auto1natic cut-off nozzles. Con
sumption records are kept on a fleet basis: because rnail 
vehicles generally cover the same routes each day, reliable 
inileage and fuel-consu1nption figures can be worked out for 
each local group. This 1nakes individual vehicle records 
unnecessary and fuel is 1nade freely available, saving the 
postal business about £25,000 a year in clerical costs and 
attendants' ti1nc. 

Trials of self-service refuelling for petrol-driven vehicles 
are now being carried out at selected depots in each postal 
region where, for two short periods each day, petrol is nlade 
freely available without individual records. These trials will 
show whether fleet-based arrangen1cnts are suitable for 
countrywide use, to obtain n1axi1nu1n savings from self
service refuelling. 

With n1ore than 41,000 vehicles, Post Office Telecommuni
cations already uses about 170 self-service fuel dispensers
each saving about £2,000 a year in staff and \Vaiting time. 
This represents a 200 per cent return on capital. A further 
180 dispensers are to be introduced to cover all depots serving 
50 or more vehicles. 

Used 1nainly for engineering work-installing and inain
taining subscribers' exchange and transrnission equipment 
throughout the U.K. net\vork-the telecon1111unication 
vehicles are scattered over the country in groups ranging 
fron1 two or three to several hundred. Most set out and 
return at about the san1e time and \Vith an average of three 
n1en to each two vehicles, queuing for fuel at these peaks 
wastes 1nanpower. 

Self-service refuelling is cutting queuing tirne drastically, 
e liminating 1nanual recording and signatures and freeing 
pun1p attendants for other work. Each driver carries a small 
printed-circuit plate for insertion into an electronic reader 
near the pump; this switches on the pu1np and selects the 
individual indicator that records fuel issues for his vehicle, 
with automatic cut-off when the tank is full. 

The Postal service is planning to use about 80 automatic 
washing 1nachincs, for fleets of 30 vehicles or n1orc. It has 
developed, with the manufacturer, its own dragtnat n1achinc 
to fit the washing bays in its space-restricted city centre depots. 
With the two vertical brushes of the three-brush design, it has 
a hanging n1at overhead instead of the third brush. This 1nakes 
it possible to install the n1achines at depots where the sn1aller 
fleets operate. 

Meanwhile, Post Office Telecomn1unications is cutting the 
cost of washing vehicles by hand-about £1-!-M a year-by 
installing 350 auto1natic inachines at depots with at least 
50 vehicles. The 120 so far installed are showing a 100 per cent 
capital return. These are generally three-brush machines but 
others are on trial. When n1achincs have been installed at all 
1najor depots, the Teleco1nmunications business will consider 
extending then1 to srnaller fleets. 

Post Office Sells Cable-laying Gear to Canada 

The first production 1nodcl of an improved inachine which 
sitnplifies the laying of nlodcrn undersea telephone cables 
left Manchester Docks for Canada in April. It is a linear cable 
engine, developed by the Post Office Research Department 
and bought by the Canadian Governn1ent. On arrival it will 
be installed in the Coastguard ship John Cabot, the powerful 
ice-breaker/cable-layer which early next year is to lay the 
Canadian end of the ne\v high capacity cable CANTAT 2. 
This will more than double undersea telephone links across 
the Atlantic. 

Another engine of the san1e design is now under construc
tion at the Wolverhan1pton works of Dowty Boulton Paul 
Ltd., who 1nake it under licence fro1n the Post Office. This 
n1achine is for the Cable and Wireless cable-layer Mercury 
\Vhich \viii lay the transoceanic section of CANTAT 2. Both 
engines arc in1proven1ents on one that has operated success
fully on the Post Oilice cable ship Alert: this has laid the 
U.K.-Spain, North Sea and English Channel cables-all 
si1nilar to CANTA T 2. 

The new engine cuts out problen1s caused by the repeaters 
when laying cable using earlier 1ncthods. 'fhe repeaters are 
heavy inetal cylinders, up to 10 ft long and 14 in in diainetcr 
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and in the past a schen1e \Vhich allows then1 to by-pass the 
cable gear has been used. This n1eant slowing the ship to 
1-2 knots and needed a tcarn of several cable-hands. But 
1nodern high-capacity syste1ns such as CANTAT 2 with 
repeaters every 6 miles 1nake this n1ethod unwieldy. The new 
linear engine allows the repeater to pass straight through at 
about 4 knots, and eli1ninates all n1anhandling. 

In the BC\V engine, the cable passes betvveen vertical pairs 
of standard 1notor-vehicle wheels fitted with pneu1natic tyres 
having concave treads. Each wheel is n1ounted on the shaft 
of a hydraulic motor, \Vhich in turn is carried on the end of 
a pair of pivoted arrns, linked by a double-acting hydraulic 
jack so that they open and close in line with the cable. The 
arms are norn1ally closed, the tyres gripping the cable with a 
con1pressive load of about 2,000 lbf; a repeater housing 
passing through forces the wheels apart, opening the anns. 
This expels oil from the jacks into un uccu1nulator and/or 
through a relief valve to maintain hydraulic pressure and grip 
on the housing. When the repeater has passed, oil feeds back 
into the jack, closing the anns. 

The \Vheel nlotors can also operate as pu1nps to provide 
the braking action necessary when paying out cable and can 
rotate in either direction, driving or braking. V./hen driven 
for hauling in the wheels can hold cable at tensions up to 
30,000 !bf; at this tension, the engine hauls in cable at 
0·5 knots. When braking to pay-out cable, the engine gives 
speeds up to 8 knots at norn1al laying tensions. Motor speed 
and direction is detennined by the rate and direction of flow 
of the oil delivered by the inain pu1nps. Motor torque (either 
driving or braking) is governed by oil pressure, controlled by 
pressure-relief valves. 

The linear cable engine for laying CANTAT 2 is built up 
fro1n basic modules of three pairs of wheels. Any nu1nber of 
modules 111ay be asse1nblcd for installation at bow or stern. 
The engine for the John Cabot consists of six n1odules to be 
1nounted on the foredeck. These are hydraulically inter
connected to forn1 three separate groups of two modules 
\Vhich can be operated separately or in concert, while indi
vidual pairs may he by-passed. For hauling or laying cable, 
the n1otors are usually connected in parallel for 1naximu111 
traction, but they can be connected in series for handling 
chain or rope, to avoid bunching. 

The \Vheel n1otors are the "Fletcher Stewart developn1cnt of 
the hydraulic ball 1notor invented at the National Engineering 
Laboratory. The stator is a steel ring with two adjacent tracks 
on its inner surface, each con1prising four concave ca1n 
profiles. It is held in place by the outer casing of the n1otor. 
The rotor consists of a cylinder block with two rows of six 
radial cylinders and two axial bores: each radial piston ends 
in a hemispherical cup, which seats a ball-bearing running 
against the ca1n tracks. When oil is fed into the radial cylinders 
through a central distributor leading ofI the inlet axial bore, 
reaction bet\veen the ball and the cam profiles produces 
rotation. The profile, a computer-aided design, produces a 
constant output torque at a given oil pressure. The multi-lobe, 
rnulti-cylindcr configuration n1eans that the double-ro\v 
1notor has in effect, 24 working strokes per revolution, with 
sn1ooth running at all speeds. 

Oil flow to the 111otors for speed variation is controlled by 
1nanually-operated servo valves which adjust the swashplate 
angle of the variable delivery pumps. Variation in torque is 
provided by pressure-relief valves which arc controlled by a 
single tension control valve capable of varying the relief valve 
pressure settings fron1 3,000 to 75 p.s.i. while 1naintaining 
fluid flow. 

Massive Increase in International Telephone 
Facilities 

The international telephone service of the Post Office in 
1971-72 handled nearly 50 n1illion international telephone 
calls. By 1976 it is forecast that the figure \Vill have risen to 
nearly 130 inillion calls a year and rapid growth will be 
continuing throughout the decade. 

In particular, entry into the Con1n1on Market is likely to 
stin1ulate the growth of calls and the Post Office n1ust ensure 
that with entry into the Con11non Market the British business 
co1nn1lrnity is provided with the best possible communications 
\vith all their European operations and custorners. 



111 1970, the Post Office announced the placing of a £12M 
contract with the Plcssey con1pany for the provision of a "full 
facility" international switching centre for installation at 
Mondial llouse to augment the capacity of the Wood Street 
exchange, also provided by Plessey, \vhich is now con1ing 
into service. 

Because of building delays in the construction of Mondial 
House, the Post Office have taken finn 1ueasures to provide 
an alternative location for this equip1ncnt and are acquiring 
a 42-year lease on a large prcrniscs at Edgware. This will 
enable the provision of this international switching centre to 
be completed on schedule. 

In anticipation of the rapid growth in international tele
phone calls the Post Office have now advised the Plesscy 
company of their intention to place, at an early date, a 
contract for a further international S\Vitching centre identical 
\Vith that already in production. When co1npleted these two 
"full facility" exchanges, together with that at Wood Street, 
\Viii represent the n1ost versatile and comprehensive inter
national S\Vitching systen1 in Europe and will enable the Post 
Office to deal adequately with the vast volume of international 
calls requiring the full spcctru1n of facilities then being carried. 

But this provision alone will not be sufficient to deal with 
the substantial gro\vth of calls to the Continent. 

Therefore, in parallel with the provision of these nc\v 
switching centres provided by the Plessey company, the Post 
Office are, as a result of international competitive tendering, 
placing a £14M order with LM Ericsson (LME) of Sweden for 
supplementary switching units of a type designed specifically to 
provide the lin1itcd range of facilities required for international 
subscriber dialled calls on our main Continental routes. These 
units will also be installed at the new Edgware site. 

The total capacity provided by the two new "full facility" 
international switching centres ordered fro1n Plessey together 
\vith the "li1nited facility" supplementary units to be obtained 
fron1 LME is 13,000 erlangs and will, by the completion of the 
total scheme in 1978, give the Post Office an international 
switching capacity four times that available to it today. 

The total cost of this international switching plan, exclusive 
of buildings, will be £40M. 

Modernizing the Coast Radio Stations Radio 
Stations over the Waves 
Britain's coast radio stations, strung out round her shores 

to link her people with ships plying to and from U .K. ports, 
are being modernized. Under the Post Office's six-year £1 ·2M 
program-due to be co1npleted in 1974-an up-to-date 
transn1ission system will make more frequencies available, 
giving more telephone channels to meet a demand doubling 
every 10 years. Also extra facilities being introduced should soon 
end the tradition of having to call ships at set tin1es each day. 

The system, known as single-sideband operation (s.s.b.), is 
being adopted internationally under a 1967 decision of the 
World Maritirne Ad1ninistrative Radio Conference. The Post 
Office is taking advantage of the change to s.s.b. to replace 
equipn1ent that is nearing the end of its working life with 
some of the very latest transn1itters and receivers. 

One by one the 11 stations of the medium-range network 
arc being re-equipped. These stations make radio-telephone 
contact with ships up to 200 n1iles from Britain, connecting 
them directly to inland or oversea callers on the telephone 
network. They also make wireless-telegraph connexion with 
ships up to 500 miles away. 

'fhc coast radio stations play a vital role in safeguarding all 
who sail in British waters-in the Safety of Life at Sea, 
Distress and Rescue Organization. On behalf of the Depart-
1nent of Trade and Industry, they maintain continuous watch 
on n1aritin1e distress frequencies, and rebroadcast distress 
messages on \Vhich U.K. emergency services can act. In rescue 
operations, they co-ordinate radio communication between 
casualties, and rescue vessels and coastguards. 

The radiotelephone services which operate in the n1aritime 
band (l ·6 to 3 ·8 MHz), are affected n1ost by the moderniza
tion pro grain: nearly all existing R/T transmitters and 
receivers are being replaced by new equipment. A contract, 
worth about £50,000, for n1ore than 50 Eddystone receivers 
(EC958/1) was placed last year and deliveries have already 
started. Now the Post Office has Jet a £60,000 contract with 
Field Tech Ltd for l k W  single-frequency, s.s.b. transmitters 
for delivery starting later this year. It had earlier contracted 

with Marconi Con1n1unications Syste1ns Ltd. for l t rnulti
frequency s.s.b. transn1itters. These have now been installed 
and are giving service in conjunction with some existing 
transn1itters capable of s.s.b. operation. International regula
tions require coast radio stations everywhere to provide an 
s.s.b. service as soon as possible. 

As a further aid to shipping, the new services will have the 
additional facility of selective calling, which avoids the 
need for fixed calling periods. Each ship will have its own 
internationally-agreed code and at the modernized stations 
the code will be translated into sound tones by an encoder 
coupled to the transn1itter. The code is sent out by the coast 
station \.Vhen it wishes to call a ship. Decoding equipn1ent, 
coupled to the ship's receiver, recognizes only its own code, 
and auto1natically sets off a visual or bleep alann. The ship's 
radio officer then contacts the coast station to take the call. 
This systen1 provides an auton1atic 24-hour watch without 
tying the radio officer to his set. The Post Office's encoders 
are being supplied by Moore-Reed Ltd. 

The internationally-agreed progra1n for conversion to 
s.s.b. pennits ships to install new equipn1cnt working on 
double sidebancl (cl.s.b.) up to the end of this year. All new 
equipment put in after then n1ust be s.s.b. Both systems can 
be used until the end of 1981, when d.s.b. working is to cease. 

The internationally-agreed progran1n1e for conversion to 
s.s.b. pennits ships to install ne\v equipment working on 
double sideband up to the end of this year. All ne\v equipment 
put in after then n1ust be single sideband. Both systen1s can 
be used until the end of 1981, when d.s.b. working is to cease. 

So1ne stations also provide a short-range VHF R/T service 
(156--174 MHz). 'fheir equipn1ent is being n1odified or 
replaced to comply with new regulations, with channel 
spacing reduced from 50 kHz to 25 kHz to increase the 
nun1bcr of channels available for calls. 

Telephone Charges 

The Post Office is putting proposals to the Post Office 
User's National Council for an increase in some telephone 
charges. This is the first increase since July 1970 and will 
yield an additional 3 per cent in revenue. The total sum that 
the proposed increases will provide is £30M in a full year. 

For twenty-one months the Teleco1nmunications business 
has kept its prices steady despite considerableincreases in wages 
and cost of services. In the last twelve 1nonths alone the total 
wage bill of the business has increased by £60M per annun1 but 
substantial productivity perforn1ance has yielded £10M per 
annum to help offset these very large increases in costs. 

Den1and for the telephone, particularly fron1 the residential 
sector, is at a record level and, overall, is 30 per cent up on 
last year. 

To meet this unprecedented demand every effort is being 
made to increase supply which, overall, is running 20 per cent 
higher than a year ago. To support this the Government has 
agreed to increase the already massive investn1ent program 
by a further £IOOM, of which £60M will be spent over the 
next three years. 

To implen1ent this program in the field the Post Office 
has already recruited an extra I ,OOO engineering staff and a 
further 2,000-3,000 jobs will be created over the next t\vo 
years. Industry, to meet the enhanced program, \Vill be 
increasing its labour-force, particularly in developn1cnt areas. 

By these n1easurcs the waiting list, which now stands at 
200,000 will be contained and, subject to satisfactory delivery 
of equipment from industry, progressively reduced. 

With a rising investrnent program already running at 
£500M a year and totalling £3,000M over the next five years 
it is essential that an adequate level of profit should be 
n1aintained and re-invested in the business, and it is with this 
in view that the current increases have been proposed. 

The proposed increases raise the installation charge for new 
custo1ners from the present 1naxin1un1 of £25 to £35. Present 
charges for taking over an existing installation ren1ain 
unchanged. 

The charges for installing extra lines and for transferring a 
telephone to a new address remain at £20. The present £5 
reduction where internal wiring exists, is ended. 

Telephone rentals, at present £24 a year business and £20 
residential are to go up by £2 a year, adding 50p to the 
quarterly telephone bills of all customers. 
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The Post Office has turned to installation charges for a 
substantial part of the extra revenue because of the high 
capital invcst1nent needed for this sector. By the end of the 
present financial year the Post Office \Vill have provided 
1 · 3 rnillion new connexions-the highest yearly figure ever. 

Yet the dc1nand for new telephones in the residential sector 
is not 1natched by their profitability. It costs over £150 in 
plant for every new telephone added to the syste1n, but only 
one new residential customer in four uses it enough to offset 
the low rental and produce the overall 10 per cent return on 
capital required by the Governn1ent. Since about half of the 
Teleco1nn1unications business's capital invest1nent is spent on 
equip1nent for new customers, the Post Office feels it is only 
reasonable that new customers should be asked to pay a more 
realistic charge. Other\vise an added burden would fall on 
existing custon1ers. 

In the financial year 1970-71 the Teleconununications 
business with a profit of £93 · 5M slightly exceeded its financial 
target. Despite a £1 OM productivity gain the wage increases 
granted of £60M per annum during 1971-72, coupled with 
charges to the customer being held steady over the same 
period, will inevitably result in a decline in profit. With the 
income from the proposed tariff changes the profit for 
1972-73 is forecast at £65M. This will produce a return on 
capital of 8 ·6 per cent compared with the target of 10 per cent. 
Thus the proposed increases do not fully restore the financial 
performance of the business but are judged to be the maxi
mum justifiable during the present period of price restraint. 

Post Office Work on Transistors Recognized by 
Queen's Award 
A Queen's Award has been won by the Post Office's 

Research Department. Given for "Technological Innovation" 
in the development and production of high-quality transistors 
for use in undersea telephone cables, it recognizes the Post 
Office's leadership in, and invaluable contribution to, world
wide international communication. 

During the last 10 years the Post Office Research Depart-
1nent has perfected transistors-vital for boosting telephone 
calls along cables-so that they can work non-stop without 
failure for at least 25 years. And in addition their performance 
has been uprated so that the call-carrying capability of 
undersea cables-forming the backbone of international 
co1nmunication-has been raised dramatically. 

Today the most modern subn1arine cable syste1ns carry 
more than 1,800 telephone conversations simultaneously 
compared with only 100 or so in the early 1960s. Cables of 
even greater capacity--carrying up to 4,000 conversations at 
once-are on the way. 

All this has been made possible by the pioneer work of 
Post Office research tea1ns backed by U .K. industry not only 
in developing these vital cotnponents capable of \vorking to 
performance tolerances and reliability never before achieved, 
but in perfecting a manufacturing process that can be used 
v-.'ith a high degree of confidence. 

Copyright 
The entire contents of this Journal are covered by general 

copyright, and special permission is necessary for reprinting long 
extracts but editors are \Velcomc to use not n1ore than one-third 
of any �rticle, provided that credit is given at the beginning or end, 
thus: "From The Post Office Electrical E11gi11eers' Journal." 

The Board of Editors is not responsible for the statements made 
or the opinions expressed in any of the articles or the corres
pondence in this Journal, unless such statement is made specifically 
by the Board. 

Subscriptions and Back Numbers 
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numbers will be supplied, if available, price 24p (34p post paid) 
per copy. January and April 1969, October 1968, and all Journals 
earlier than July 1967 (except January and October 1966) are no 
longer available. Orders, by post only, to The Post Office Electrical 
Engineers' Journal, 2-12 Gresham Street, London, EC2V 7AG. 

Employees of the British Post Office can obtain the Journal 
through local agents. 

Binding 
Readers can have their copies bound at a cost of £1.87!p plus 

24p (40p overseas) return postage, by sending the complete set of 
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In pioneering these production processes the Post Office 
established a special transistor 1nanufacturing unit at its 
Dellis Hill Research establish1nent in North London. In 
conditions which are among the cleanest in the \Vorld-the 
s1nallcst speck of dust will ruin a transistor-staff, gowned 
like surgeons, produce several hundred transistors ever week. 
The transistors are inspected and tested n1any tin1es and arc 
subjected to rigorous reliability checks. Tn the 10 years of 
their use no Post Office transistor has failed in any sub1narine 
cable syste1n. 

The advances achieved by Post Office research have been a 
major factor in enabling administrations throughout the 
world to keep pace with the exploding den1and for inter
national telecon1n1unications services. Moreover, the work 
has helped to keep down costs. Today the cost of each 
telephone circuit on a submarine cable is only an eighth of 
what it was 10 years ago. This has been a significant factor in 
stabilizing, and even reducing, the cost of international 
telecommunication services. 

These devices, with a guaranteed life of not less than 
20 years, are the key elen1ents in the sub1nerged repeaters of 
international and intercontinental submarine cable systems. 
They determine the circuit capacity of the cable and the cost 
per circuit mile. In 10 years the nun1ber of circuits per cable 
has increased more than five-fold, through the introduction 
and progressive itnprove1nent of the transistors. There are 
1,840 circuits in the latest CANTAT 2 systcn1 \Vhich use the 
lOA-type transistor, and 4,000 circuit 1nay be possible when 
an1plifiers using the new 40-type transistor are available. 

In the same 10 years the cost per circuit mile in the sub
marine link has been reduced by a factor of eight. 

The electrical performances of the earliest 4A-type, of the 
JOA-type and of the latest 40-type all compare well with their 
conunercial conternporaries but the rnost irnportant innova
tion is the achievement of ultra-reliability. The submarine 
system will fail if a single amplifying transistor, in a total of 
more than 3,000 in the longest cables, fails catastrophically, 
or if the mean gain change of all the transistors exceeds plus 
or minus three per cent. In addition the gain change of a 
single transistor 1nust not exceed plus or minus fifty per cent. 
A guarantee is given that, in these tern1s, less than one 
transistor in 4,000 will fail in 20 years and that the 1nean 
gain-change specification will not be exceeded in the same 
period. 

It has been possible to give this guarantee only through the 
adoption of a new, improved thern10-con1pression bond, by 
the adoption of better piece-part pre-processing and by the 
use of special stabilizing methods. In addition screening has 
been designed to exclude defective or unstable devices. 
Meticulous attention to all aspects of the technology and 
quality control procedures is demanded from every men1ber 
.of the staff engaged in this complex production effort. 
Critical product evaluation using overstress ageing assessment 
techniques on 1nany transistors has enabled confident pre
diction of service life to be 1nade. 
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ATR 20 solid-state relays 
match up to modern 
data interface requirements 

Need a ready-made solution to interfacing problems between 
telegraph or data system lines? 

Fairey Electronics ATR20 series relays are currently being used in 
full duplex, half duplex and differential duplex telegraph systems. 
Sensitivity is adequate for CCITT Recommendation V24 inputs, for 
example as an interface with Tariff J circuits. Very considerable 
improvements in performance. reliability and equipment bulk are 
being achieved. 

Abridged ATR20 series 
_S�p_ec_i-

c-
fi_c c-

at
_,
io_n_�POl arise d _r e_l

_
a y_s ______________ _ 

I solation Meets BPO safety requirements 
Mode Single-pole changeover as each-side stable, 

one-side stable (+or - side stable) or 
centre stable. 

Speed 

Or. single-pole on/off (inverting or non
inverting action) 
Typically 1.000 bauds at 1 OOVoutput 
increasing to 5,000 bauds at 30V 

Maintenance None (no moving parts) 
M.T. B.F. 4?, years (calculated) under typical conditions 

Input impedance 15kQ/30kndepending on mode -
Input level 3.0V to 1 OOV single or double current 

-O-u-t p- u
�
t-v -o l- ta

_
g
_
e-- 6-.-ov-t o-1-o ov single or 6-0-6V 

to 100-0-1 OOV double 
Output current 1.0mA- 250mA 

Power s upply No external supplies are required other 
________ t h_ a_n_th_ e_outp u t sig. _n_a_ll i _n=-g_ b_at_te_ rv,__ ________ _ 

Fairey Electronics ATR 20 polarised electronic relays are offered 
(1) as plug-in replacements for existing e.m. types, (2) on p.c. 
boards for new equipment. or (3) as a complete interface package in a 
19in rack containing up to 10 relays, filters and barretter lamps. 

You ought to know more 
a bout A TR20 relays 

rF:-El�n�m� .... .. ._ 
I Pottington Industrial Estate, Barnstaple, Devon. • + Tel: Barnstaple 5911 .... 

e-1 
I'd like to inquire further into Fairey solid-state I telegraph relays and associated equipments. 

Please send me : 

I D Literature • D Application note. My application is _________ .... 
.I D Please get in touch with me personally. I 

I Name Ii 
DepartmenL I Address 

· •  I rfl Fairey 
II .. •• .... • .. •. II Electronics 
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Powercards-the stabilised power 
supply vou designed. After a European survey we discovered 

, 
' 

what you really wanted in power supplies 
with current ratings of 250mA to 1.5A. 

And we came up with ITT Powercards. 
Take a look at all these features. 
Flexibility - there are five types with 

outputs from 0-5V to 15-0-15V. 
Also they can be plug-in or chassis 

mounted. 
Another important feature is that they're 

designed with a toroidal transformer to 
minimise leakage and reduce radiation. 

This also makes each unit very compact, 
with an unbeatable power/size ratio. 

Find out more about ITT Powercards 
and all their exciting new features. Like, for 
instance, their three modes of protection 
and 4 mm spacing. 

Send away today for full technical data. 
Then you'll see how ITT put the finishing 
touches to your design. at111'111��1 ITT Components Group Europe Rectifier 
Division, Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex. 
Tel: Harlow 26811. Telex: 8446. 

Small quantities available 
from ITT Electronic Services. 

I 

! 4 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 
• \ 

\ • 

\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

COMPONENTS ITT 

distribution 

panels 

FOR INSTANT MAINS DISTRIBUTION 

IN OFFICES, LABORATORIES, WORK

SHOPS AND FOR MAXIMUM SAFETY. 

18 STANDARD TYPES 

BY RETURN OF POST 

PHONE NOW 
01-739 2343 

Olson Electronics Limited, Factory No. 8, 5-7 Long Street, London, E2 BHJ 
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If you think we can 
pyoduc� high quality 

cables without constant 
thought and expertise; 

you're wrong. 

We've got another 
thinkcotning. 

The fatestthink fromTCLis Today we offer you re
already on its way. A bigger- search and planning assis
than-ever capacity in the tance with your next cable 
world's first 18-tu be coaxia I 
cable - produced for The 
Post Office. 

It's �II p�rt of o�r tot�I 
expansion 1n service, 1n 
supplying cable and cable 
know-how. 

pro[ect. A foll layout design 
service. And total co·ntrol of 
manufatture and installa
tion - both in the develop
ment areas throughout the 
world and at our factory in 
Dagenham. 

If you'd like us tQ think 
about your particular cable 
problem, contact us. 

Telephone Cables Ltd., Dagenham, England. Tel: 01-592 6611. Cables: Drycore, D.agenham. Telex896216 
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Next time you need instrument cases, cabinets or 
consoles, made in wood talk it over with Whiteley. It 
could be a very profitable discussion for you. Our new 
woodworking plant is ready with the most up-to-date 
machinery, to provide speed and quality in volume 
production. We can work from your drawings, or design 
to meet your needs. Tell us the problem. Our specialist 
experience spans acoustics, heat dispersal and many 
other problems met in instrument packaging-and it's 
all at your service. 
We can produce cases and cabinets of all kinds, acoustic 
hoods, desk consoles, wall boards, loudspeaker enclo
sures etc .. in veneers to any specification, polishe:d or 
lacquered, and finishes in cellulose or melamine. We 
can assemble the electronics in the case if you so desire. 
In fact, we can provide as many facilities as you need, 
from instrument design to sheet metal work and plastics 
moulding. Many of the big names in industry cure their 
production headaches by calling in Whiteley. When can 
we meet you? 

Whiteley 
versatility. .. 

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD. 
Mansfield, Notts. England. Tel. Mansfield 24762 
London Office: 109 Kingsway, W.C.2. Tel. 01-405 3074 

ENGINEERS! 
Send for your 

FREE 
copy of 

'ENGINEERING 
OPPORTUNITIES' 

WHAT THIS BOOK WILL TELL YOU! Now ready a brand new edition or this 

How to got rapid promotion or a bolter-paid famous book which we would like every 

job .. How to put some valuable letters after 
ambitious engineer to have- free. \Ve 

your name. How to mnkc use o( our free 
anticipate a tremendous demand so 

Appointments & Advisory Service. How to send for your free copy now. 
gain the technica l knowledge employers 'ENGINEERlNO OPPORTUNITIES' outlines 
readily pay for · How you can succeed our magnificent range of modern 
in any branch of Engineering you like- Home Study Courses and is packed 
\\hatC\'Cr your education or experience. with interesting and useful information. 
74 PAGES FULL OF EXPERT ADVICE. Don't miss this enlightening �ooklet. 

r-�•ENSURE YOUR COPY BY POSTING COUPON NOW•--, 
I To: DIET Dept.. B3 Aldermaston Court, Roading RG7 4PF. I 
I Tick subjtet that interests you. Aero Eng. O Automobile O Building O 

Computers 0 D'manship 0 Electrical 0 Electronics O Management O I 
I Mechanical 0 Plastics O Production O Surveying O TV & Radio O I 
I 

Telccomms. O WorkS!udyO AMIEDO A�(i.110 AMs•O 
c.ENO. O CITY AND ouiLDs O OE1'ERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION O I 

I Other subjects I 
I Please sond 'ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES' without cost or obligation, I 
I Name A e I 
I Address I 
I I 
I o«cupation I 
• .. BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY . BIET I 

-------------------� 

NO 
COMPRESSOR 
NEEDED 

Send now for detalls of the powerful, 
portable Pionjar petrol driven drill 
and breaker to 

ITT Flygt Pumps Limited, 
Colwick, Nottingham. 

··- --------·· Please send details of the 

I Pionjar Rock Drill/Breaker to I 
I NAME-------------�

· 

I ADDRESS I 
I I 

.. ____________ .. 



ess 

AV3Tl 
AK3T3 2V3T3 

V24T7 

GVCF9T3 VCSPT3 V3ST3 

Nowwe've filled in the gaps! 
To a range of over 

one hundred standard 
momentary and alternate 
action Micro Switch Push 
Button Assemblies, Burgess 
have added Front,of�Panel 

Sealed switches, Completely 
Sealed Switches, Switches 
Approved for Division 2 

Hazardous Areas. 
Please write for further 
details. 

Burgess Masters of Switchcrafi 
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Burgess Micro Switch Company Ltd, Dukes Way, Team Valley, Gateshead NEl 1 OUB. 
Telephone 0632 (Low Fell) 877171. Telex 53-229 
London Office; Eastbury House, Albert Emb. SEl. Telephone 01-735 7871 
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The world's 
most acceutable 

iteNoiseTest Set 

accepts the widest coverage of filters in production 
-all on short delivery 

Nothing offers you the filter flexibility 
of the new M.I. OA2090B - a 
complete equipment for the 
measurement of noise and 
intermodulation in wideband 
telecommunications systems. Fitted 
with the appropriate filters, it can 
satisfy all the new specifications laid 
down for the testing of f.d.m. 
multichannel links up to 2700 
channels. 
*now with A.L.C. and even 
better receiver sensitivity. 
*for in-band testing, filters are 

available to CCIR recommendation 
399-1 (Oslo 1966) and associated 
CCITT recommendations. 
*filters available for Intelstat IV 
link testing to latest COMSAT 
requirements. 
*also for out-of-band testing to 
CCIR recommendation 398-2 
(New Delhi 1970). 
*will accept all filters to the CCIR 
recommendation 399 (Geneva 1963) 
whilst providing improved 
measurement accuracy in comparison 
with the 'A' Model. 

*filters to this older CCIR 
recommendation will continue to be 
available. 
*filters at non-standard frequencies 
available to order. 

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED 
Longacrcs, St. Albans, Herts, England. 
Tel: St. Albans 59292 Telex: 23350 
A GEC-Marco11i E/ec1ro11ics Company 



••• IAELLI �� 
GENERAL 

and the power 
of speech 

Internal telephone communication systems call for the same degree of reliability as for 
national networks. Pirelli General manufactures a range of multipair and multiway 
internal telephone cables which are stocked for immediate delivery. 
To reduce cross-talk in the multipair construction the pairs are twisted and laid-up with 
varying lays. Each cable has a distinct colour identification scheme for the cores or 
pairs which facilitates quick termination, and a Terylene ripper cord assists in quick 
removal of the pvc sheath. For further details ask for Publication MC3:197J. 

PIRELLI GENERAL CABLE WORKS LIMITED · SOUTHAMPTON · TELEPHONE: SOUTHAMPTON 20381 

P8577 
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Service telephone subscribers with 

information on the latest news,sporting 
details, weather , sto ck exchange news, 

advise number changes, dis continued 
. . 

services, new services, 

identify lo cation, f au It and other 

predetermined conditions with 

PLESSEY 
Automatic voice announcement 
equipment 

auto announcer 
The extremely reliable and 
economical Auto Announcer is ideal 
for announcing area identification, 
fault conditions and other short 
messages. Readily Interchangeable 
recording drums allow the use of one 
record unit for many replay units. 

_PL_E_SS_E_Y __ ,A 
Electronics • 

multi channel AVAE 
Engineered to the highest standards, 
the AVAE provides up to 12 separate 
15 second channels each capable of 
feeding 200 telephone lines. Suitable 
to advise telephone subscribers of 
number changes, discontinued ser
vices and other service information. 

variable message repeater 
The heavy duty VMR provides 
announcements of up to 3 minutes 
duration with immediate recycling at 
the end of the message. News, 
weather, sporting .and other Infor
mation services can be recorded by 
unskilled op�rators quickly and easily. 

SALES PLESSEY RADIO Martin Rd West Leigh Havant Hampshire England 
Telephone 0701 216391 

Manufacturer PLESSEY ELECTRONICS PTY LTD 91 Murphy St Richmond Australia 3121 
Telex 30383 Cables PLESSELEC Melbourne AV41 



A refreshing view 
of Access-al)ility * 

Get men overhead faster, safer and more economically with •ACCESS 
EQUIPMENT - ll1htwel1ht Mobile Aluminium Sta1ln1. Mobile 

21 

�� Aluminium Worklnc Platforms, Mobile Powered Work Platforms, \. I ' Mobile Safety Steps. • .. - The full range of .. ACCESS" Equipment is desi&ned to cope with 

_. B \. •:';�' ,. 
every installation •nd m•inte.cc .ire. • • • • • • • • • • • 

1 

I ZIP-UP I 1 · ·� NAME 

·��� ·' I POSITION IN FIRM 

I , � COM.PANY NAME TALLESCOPE 

.. \\:\\ � lJ � I I ADDRESS I \ ;r · , _ _. - \.\ BEANSTALK . �\ *SEND FOR I I � YOU R 
MOUNTIE I n - BROCHURES I :El. No. 

u NOW! I .LL ••••••••••••• 
ACCESS EQUIPMENT LIMITED Maylands Avenue, Hamel Hempstead, Hert�.Hemel Hempstead 2311 
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Introduction to Electricity 

L. T. AGGER 

This comprehensive introduction to electrical science 
is designed to meet the requirements of courses 
leading to the Ordinary National Certificate and 
Diploma, and of the City and Guilds Techicians' 
courses. Chapters dealing with applications include 
sufficient relevant general science to make the book 
self-contained, and it is therefore equally suited for 
use by the student working on his own. In the general 
treatment of electrical science, physical explanations 
are widely used, and the mathematical standard is 
set no higher than is strictly necessary. A graded 
set of problems is appended to each chapter. SI 
units are used consistently throughout the text, 
and brief notes on obsolete units are also given. 
331 text figures £6 paper covers £3 

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 

MODEL ANSWER BOOKS 

CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE 

EXAMINATIONS FOR THE TELECOMMUNICATION 

TECHNICIANS' COURSE 

Five model answer books arc available, each covering one of the following 
subjects, 

TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES A 

TELEPHONY AND TELEGRAPHY A 

ELEMENTARY TELECOMMUNICATION PRACTICE 

RADIO AND LINE TRANSMISSION A 

Price 37!1> each; 42p (Post Paid) 

LINE PLANT PRACTICE A 

Price now reduced to 37!p each; 42p (Post Paid) 

Model Answer books for Telecommunication Principles B are temporarily 

out of print, but a new edition is being prepared. 

Orders should be sent to 

The Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal, 

2-12 Gresham Street, London EC2Y 7AG 

Published by The Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal, 2-12 Gresham Street, London, E.C.2. 

and printed in Great Britain by Unwin Brothers Limited, Woking and London 
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TYPE 62 
9' 

FULL RANGE 

7 TO 14 DAY DELIVERY 

6' 

3' 

HIGH PRECISION MECHANICS 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

MECHANICS 

P.O. APPROVED 

IMMEDIATE QUOTATIONS AND 

TECHNICAL SERVICE 

P.C.M. TRANSIT JIG DATEL MODEM 

CRAY ELECTRONICS LTD 

3' 

FOR INSTRUMENT ELECTRONIC 
AND AUTOMATION INDUSTRIES 

SHELF ASSEMBLIES 

TELEX 

UNITS 

THAMES ROAD, CRAYFORD, KENT 

TELEPHONE: CRAYFORD 29251 
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Do you kno"' 1.Vhal els� 
Her1aan S111ilh can do? 

"62" type equipment is the 
aspect of our outputyou probably 
already know about.It's worth 
·remembering however, that w� 
produce mariy other types of 
presswork and sheet metal 
assemblies which may be.of use 
to you. 

We are acutely aware of the 
needs of the electrical arid 
electronics industries and our 
experience in these spheres 
is comprehensive. 

Contact Peter Bowen 

We are prepared for any 
challenge, complex or simple, 
large or small.· Try us. 

We produce the range of "62" · . 

type equipment, including the 
racks themselves, shelf 
assemblies, card locks, card 
guides, slide brackets, dummy 
front plates, etc. We also 
undertake electrical and 
electronic 1=1ssemblies.' 

.-------. 

HERMAN SMITH 

• 
Herman Smith Limited Cinderbank Works Netherton Dudley 
Worcestershire Telephone Dudley 52791 

PO approved 
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